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Introduction

First Principles

With the advent of the randomized clinical trial in the mid-twentieth century, the placebo effect mutated from a traditional resource of medicine into a confounding factor and, simultaneously, a potential object of theoretical interest. The transformation was marked by Henry Beecher’s historic paper “The Powerful Placebo” (1955), with its finding that an average of 35% of the subjects in an array of studies responded to placebo as to an active medication, a figure that ignores alternative explanations for improvement such as the natural course of disease. But while some have argued that the placebo effect dwindles almost to zero if correctly measured, over the decades since Beecher it has withstood all challenges, proving its ability to influence subjective experience and—more recently—to induce actual physiological changes.

Beecher’s interest in placebos went back to his experience as an army doctor in World War II, when, lacking morphine to treat the wounded, he was reduced to injecting them with water. Exactly why this worked no one really knows, nor of course can the situation be replicated experimentally, but in all likelihood the strong expectation of relief and the evocative nature of the medical ritual itself contributed. Both expectation and “the power of context” have since been identified as sources of the placebo effect, and both are of interest to this study.

As the RCT established itself as the definitive test of efficacy, medical research turned in that direction, and as the results stacked up, the placebo came to resemble a super-pharmaceutical capable of mimicking the effects, including even the side effects, of all kinds of drugs per se. Little wonder public fascination with the placebo effect centers on this virtuoso performer to the exclusion of background factors. But there is much more to the placebo effect than pills. If a placebo is inactive in itself, then its efficacy, if any, must
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arise from the context surrounding it, including in the first instance the medical encounter.

How should an intervention (e.g. a saline injection) produce an effect if it is objectively without a specific effect? There now seems to exist a consensus among placebo researchers that what we call placebo effects is a heterogeneous class of psychobiological events attributable to the overall therapeutic context. The placebo intervention by itself should not produce any effect (otherwise it would not be a true placebo); it completes a complex therapeutic situation.

Even the prescription of a pill takes place in a rich setting, a “complex therapeutic situation.” But once we begin to see the placebo effect as in good part a social proceeding, we become aware that it does not stop at the doctor’s door.

Our membership in a group can color our experience quite as much as a pill can; in fact, our notion of what a pill can do for us may well have been socially formed in the first place. We tend to expect the benefits others seem to experience. Recently the German Medical Association encouraged its own membership to use placebos more freely in clinical practice, and to recommend them to patients not as medications per se, which would be grossly deceptive, but as agents that have been shown to work with other patients. (The same careful form of words, an equivocation that is also a direct appeal to our social nature, has been used in studies of the placebo effect.) This book looks into ways in which our affiliations with others support the placebo effect, or its nocebo equivalent, and extend its operation well beyond the clinic. Some might call the derivative experience of the placebo effect—as when a person reports benefits from an inert pill said to work with others—a secondary event, but I see no reason to privilege some other event as true and primary; it is not as if we were patients first and members of society second. Some speculate, indeed, that the placebo effect is social in origin, likely to have evolved “from social grooming in apes and altruistic behavior in early hominids. An individual who trusts a member of his own social group, whether a shaman or a modern doctor, has surely an advantage over those who lack this mental disposition.”

By consensus, it was the investigation of animal magnetism—a universal fluid postulated by the shaman-like medical doctor Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815)—that first pin-pointed the placebo effect. In keeping with the model of the placebo effect as a phenomenon activated by the context in
which it occurs, I will argue that the felt power of the theorized fluid derived from the theatrical rituals of Mesmerism, but secondly from the power, the “magnetism,” of the Mesmer movement.

In the tradition of the inquest into animal magnetism, investigators in recent decades have conducted intriguing experiments on the placebo effect, many of which concern pain. But because pain in the laboratory—pain studied and controlled—differs from pain of unknown origin capable of exciting anxiety and even terror, the results of such studies might not apply extramurally even if the trickery that is so much a part of placebo experimentation were admissible in medical practice. Conversely, some forms of the placebo effect do not really lend themselves to simulation. Precisely by removing subjects from the social world at large and placing them in controlled conditions—often isolated from one another—in the interest of methodological rigor, experiments shut off channels in which the placebo effect normally operates. This book views the placebo effect more broadly, in keeping with the importance of social context. In a neglected classic of the placebo literature it is documented that surgical patients whose windows looked onto “a small stand of deciduous trees” recovered more quickly than strictly comparable patients in the same hospital who looked onto a brick wall. Let that more open view represent the view of the placebo effect itself taken here. Because my purpose is not to generate findings that can be translated into practice—though many of the findings of placebo research could never be translated into ethical practice either—I will consider some fictional portrayals of the social character of wellbeing and illness, even of dying. My assumption is that the subtlety and richness of literature more than make up for its deficiencies as data. The scientists who investigated the strange medical fashion of Mesmerism in pre-revolutionary France, thereby identifying what we now know as the placebo effect, concluded that its power source was none other than the human imagination. If the placebo effect plays in some way on the imagination, it seems fitting to consult works that know the realm of imagination from within—works of imagination—in a study of it.

I understand the placebo effect as an experienced benefit derived not from the actual composition of a medication or treatment but from its imputed or reputed properties, the rite of its administration, or “the power of context.”
The Social Component of the Placebo Effect

If the placebo effect depends on belief, so great was belief in the Greek medical tradition in much of the Mediterranean world in medieval times that physicians who inherited and spoke for the tradition stood at the head of their local community and were sought after by kings and caliphs. “It was the general outlook of a highly bookish age with its deep veneration for scientific attainments which entrenched the position of the medical art in popular conscience.” In time, however, such bookishness attracted skepticism and ridicule, as the portrait of the Physician in the Canterbury Tales depicts the man’s book-knowledge, or show of such, as a tool of a lucrative trade; or as the wise Lady Folly in Erasmus’s Praise of Folly prefers uncertainty and bewilderment to the delusions of academic knowledge. To Lady Folly, the doctor who commands esteem by engaging the beliefs of the community is simply a charlatan.

Among . . . many different disciplines, those are most highly prized which come closest to common sense, that is, popular folly. . . . “The doctor of medicine alone is worth all the others put together.” And within this profession itself, the closer a man comes to an ignorant, arrogant, inconsiderate quack, the more highly he will be esteemed even by princes seated in lordly estate. For medicine, especially as it is now practiced by most doctors, is nothing but a branch of flattery, like rhetoric itself.

But according to the compendious Anatomy of Melancholy by Shakespeare’s contemporary Robert Burton, a physician cannot help his patients unless he inspires belief. “’Tis opinion alone . . . that makes or mars physicians, and he doth the best cures, according to Hippocrates, in whom most trust.” If the best physician is trusted by the most people—one thinks of Maimonides with his extensive practice, shining reputation, Hippocratic lineage, and presumably deliberate exploitation of the placebo effect—even “opinion” in this case seems to refer to a belief generally, not just privately held. It does not make things simpler that the word “opinion” in Burton’s time had disturbing connotations of popular delusion.

The physician who woos and wins the opinion of the community can be shown as a confidence artist, a master of benign deceptions, a good practitioner, or even all at once, as in this comment put to paper in the mid-eighteenth century:
The principal quality of a Physician, as well as of a Poet (for Apollo is the God of Physic and Poetry), is that of fine lying, or flattering the patient. . . . And it is doubtless as well for the Patient to be cured by the Working of his Imagination, or a Reliance upon the Promise of his Doctor, as by repeated Doses of Physic.15

Yet if most of our ailments pass, the lying physician may be speaking the truth despite himself, and if wellbeing has something to do with integration into the community, the physician may do some good by speaking the community’s language.16 The ambiguity of the figure of the socially adept healer—now a Maimonides, now a fine liar, now a quack—prefigures the ambiguity of the placebo effect itself, covering as it does a spectrum of responses ranging from actual bodily changes induced by paradoxically inactive agents to the dubious benefits of sham medications. In turn, the ambiguity of the placebo effect leads investigators to claim that “Positive emotions and ideas can help to heal the body through the powerful placebo effect,” only to subjoin that “the actual effects of [optimism] are difficult to prove or disprove”17; or to label psychotherapy as “the quintessential placebo” only to deny that it is in fact nothing but a placebo.18

Placebos per se range from saline injections and sugar pills to unnecessary antibiotics, from active drugs prescribed at sub-active levels to drugs that outperform inert pills only trivially, as with antidepressants in most cases. If people are drawn to antidepressants because they seem to work, perhaps it is also true that they seem to work because so much belief, hope, scientific prestige, popular mythology, moral ardor, and financial capital have been invested in them that they became, in all, a kind of movement;19 from 1988 to 2008 their use in the United States quadrupled.20 It is known that the benefits of antidepressants are largely an artifact of the placebo effect. By general agreement, a primary mechanism of the placebo effect is expectation, as when we experience a certain benefit because we anticipate it. But we may anticipate it not because we ourselves have enjoyed it before, but because we learn, imagine, or assume that others have. In the pages to come I look from different angles at this predisposition to feel what others feel, or are reputed or believed to feel. Perhaps the first to take notice of it was Montaigne: “I would rather live among people who are healthy and cheerful: the sight of another man’s suffering produces physical suffering in me, and my own sensitivity has often appropriated the feelings of a third party. A persistent cougher tickles my lungs and my throat.”21 But was this Montaigne’s peculiarity?
Evidence that it was not comes from the observation of Robert Boyle—one of the founders of modern science—that a hysterical woman witnessing another suffering a fit was often “infected with the like strange discomposure.”22 Exactly the same observation was made over a century later by a doctor who collaborated in the first research in England on the placebo effect.23 Yet the social component of our experience—our felt response to the experience of others, whether we witness it or learn of it—is largely overlooked in the now-voluminous placebo literature. A recent paper on “Patients’ Direct Experiences as Central Elements of Placebo Analgesia” reviews studies where patients treated with a placebo are told of the relief others derived from it; that is, the paper unwittingly introduces reported experience into “direct” experience itself. (Indeed, in one of the reviewed studies the patients are actually told about the practitioner’s experience treating their symptoms.) In each case the patients tend strongly to report the same benefit that was reported to them.24 Similarly, it seems that many ask a doctor for antidepressants after learning of others’ experience with them—so-called word of mouth endorsements.

While controlled experiments bear at best a rough resemblance to life at large, studies where subjects learn in one way or another of others’ responses are closer to life than studies that seal subjects in an information vacuum. And much as the words of others enter into our own—for “in real life people talk most of all about what others talk about—they transmit, recall, weigh and pass judgment on other people’s words, opinions, assertions, information”25—so too are the responses of others likely to tint ours. As it happens, research into the placebo effect in the late eighteenth century targeted two medical fashions powered by pamphlets, newspaper reports, word of mouth, public wonder—the flow of charged information. As I will argue, under the influence of these public sensations many reported bodily sensations exactly like those others seemed to have, even though both fashions turned out to be medically baseless. A few years later, in 1811, occurred the first recorded usage of the word “placebo” in the sense of a medicine prescribed to humor the patient. True to the social character of the placebo effect, however, patients may report (and conceivably experience) improvement in order to gratify the doctor,26 just as the doctor may prescribe a placebo in order to appease the patient.

An oft-cited example of the placebo effect is the stimulation coffee-drinkers derive, or seem to derive or in any case report, from deceptively labeled decaffeinated coffee. No doubt the drinkers expect stimulation from
caffeine, but where did the expectation come from? Maybe from their own experience, maybe not. Coffee-drinking, after all, is a social act surrounded with anecdote, such as tales of students who stay awake for nocturnal study sessions by charging with caffeine. “People hear about, observe, and experience coffee-drinking in specific contexts, embedded within sociocultural networks of meaning,” so that I know of the effects of caffeine by reputation and rumor as well as first-hand experience. Socially speaking, it is not so mysterious that I should seem to experience the effects the world around me ascribes to caffeine, even though it is not present. In that coffee-houses where newspapers were read and opinions exchanged (and where doctors met) were focal points of the public realm as it took shape in eighteenth-century Britain, coffee is in fact historically associated in a strong way with the circulation of information. And hearsay or reputation itself can tinge our sensory experience, as when headache sufferers give high ratings to a placebo packaged as a famous brand of aspirin they have never taken.

It sometimes happens that a drug’s presumed effect runs contrary to its pharmacological one. In the case of alcohol, for example, “the pharmacological effect . . . is to decrease sexual arousal. However, consistent with common expectations, the belief that one has consumed alcohol results in increased sexual arousal to erotic stimuli.” From the folklore surrounding alcohol I derive the fanciful notion that it heightens sexual arousal. Steeped in this sort of common knowledge, I may come to experience an effect other alcohol-drinkers are presumed to enjoy, even though it is the presumption rather than the alcohol that drives it.

Or consider the finding that “people taking red or pink placebo pills tend to feel stimulated, and those taking blue pills tend to feel more sedated, regardless of active ingredients.” One doubts these reported experiences trace back in each and every case to the pill-taker’s actual history with red and blue pills respectively. The fact is that in the world around us, these colors have a certain emotional valence—red connoting heat, passion, energy (as in a sports car’s red line), blue associated with coolness and languor (as in the blues), melancholy, or even steadfastness (“true blue”). Moreover, the original experiment with pink and blue placebos was complicated with social factors that seem to have gone unnoticed in the literature. Though blue is no more strongly associated with languor than red with passion, the “blue” response was much stronger—possibly because responses were measured after the medical students who served as the study subjects sat through an hour-long lecture. Not only can a lecture be a sedative in itself, but the
drowsiness of some members of the audience can readily communicate itself to others.

**Groups, Fashions, Movements**

Cases of sensations transfused from one person to another are well known to both medical and social science. In a public place—say a school or a train station—someone seems to scent a noxious gas and falls ill, whereupon bystanders fall ill in turn and the phenomenon cascades, with one person after another sickening as a result of exposure to mysterious vapors that turn out not to exist. But there is no law of nature or human nature dictating that only sensations of illness can pass in this way. Spectators of the physical “crises” induced by the charismatic Mesmer when he fixed subjects with his gaze might well have felt similar forces shooting through their bodies. Yet if we had to be on hand to witness the sensations of others in order for them to affect us, the social sources of the placebo effect would be more limited than in fact they are. For we also respond to reports about others, as indeed the stories that surrounded the Mesmer phenomenon must have added immeasurably to its mystique.

Only because the experience of our very bodies is subject to social influences can the placebo effect act in this way. Among the evidence that our sensations are so subject I would include notes left by the eighteenth-century physician Johann Storch, in the German town of Eisenach, concerning the ailments of his female patients. Speaking of a flux in their ears, of womb cramps in their mouth, the women described many bodily experiences all but incomprehensible to us but to them as intuitive as the social medium of language itself. They experienced their ailments alike just as they spoke about them in similar ways. To listen to the women is indeed to learn a new language:

The complaint about an inner flux was one of the most frequent reasons why women turned to the doctor. . . . The flux is a strange thing. It described a host of things. “Flux” is the name for pains a woman felt inside from matter flowing in her body. The women also spoke of “flux” when something flowed from their bodies. The word “flux” combined a subjective experience with a complex meaning. The women suffered from an inner flux, but at the same time they were fearful that this flux inside them could be “struck in,” be driven back, become stuck. They suffered from the flux and from the fear that it might disappear.34
Like flux itself, the women’s ailments seem flowing and indeterminate, so much so that without settled ways of talking about them they might be unable to pin them down at all. Today we would be more inclined to speak of mood fluctuations than flux, although these too are highly ambiguous virtually by definition. The inherent ambiguity of our self-interpretations, to say nothing of mood changes, gives the placebo effect a field to operate in. If not for the equivocality of such events, the placebo effect would have much less to work with. In 1963 a meta-analysis of 67 drug studies tabulated such side-effects of placebo treatment as “depression of the central nervous system” (the most common of all), “heaviness of limbs,” “mental confusion,” and restless legs, events no less obscure, perhaps, than flux in the ears, but more credible to us because more familiar.35

The placebo effect may escape our awareness not because it is too remote but too near, as near as our own moods and pains. The report on the pink/blue pill experiment published in 1972 remarks in passing that it is no coincidence “that the most widely prescribed drugs are those used to treat mild anxiety and minor pain—conditions that either remit spontaneously or respond to reassurance.” We are awash in the placebo effect, it seems. Not that nothing has changed over the intervening decades. These days drugs for depression have taken the place of those for anxiety on the sales list, but, perhaps unsurprisingly, these popular compounds exhibit a strong placebo component of their own. (As I will suggest, the very knowledge that one’s drug has conquered the marketplace and is being taken by millions of others, as if one were part of a movement, may serve to boost the placebo effect.) Even though the two conditions, anxiety and depression, are associated with one another and difficult to distinguish clinically,36 it seems one is in the ascendant or in medical fashion while the other is not. Not only has consumer favor shifted over time from anti-anxiety to anti-depression medications, both of them in large part placebos, but it was during these decades of pharmacological revolution that placebos acquired their now-celebrated ability to mimic drugs.37 Highly responsive to its surroundings, the placebo effect simulated the action of the compounds that had become the darlings of public enthusiasm.

Some would restrict the locus of the placebo effect to dummy medications while others insist it is the art or rite of medical care itself. But a doctor may prescribe an irrelevant treatment with all due care. Ordering vitamin injections that had no particular medical value but nevertheless seemed to help his patients, one doctor would tell them, “I’m going to have you get
some B-12 injections. They have helped many other patients, but I cannot explain to you why they work and I cannot promise you they will work. I can simply say that many patients tell me they feel better and stronger after such a course of therapy”—thereby arousing an expectation that the benefits others enjoy, they will enjoy too. (That injections per se raise higher expectations among American than Europeans suggests that patients even respond to the needle as members of their society. For that matter, people tend to attribute their health problems to the same causes as the groups to which they belong.) In saying that he can’t make promises but that vitamin injections reportedly work for other patients, the doctor issues a disclaimer that nevertheless acts as a potent recommendation; the statement itself is an injection of hope. Similar formulas are used in placebo research when the experimenter does not want to lie but also does not quite want to reveal that the treatment in question is medically null, which would defeat the expectation of efficacy. Instances of this genre are cited in the pages to come.

In keeping with “the power of context” and the importance of ritual, we may benefit not only from taking the same medications or pseudo-medications as others, but following the same procedures. Evidence from several clinical trials suggests that subjects taking a placebo on schedule enjoy better outcomes, including significantly higher rates of survival, than the less adherent, even when a number of variables are controlled for. Though the exact reasons for this provocative finding remain unclear, it seems the ritual of pill-taking—following the same procedure as others—does count for something. Similarly, the efficacy of Alcoholics Anonymous may flow less from the specific twelve principles to which members pledge themselves than from the communal nature of the pledge; by committing themselves identically in a solemn and ritualistic manner, members escape their own isolation and form a group that strengthens each and every one of them. As we will see, anonymity also rules over More’s Utopia, a showcase of both good health and unanimous ritual.

“In the beginning was not the word but the group,” suggests a searching analysis of the placebo effect. In the course of a meditation on the same subject, a doctor notes that some of his patients in the 1960s refrained from alcohol for long periods when they joined not Alcoholics Anonymous but the Black Panthers. So too, for veterans who have sustained psychological injuries in war mutual support may activate a potential for recovery—so-called “healing through community.” On the other hand, it remains unproven that support groups can improve survival rates for breast cancer patients; and
while such groups may help men who choose to leave early-stage prostate cancer untreated, the same men would most likely not have become cancer patients in the first place if they hadn’t fallen in with the screening movement and sought out testing for a disease that can go untreated. Groups, then, take many forms, not all of them necessarily health-enhancing. As social beings we are drawn to trends, fashions and movements with ambiguous potential, and are inclined to feel what others caught up in these forms of social life appear to.

According to some, underlying the placebo effect is the sense of being in the hands of a superior power, namely the doctor’s. While it is natural for doctors to regard themselves as indispensable to the placebo effect and central to the patient’s experience, they do not actually have to be in the picture for someone to enjoy the placebo effect (as in the case of coffee with presumed caffeine), and at this moment few doctors are ready and willing to take charge of the patient as implied by the authoritarian model of superior power. The doctor who confesses, “I cannot explain to you why vitamin injections work and I cannot promise you they will work” has not struck a very authoritarian pose. But maybe I can also enjoy a sense of being in the hands of something greater than myself by committing myself to a movement—joining a multitude of others inspired by common aims or passions. (The members of Alcoholics Anonymous have not only joined a movement but, by their creed, have placed themselves in the hands of a higher power—a double source of morale that helps account for the success of the AA method.) Mesmerism, the craze that first inspired investigation of the placebo effect, was nothing less than a movement, and it didn’t hurt that the man who gave it its name played the maestro and professed to be in touch with a mysterious elemental power. Some trace the practice of psychotherapy to Mesmer. In that spirit I will pursue an analogy between a current mode of psychotherapy and Mesmerism, but also make the more general case that the popularity of psychotherapy has much to do with its cultivation of the placebo effect, which is the other side of the argument that being carried along by a popular movement can fuel the placebo experience.

Though no longer in vogue, psychoanalysis provides the precedent for talking therapies that are. While the cures wrought by psychoanalysis were never confirmed experimentally and remain open to doubt, the method was sustained by a potent narrative, according to which a patient held captive by unprocessed conflicts from childhood comes to recognize the source of his or her troubles and is thereby cathartically released from them. From
where does this notion of catharsis—the discharge of energy that theoretically transforms us from prisoners of our past to free agents—draw its appeal? The fact is that healing has long been thought to operate by clearing harmful things from the body, whether by means of purging, bleeding, or some other method. The history of healing, it has been said, consists largely of “cathartic methods of treatment.” By directing the flow of animal magnetism and inducing cathartic “crises” of his own, Mesmer purported to clear blockages from the patient’s system without recourse to traditional medical methods. Like Mesmer, Freud adapted a principle that seems to have recommended itself to human intuition for as long as something like medicine existed. The authors just cited also argue, with evidence, that “until recently the history of medical treatments was essentially the history of the placebo effect.”

Rich Representation

Over recent decades many have sought, with reason, to rescue the placebo effect from the cynicism that once surrounded its use as a ploy to placate and deceive gullible patients. But I know of no more robustly straightforward defense of the value of pleasing the patient—and “placebo” means “I shall please”—than Rabelais’. In contrast to those who portray physicians as flatterers and confidence artists, Rabelais, a physician himself, would have them serve patients in all sincerity by lifting their spirits, just as his own writings are intended to relieve depression and minister to human cheerfulness. Given the literal meaning of “placebo,” Rabelais’ position that the doctor should above all please the patient constitutes a warrant of the placebo effect.

A physician, dressed up with the right mien and attire . . . could reply to those who found his role-playing odd: “I have put on such accoutrements not to show off and be pompous, but to please the patient on whom I am making a call, whom alone I seek entirely to please, avoiding all offense and irritation.”

The proper use of the placebo effect is not to exploit the patient by inducing belief in sham remedies but to encourage by every fair means. Rabelais makes the transacted nature of the pleasing effect quite clear, whether “such cheering-up results from the perceptions of the patient as he contemplates those qualities in his doctor . . . or whether it results rather from the pouring
of the doctor’s spirits . . . into the person of his patient.”51 Either way, each feels what the other does.

Our liability to deception was undoubtedly known to Rabelais, as the human appetite for delusion constitutes a commonplace of the satiric tradition and indeed literature in general. Literature, however, laughs and weeps at human suggestibility as medical research will not permit itself to do. It laughs, as in a Decameron tale where a group of rogues set up the foolish Calandrino by accosting him one by one and asking him if he is all right; by the third cue that something is wrong, he “was quite certain he was ill.”52 A doctor, the rogues’ confederate, then tells him the reason he feels so sick: he is pregnant. Literature also weeps, as when Eve accepts the apple in Paradise Lost (the subject of chapter 4). Satan doesn’t just extol the supposedly magic fruit but cites his own experience of its uplifting effects; Eve’s momentary sense of uplift upon eating it, obviously modeled on the serpent’s report, is the placebo effect without the name. If we can be led to confuse alcohol for a sexual stimulant, perhaps “our general mother” could confuse a common apple for a psychotropic one.

I look to literature in these pages, then, because it knew of our propensity for delusion as well as the social character of our experience well before these matters came before the bar of science and were isolated and verified experimentally. But there is another reason.

Two decades ago a paper in Science memorably demonstrated a connection between social bonds and health, such that the less socially integrated are even more likely to die: a striking illustration of the medical import of social forces.53 But how is the nature of a social bond to be assessed? Here the paper is at its weakest, it seems to me. Time and again it refers to the “quality of social relationships” as if that elusive something were as plain as a box on a questionnaire. The information available in forms and surveys about the quality of a relationship—its dynamics and differentiae, its intricacies—is itself of poor quality. A significant contributor to inflated estimates of the prevalence of depression in the United States is the crudity of instruments used to measure it.

So argues a book published a few years ago that takes on the diagnostic system of the authoritative Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, contending that a checklist of symptoms for such an ambiguous condition as depression is too schematic and leads to false conclusions. As the authors make clear, the diagnostic question is not which presumptive symptoms of depression exist, but whether the symptoms are in fact indicators of excessive, chronic
or uncaused sadness, a determination that can be made only if the history behind the symptoms is taken into account. By way of illustration they offer some hypothetical cases, one involving the collapse of “a passionate romantic relationship,” another the “loss of a valued job,” another the receiving of a “life-threatening medical diagnosis” by a loved one, each of which might incite a reaction of profound sadness. But case histories sketched in two or three paragraphs are themselves bone-thin compared to the richness of literary representation. In the literature of the imagination we will find a feeling for detail, for the specificity of cases, and for ambiguity, each of which tends to be missing from abbreviated reports, and all the more from the statistical language in which medical findings are now so often cast.

The most pointed discussion I have encountered of the biomedical influence of social forces occurs, in fact, in a novel. When the aging protagonist of Wallace Stegner’s *The Spectator Bird*—a man of bitter meditations, graveyard humor, and Danish ancestry—receives a questionnaire in the mail asking about his self-esteem on the theory “that a decline in self-esteem is responsible for many of the overt symptoms of aging,” it sends him into a rage:

I looked at the questions and threw the thing in the fireplace. Another of those socio-psycho-physiological studies suitable for computerizing conclusions already known to anyone over fifty. Who was ever in any doubt that the self-esteem of the elderly declines in this society which indicates in every possible way that it does not value the old in the slightest, finds them an expense and an embarrassment, laughs at their experience . . .? The poor old senior citizen has two choices, assuming he is well enough to have any choices at all. He can retire from that hostile culture to the shore of some shuffleboard court in a balmy climate, or he can shrink in his self-esteem and gradually become the cipher he is constantly reminded he is.

In time, socio-psycho-physiological studies became the currency of research into the placebo effect, and because I cite many such, I think it best to temper their abstraction with particularity. Before looking into the social character of the placebo effect as it was identified in the late-18th century and then tracking some of its manifestations today, I will therefore examine a few socio-medical transactions in literary works of universal renown. In Book Four of the Odyssey the action of a certain benign Egyptian drug seems scarcely distinguishable from the ritual of its consumption. In More’s remarkable Utopia, the action of an also-benign suicide drug seems similarly supported by
ritual. In the twisted world of *Hamlet*, however, it is the poisoner of Hamlet’s father who invokes the social nature of wellbeing, espousing conventional social remedies for the young man’s melancholy—behavioral antidepressants, we might call them.

Medicine and literature are kindred arts. Apollo presides over both Physic and Poetry, after all.
Chapter One

Heartsease
Medicine and Social Context

One of the foundational works of our literature shows, though it does not state, that a medication’s mode of action may be social.

Among the earliest allusions in Western culture to the art of medicine is a passage in the Odyssey referring to a certain mysterious drug acquired by Helen in Egypt and now administered both to her husband Menelaus and his visitors in their wine:

Into the wine of which they were drinking she cast a medicine of heartsease, free of gall, to make one forget all sorrows, and whoever had drunk it down once it had been mixed in the wine bowl, for the day he drank it would have no tear roll down his face, not if his mother died and his father died, not if men murdered a brother or a beloved son in his presence with the bronze, and he with his own eyes saw it. Such were the subtle medicines Zeus’ daughter [Helen] had in her possessions, good things, and given to her by the wife of Thon, Polydamna of Egypt, where the fertile earth produces the greatest number of medicines, many good in mixture, many malignant, and every man is a doctor there and more understanding than men elsewhere.¹

In the tradition of Homer, many Greeks were to place the origin of medicine and pharmacology in Egypt, among them Herodotus, whose comment on the Egyptians’ medical knowledge may have been inspired by this fabulous passage.²

While reminding us of the magical herb that protects Odysseus against enchantment at the hands of Circe³ or the lotus that enchants men’s minds by destroying their desire for home, Helen’s exotic drug nevertheless has a story of its own, and so too is its use embedded in a rich narrative context.
Prompted by Athena to seek for news of his father, Telemachus journeys first to Nestor in Pylos, then in company with Nestor’s son Pisistratus to “the palace of the king whom Zeus loved” (4.44), Menelaus, in Lakedaimon. There the young man is received royally, as befits the son of a king; indeed, he is recognized as Odysseus’ son even without announcing himself, which ought to lay to rest his doubts about the identity of his father (1.215-16). Menelaus professes a strong and abiding love of Odysseus and laments his disappearance, stirring up in the others a desire for weeping; at which point Pisistratus too weeps for his brother Antilochus, lost in the Trojan War. Once the tears flow, Menelaus proclaims it is time for the washing of hands, and then dinner, whereupon an attendant “poured water for them to wash with. / They put their hands to the good things that lay ready before them” (4.217-18). It is at this point, then, as a refinement of the dining ritual, that Helen introduces a subtle narcotic into the wine. The action both before and after speaks to the dependence of the medical art on the social context in which it is practiced, a point under discussion even now.

While Helen’s drug is described as extraordinary, the occasion framing its use is extraordinary in its own right, if differently so. Never before have these four persons stood in one another’s presence, nor perhaps will they ever again, after this one visit. The moment is thus lifted out of the ordinary flow of events into the light of the remarkable. The presence of these people in the same place at the same time is itself a potent mixture. We note, for example, that even before the men drink the heartsease they have eased their hearts by pouring out their grief. In other ways, too, the action of the drug is supported by the setting in which it is taken, its potency activated by an elaborate and highly evocative context of ceremony. After all, there could be no better place for easing the heart than the palace of “the king whom Zeus loved,” a palace almost Olympian in its amenities (and the Homeric gods indeed live at their ease); but it is not the opulence of the palace alone so much as the decorum of its rituals that seems to underwrite the power of heartsease. If the drug is not administered covertly but given and received like a gift, the acts of giving and receiving are ritualized in the Odyssey as if they were the crux of social life. Helen, the giver of the drug, received it herself in Egypt, just as Menelaus received the mixing bowl fashioned by the gods’ artificer that he gives Telemachus in turn (4.615-17). It is the most splendid gift in his possession.

“Now when she [Helen] had put the medicine in, and told them to pour it, / taking up the story again she began to speak to them” (4.233-34). As the use of heartsease is folded into the ceremony of drinking, so it is mixed into
the wine openly, decorously, not in secret. It is not enough for Helen to introduce the drug into the wine, but she must be seen to do so, her action in this respect standing in direct contrast to Circe’s surreptitious admixture of drugs into the wine she serves Odysseus’ men (10.236) to make them forget their homeland. Perhaps if Helen’s medicine had not been so fully integrated into the rituals of decorum and hospitality, it too would have produced only some form of amnesia rather than the profound pleasure in hearing stories that seems to be its actual effect. Indeed, immediately after serving the enhanced wine, Helen launches into tales of Odysseus.

Son of Atreus, dear to Zeus, Menelaus, and you who are here, children of noble fathers; yet divine Zeus sometimes gives out good, or sometimes evil; he can do anything. Sit here now in the palace and take your dinner and listen to me and be entertained. What I will tell you is plausible. I could not tell you all the number nor could I name them, all that make up the exploits of enduring Odysseus . . . (4.235-41)

If eating and drinking, not in the manner of the riotous suitors but as properly performed, have a ritual character, the telling of stories completes the occasion. It is after eating and drinking that Odysseus himself, in the land of the Phaeacians, asks the blind bard to sing the story of the Trojan Horse, the same ruse of war Menelaus tells of in Book Four.

If indeed “all sorrows can be borne if you put them into a story or tell a story about them” (as Hannah Arendt has written, attributing the saying to Isak Dinesen), then the anodyne effect of heartsease in fact resembles that of narrative—resembles it so suggestively as to make the two virtually one. Stories, on this showing, reconcile us to things as they are, in particular to grief and loss. The Trojan War itself became a great source of grief and loss even for the victors, though by the same token those sufferings can be put into the form of stories. What makes Odysseus’ disappearance all but unbearable for his loved ones is that precisely because his fate is unknown his story cannot be told. As we would put it today, they lack closure. If Odysseus had died in Troy (says Telemachus in Book One), his fame would have survived, which is to say that stories would have been told of him. “But now ingloriously the stormwinds have caught and carried him / away, out of sight, out of knowledge, and he left pain and lamentation to me” (1.241-43). While death leaves pain and grief, they are alleviated by story; but of the fate of Odysseus no story can be told.
Neither Menelaus nor Telemachus nor Pisistratus has a brother killed in front of his eyes while under the influence of heartsease. Indeed, nothing but storytelling takes place when the drug comes on, and storytelling to the ear very much like all the other narratives in the Odyssey. Menelaus himself, though drugged, tells the tale of Helen circling the Trojan Horse, calling out to the warriors inside in the voice of their wives like some ancient Tokyo Rose—tells of this event, the very crisis-point of the Trojan War, the moment on which its outcome depends, exactly as if he had never drunk heartsease at all. While we do not discover whether heartsease can really make a man indifferent to the murder of a brother, we have already learned that story can reconcile a man to such a loss, or at least begin to. The murder of Menelaus’ brother Agamemnon is probably the most frequently told story in the Odyssey; and while Menelaus laments his death, he does not (as he tells us) grieve it so much as the disappearance of Odysseus, who, precisely because he has disappeared from view, cannot be commemorated in story (4.104-10). Story itself is consolation, is heart’s ease. Pisistratus laments the loss of his brother Antilochus, “surpassingly swift of foot, and a fighter” (4.202), though his grief is made more bearable by being cast into words, and within a few lines he is eating dinner.

By virtue of the heartsease ritual, then, three men with their solitary sources of lamentation—Telemachus, consumed with grief and self-doubt; Pisistratus, “thinking in his heart of stately Antilochos” (4.187), whom he never saw as Telemachus has never seen Odysseus; Menelaus, mourning all who died in his cause (4.97-102)—put aside their private thoughts like members of a single company. In this special setting, to feel what others feel means to be released for the time being from the imprisonment of private sorrows.

In Plato’s Laws those afflicted with the impulse to rob temples are advised to perform cleansing rites and seek the company of men with a reputation for virtue; if they are lucky their “disease” will abate. It seems the right sort of company and the right sort of rituals can have a curative effect. In the heartsease episode of the Odyssey a similar point is made dramatically. However potent the drug is said to be, its effect of releasing from sorrow appears to derive from the ritual of its use, and suggestively resembles the effect of the exemplary communal activity of storytelling. Not until the following day—after the drug has worn off—does Telemachus hear the account of Menelaus’ journey home to Sparta, in the course of which the Old Man of the Sea reports that Odysseus is being held captive by Calypso. After attending to the tale and receiving some of the information he came for, Telemachus
begs leave to depart, first telling his host, “I could well be satisfied to sit here beside you / for a year’s time, without any longing for home or parents, such strange pleasure do I take listening to your stories / and sayings” (4.595-98). Even allowing for an element of courteous hyperbole, it seems a well-delivered tale has a pleasure-giving effect in and of itself that is much like the described effect of an exotic medicine. The power of the preparation derives less from the soil of Egypt than from the ceremonies surrounding it.¹⁰

Only a few lines into the Odyssey it is reported that Calypso “works to / Charm [Odysseus] to forget Ithaka” (1.56-57), but without success. We note that Calypso uses no drug at all, merely her own attractions. Conversely, a scene in the Iliad shows the sheer act of conversation as so pleasurable and soothing that it brings enjoyment to a man shot with a barbed arrow. The wounded Machaon (son of the legendary healer Asclepius, as it happens) is borne back to Nestor’s shelter, where a slave duly prepares a potion of wine with white barley and grated cheese admixed. After the two men slake their thirst they “began to take pleasure in conversation, talking with each other” (11.642), meaning that Machaon is relieved by speech alone, with no need of the drug given to another arrow-wounded warrior later in the same book.¹¹ If conversation in and of itself can assuage the pain of a barbed arrow, it is surely possible for story to dispel grief.¹² “Words can be powerful placebos.”¹³

In the world of the Socratic dialogue we learn of another medication requiring a context of ritual to take effect. In a ruse to bare the soul of Charmides (who seems to be about the age of Telemachus), Socrates pretends to know a certain incantation that activates a certain drug that relieves headache:

And I said [the drug] was a certain leaf, but that there was a certain incantation in addition to the drug, and that if one chanted it at the same time that he used it, the drug would make him altogether healthy, but without the incantation there would be no benefit from the leaf.¹⁴

Yet the dialogue never gets around to the incantation or the leaf—or the headache, for that matter—quite as if these were pretenses to set up the matter it is interested in: health, or soundness, of soul, for “everything starts with the soul.” The actual existence of both drug and incantation is left in question. (Interestingly, the dialogue also refers at a number of points to the false
practice of medicine.) In Book Four of the Odyssey we are shown both the Egyptian drug and the ritual context in which it is taken. In this case, story as opposed to incantation provides the enchantment that gives the drug effect; while decorum requires that Menelaus not ask his guest the reason for his visit until the next day, story speeds the flow of time and imposes its wonder on the listener’s troubled soul. The tales of Odysseus’ exploits behind enemy lines and inside the Trojan horse—both illustrating his aptitude at unconventional warfare—shine all the more brilliantly in that they stand out against the mystery of his disappearance.

Today we might say that heartsease acts through the mechanism of the placebo effect—that its power lies not in its specific composition so much as in the expectations raised by and the ceremony surrounding its use. (Given to Helen in the first place and mixed in a bowl like the one given to Telemachus upon his departure, the drug is set in a rich context of gift-giving; in a study of the placebo effect, receiving a medication from a doctor is likened to receiving a gift.) If Helen’s audience had not been primed for pleasant effects by the beauty of the palace and its furnishings and rituals, and by seeing her lace the wine, it might not have experienced quite those effects. Expectation has been identified as “the main factor in placebo responsiveness,” which is not to say that the placebo effect necessarily reduces to a kind of bait-and-switch experience—being led to anticipate one treatment only to receive another. It is to say that the placebo effect has social sources and draws on the ambiguous potential of our nature as social beings. Perhaps the mysterious reputation of Egyptian medicine as cited by Homer traces not only to the composition of Egyptian drugs per se but the uniquely collective nature of medical knowledge in a realm where “every man is a doctor,” as the uniquely good health of More’s Utopia (see next chapter) reflects the unanimity of the citizenry.

If a Telemachus desperately uncertain of himself finds solace and assurance of his identity in the company of others, social ties may be health-giving in and of themselves, as Durkheim showed in his great study of suicide a century ago—although the effect of companionship on our wellbeing goes beyond even this, as both literature and medical literature suggest. It is now recognized, by many at least, that the way in which medical care is administered can be as important as the treatments themselves, just as the rich social ceremonies surrounding the use of heartsease, and the storytelling it is so closely associated with, signify as much as the drug. Indeed, Menelaus displays to the troubled Telemachus many of the qualities that patients now
look for in their doctor, in particular warmth, concern, command of information (in this case the information that Odysseus is marooned on Calypso’s island) and the ability to relate it, as well as an unhurried manner, to which we can add honesty. “Tell me the whole truth,” says Telemachus (4.351).

A recent paper in the *Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine* argues that the very setting and manner of healing may contribute to therapeutic efficacy.

That aspect of healing that is produced, activated, or enhanced by the context of the clinical encounter, as distinct from the specific efficacy of treatment interventions, is contextual healing. Factors that play a role in contextual healing include the environment of the clinical setting, cognitive and affective communication of clinicians, and the ritual of administering treatment. Contextual healing is precisely what has been off the radar screen of scientific medicine.

While the claim that the placebo effect can actually heal, as opposed to relieving symptoms, remains open to question, the importance of context in generating and supporting the effect is undeniable. In Book Four of the Odyssey, accordingly, hospitality itself, with its rituals and affective communications, serves a sort of placebo function. We might even consider the palace of Menelaus, with its high roof, gleaming interior, excellent baths, staff of attendants, and general good order, as a variant hospital in which a heartsick Telemachus finds strength, if only by being recognized and treated as the son of Odysseus and thereby coming to know himself as such. While Homer foregrounds and even romanticizes the Egyptian anodyne—the treatment intervention—and leaves its dependence on social ceremonies a matter of inference, some awareness of “the power of context” seems inscribed into the Odyssey.
Suicide in Utopia

As with heartsease, the ritual surrounding the Utopian suicide drug is itself medicinal.

The *Science* paper documenting a link between social integration and health ends by noting a fracture of social patterns in the very time and place of its writing, such that “just as we discover the importance of social relationships for health, and see an increasing need for them, their prevalence and availability may be declining.”¹ In Thomas More’s Utopia, not only do social integration and health go hand in hand, but the islanders’ way of life is spared this kind of corrosive attrition. Their arrangements are good, and being so, remain unchanged over the generations.

A pageant of sameness and harmony, Utopia is “like a single family,”² but one free of the conflicts and tensions of familial life as we know it. The collectivism of Utopian life is a legacy of Plato, whose ideal commonwealth, Magnesia, is constructed on that very principle. “In short,” says Plato, “we must condition ourselves to an instinctive rejection of the very notion of doing anything without our companions; we must live a life in which we never do anything, if possible, except by combined and united action as members of a group.”³ The unanimity of Magnesian life, expressed in music, dance, and civic ritual, seems conducive to collective health, Plato’s intent in designing the commonwealth being the quasi-medical one of preventing some evils and curing others. In Utopia, for its part, all adhere to the same healthy way of life, or it may be that their way of life is healthy precisely because they hold to it in common—that is, because their unanimity exempts them from the greed and envy that are the ruin of Europe. The Utopians prize a good that cannot be taken from one person by another to be added to the latter’s hoard: simple wellbeing. The principal narrator of *Utopia* and our source of information about the happy society is a traveler named for the archangel Raphael, by tradition a healer.⁴

Unlike those for whom health is the absence of pain or disease, the Uto-
prians deem health a positive state and relish it for its own sake. “Health itself, when not oppressed by pain, gives pleasure, without any external excitement at all. Even though it appeals less directly to the senses than the gross gratifications of eating and drinking, many consider this to be the greatest pleasure of all. Most of the Utopians regard this as the foundation of all the other pleasures” (p. 74). Arguably, the Utopians rate health so highly because the pursuit of so modest, moderate and innocent a good offends no one. The cultivation of health is socially ideal and therefore celebrated, which would explain how it is that the Utopians are so conscious of just what anyone else might take for granted—the quiet wellbeing of their own bodies.5 “The idea that health cannot be felt they consider completely wrong” (p. 75). In finding enjoyment in health, they feel what they are told and primed by their way of life to feel and what others around them also seem to feel. A socially fueled placebo effect underwrites their experience of their physical selves.

And if and when the time comes for the Utopians to end their lives, they do so just as socially as they lived.

Among the revolutionary features of Utopia, along with the abolition of private property, money, and monarchy, is legal suicide. But revolution here means a return to ancient models and precedents, for just as More owed the literary genre of the ideal commonwealth to Plato, he revived the principle of licit suicide in special cases codified in Plato’s Laws.6 Not that licit suicide had no reality outside the pages of Plato. In Athens and certain Greek colonies the authorities maintained a supply of hemlock for would-be suicides, requiring only that they make their case to the Senate and win its permission to end their lives.

Whoever no longer wishes to live shall state his reasons to the Senate, and after having received permission shall abandon life. If your existence is hateful to you, die; if you are overwhelmed by fate, drink the hemlock. If you are bowed with grief, abandon life. Let the unhappy man recount his misfortune, let the magistrate supply him with the remedy, and his wretchedness will come to an end.7

Utopian policy toward suicide is generally similar, although in this case the sufferer does not petition the state but the state the sufferer, which takes the
Suicide in Utopia

initiative out of private hands and makes the process less whimsical. Indeed, the procedure surrounding the use of the lethal drug is as medicinal as the drug itself.

In Utopia the prohibition of unauthorized suicide is not just implied but emphatic. The Utopians are not allowed to make an end of themselves at their own discretion. Those suffering the pangs of despised love or any of the other causes of despair named by Hamlet in his meditation on suicide, those whose existence has simply become hateful, are ineligible for suicide. But precisely because the practice is strictly regulated, those who do end their existence with the blessing of the Utopian state must find great comfort in that blessing, even as they find oblivion in the drug dispensed by the attending priests and civic officers. The commonwealth’s approval is itself an anodyne, all the more because (unlike the vote of a Senate), it is conveyed intimately, in a ritual that serves as a preparation for death. Discussed as a special case of care for the sick, the practice of authorized suicide in Utopia suggestively illustrates the social component of medicine, perhaps even implying that the power of the drug in question reflects the power of the figures who administer it.

Only the incurably ill in intractable pain are allowed to end their lives in Utopia, and to make the decision easier, officers of the commonwealth visit them at their bedside, place a mysterious narcotic at their disposal, and urge them with powerful arguments to use it.

They remind him that he is now unequal to any of life’s duties, a burden to himself and others; he has really outlived his own death. They tell him he should not let the disease prey on him any longer, but now that life is simply torture and the world a mere prison cell, he should not hesitate to free himself, or let others free him, from the rack of living. This would be a wise act, they say, since for him death puts an end, not to pleasure, but to agony. In addition, he would be obeying the advice of priests, who are interpreters of God’s will; thus it will be a pious and holy act.

Those who have been persuaded by these arguments either starve themselves to death or take a drug which frees them from life without any sensation of dying. But they never force this step on a man against his will. . . . The man who yields to their arguments, they think, dies an honourable death; but the suicide, who takes his own life without approval of priests and senate, him they consider unworthy of either earth or fire, and they throw his body, unburied and disgraced, into the nearest bog. (p. 81)
The reprobation of willful suicide in Utopia measures the approval of suicide in cases of incurable bodily suffering. The delegation of visitors to the incurably sick includes the most revered of all figures in Utopia—priests—and the arguments deployed have the force of first principles. Though to us this procedure may well seem heavy-handed, the visitors’ intent is not simply to persuade sufferers to end their life but to assure them of their society’s regard if they do. The illegal suicide is tossed into a bog. The legal suicide dies with full honors in the arms of the commonwealth itself, and the philosophical medicine administered beforehand constitutes an essential preparation for the medicine per se. If the sufferer dies painlessly, one reason may be that he is assured that suicide under these circumstances is perfectly permissible and he has nothing to fear beyond the grave. The giving of these assurances may be as important as the composition of the drug itself. The show of concern by honored citizens and the release from fear of punishment and opprobrium, together with the expectation of swift death, ease the passage from life.

The Utopians’ approval of suicide in the case of terminal illness accords with the value they attach to pleasures of the body, the foremost of which, as we know, they judge to be health. “They nearly all agree that health is crucial to pleasure. Since pain is inherent in disease, they argue, and pain is the bitter enemy of pleasure just as disease is the enemy of health, then pleasure must be inherent in quiet good health” (pp. 74-75). Thus the rational arguments recited at the sufferer’s bedside grow out of the principles of Utopian life, and precisely as arguments are much in the style of this philosophical people. Of Utopia it is said that “there’s hardly a country in the world that needs doctors less” (p. 79), and the source of the islanders’ good health, a reader concludes, is not simply their moderation or dietary practices but their way of life itself, a regimen in theoretical accordance with Nature, and to which all adhere. The Utopians live as one. Significantly, in More’s text no citizens have names or any other mark of individuality. Like the officers of persuasion who visit those suffering incurably, the inhabitants of Utopia are described in common, as “they.” “They were delighted” to discover Hippocrates and Galen (p. 79). The suicide who dies with state approval remains part of this social body, and without such moral comfort he or she might be in no position to receive the comfort of the suicide drug.

With few laws bearing down on them, the Utopians behave well spontaneously, but the reason their society can trust them to do so is that the same wholesome principles are drilled into everyone from an early age, making laws largely unnecessary. A perfect image of Utopian spontaneity appears
in a description of the islanders’ way of worship. “As the priest in his robes appears from the vestry, the people all fall to the ground in reverence” (p. 105). Thus, when priests visit the incurably sick, they have been habituated by civic training to submit all but automatically to these figures; or more favorably put, they are in the best possible position to accept the assurances that ending their life is not only a permissible and rational but a pious act. As the populace unanimously falls profoundly still before the priest in church, so the dying fall still once and for all after accepting both the arguments and the drug dispensed by a priest. Moreover, considering that the priests are also responsible for the education of the young in Utopia, the cleric who presents a set of arguments to the dying might as well as be the instructor who taught them to think in the first place. The suicide drug is embedded as deeply in the context of Utopian life as the poisoned wine in the text of *Hamlet*.

With its citizens subjected to an identical conditioning regimen from their early years and as a result so indistinguishable that they can be referred to generically, Utopia is a model of social integration. Its citizens, far from suffering the lawlessness detailed in Book One or the loss of belief in law itself later to be known as anomie, have the unwritten laws of their society engrained on their hearts. The willful suicide who defies these laws is cast out in death more or less as bad humors or harmful excesses were expelled from the body in accordance with medical theory grounded in Hippocrates and Galen, whose writings we are told the Utopians received with delight. It follows that only the most desperate or rebellious Utopians would commit suicide without authorization, knowing the disgrace and fearing the damnation that awaited them.

But by the same token, when the priests approve the act of suicide, the very majesty surrounding these figures assures the sufferer that the society that has been his support in life will continue to esteem him in death. Once his mind is at ease, he is ready to take the poison that frees him from life “without any sensation of dying.” The drinking of this mysterious draft is the consummation of a process that constitutes a last rite, a sequence as powerful in its own way as the church services over which the priests preside, and which are the cardinal ritual of Utopian life. Toward the end of these services the Utopians pray to be received by God “after an easy death” (p. 106). For those in suffering, the administration of poison provides just that—by comforting the mind as well as the body. The drug comes as a blessing, not least because its use actually has been blessed. As if in confirmation of the principle that death itself has a social component, euthanasia, a happy death, has come to a citizen of Utopia, a happy place.
I have suggested that the power of the heartsease, in Book Four of the Odyssey, is tantamount to the ritual surrounding it. After the drug is introduced into the wine, we hear nothing more of it. What we hear are stories—stories embedded in the rich ceremonies of hospitality and producing, in and of themselves, something very like the magical consolation said to be the drug’s effect. The drug’s mechanism would appear to be social.

So it is, more or less, with the Utopian suicide drug. About both preparations—one lethal, one said to produce forgetfulness, Lethe-like—we know very little, and in both cases it is the context of the drug’s use that bears the brunt of the description. Consider the power of the ritual surrounding the administration of the suicide drug, a ritual presided over by the same priests who see to the instruction of the young (the process that makes legislation all but unnecessary) and conduct the religious services at the heart of Utopian civic life. “The priests are of great holiness,” writes More, “and therefore very few” (p. 101). The exalted stature of the priests would make their visit to the incurably sick and their ritual recitation of the reasons to die, culminating in the offer of the lethal cup, all the more compelling. If patients who feel they are in the hands of a superior power (the doctor) are well positioned to enjoy the placebo effect, the dying who accept the cup from the priest commit themselves to a superior power indeed. The drinking of the poisoned draft represents the last step of a process in which the pain of leaving life is taken away. In a sense, indeed, the citizens of Utopia have been in training all their lives for the proffered cup. From childhood they are taught the proper valuation of life, such that “they don’t hold life so cheap that they throw it away recklessly, nor so dear that they grasp it greedily at the price of shame when duty bids them give it up” (p. 93), a philosophy that comes to their aid when they find themselves “unequal to any of life’s duties, a burden to [self] and others” (p. 81). The incurably sick are thus superbly prepared to release their grasp on life. If heartsease is embedded in ritual, the Utopian suicide drug is embedded in the islanders’ way of life itself.

In some literary cases circumstance doesn’t support the effect of a drug or medicine so much as it acts like a medicine in its own right. Iago poisons Othello’s mind without the use of any foreign substance; after the General falls to the ground in a fit as if in reaction to some powerful drug, Iago
exclaims, “Work on, / My medicine, work!” The only medicine at work is the power of his obscene suggestions. We turn now to Hamlet, where, by contrast, one familiar with the use of actual poison prescribes purely social measures in an attempt to allay the hero’s melancholy.
Chapter Three

Malady and Remedy in *Hamlet*

Hamlet’s melancholy resists social remedies.

More than two millennia after the *Odyssey*, heartsease reappeared in an extraordinary compendium of medical thinking that jointly considers mind and body, as well as person and social circumstance: Burton’s *Anatomy of Melancholy* (first edition, 1621). Given Burton’s interest not only in the divisions, manifestations and causes of melancholy but its remedies, it seems fitting that he should refer to an episode of the *Odyssey* that has Menelaus and his visitors going from grief to the pleasure of eating, drinking, and storytelling in a matter of a few lines. (“Surfeit of gloomy lamentation comes quickly,” says Menelaus [4.103].) Indeed, as Burton sees things, heartsease is simply a poetic figure for the effect of convivial activities.

*Jucunda confabulatio, sales, joci*, pleasant discourses, jests, conceits, merry tales, *melliti verborum globuli* [“dainty-fine honey-pellets of words”], as Petronius, Pliny, Spondanus, Cælius, and many good authors plead, are that sole nepenthes of Homer, Helena’s bowl, Venus’s girdle, so renowned of old to expel grief and care, to cause mirth and gladness of heart, if they be rightly understood.¹

“Nepenthes” refers to Helen’s heart-easing drug, evidently the same compound for which “Helena’s bowl” stands by association—Burton’s point being that it has no particular medicinal property or magic, that the remedy for grief is to be found in human company itself. Misery loves company, not necessarily spitefully. Perhaps, indeed, Menelaus, Telemachus, and Pisistratus are released from their sorrow in the sense of being able to feel the sorrows of others. Having never seen his father, Telemachus may better comprehend Pisistratus’ grief for a brother he too never saw. Having had his life saved by Odysseus inside the Trojan Horse (4.280-84), Menelaus may better compre-
hend Telemachus’ sense of loss without him. The company of others takes us out of ourselves. Avoid excessive solitude, says Burton, and “as much as in thee lies live at heart’s ease” (II.124).

Burton’s proviso “if they be rightly understood” evidently means that the Egyptian drug and associated lore need to be interpreted allegorically (and thus brought into line with Renaissance understanding); but except for recommending a kind of merriment not to be found in Book Four of the Odyssey, his argument that the remedy for sorrow lies in social activities, not in mysterious compounds like heartsease, has considerable support in the text of the Odyssey itself. When Burton recommends as a specific for melancholy “a cup of good drink now and then” (2.120), he doesn’t mean drink laced with a special anodyne, but even if the wine consumed by Telemachus, Pisistratus, and Menelaus—each of them with haunted with grief—had contained no such medicine, they would have been comforted with the ritual of drinking, as they flourish in each other’s company and take pleasure and solace in the telling and hearing of stories whether under the influence of the medicine or not.

The convivial act of eating may also relieve grief—so suggests the famous or infamous tale of the widow of Ephesus told by Burton’s Petronius. Such is the widow’s grief that she fasts in her husband’s tomb, but once persuaded by a certain soldier to eat, she is soon enough copulating on the spot. There is a certain suggestion of the widow of Ephesus in Hamlet’s mother, who in her own way went from grief to sex with shocking facility, and served the leftovers from King Hamlet’s funeral at the wedding that followed close on its heels (or so Hamlet sarcastically alleges). For the court it is as if grief over the king’s death were washed away by the communal rituals of feasting and coronation. It is otherwise with Hamlet. Hamlet’s melancholy defines itself as not being subject to the sorts of social remedies recommended by tradition and catalogued by Burton, such as conviviality. Passing quickly is exactly what his gloomy lamentation does not do.

“...The quality of social ties is essential to health outcomes.” In so rating our bonds to others, medical and social science follow knowingly or unknowingly in the footsteps of a long tradition holding, similarly, that company itself is a kind of medicine—drawing us away from our sorrows—and that too much solitude can harm. The physician Rabelais tells us that he writes
his comic chronicles for no other end than to help the sick and the sorrowful, as if literature itself could provide cheering company. Of his “pantagruelic mythologies” he reports that “many of the ailing, the sick, the weary or the afflicted have, when they were read to them, beguiled their benighted sufferings, passed their time merrily and found fresh joy and consolation.” If the works of Rabelais constitute a pharmacopoeia of joy, Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy is an encyclopedia of sorrow—including, however, the remedies of sorrow. Burton’s converse of the proposition that the less socially integrated are more likely to die is “the merrier the heart, the longer the life.”

In a digression on spirits as a cause of melancholy, Burton mentions “devils or the souls of damned men that seek revenge, or else souls out of purgatory that seek ease” (I.193-94): a company that recalls the Ghost in Hamlet both insofar as Hamlet suspects it of seeking his damnation and insofar as the Ghost seems to dwell by day in purgatorial fire—and it is characteristic of the play that it calls up not one or the other but both of Burton’s alternative possibilities. But even before he meets the Ghost, Hamlet suffers from melancholy to the point of yearning for an end to his existence. That the Ghost simply compounds Hamlet’s already unbearable woes suggests that Hamlet’s melancholy is beyond the reach of the social antidotes passed down by tradition.

According to Proverbs, “A merry heart doeth good like a medicine” (17:22). Recorded by Burton are many remedies of this kind—social measures that produce a medical effect without the use of a medicine, in the manner of a placebo. (As we might say, in these cases social factors do not provide an activating context for a treatment, but are themselves the treatment.) All liberal physicians, reports Burton, “will have a melancholy, sad, and discontented person make frequent use of honest sports, companies, and recreations” (II.121). Merriment relieves sorrow; it is balm for the soul. “Merry company is the only medicine against melancholy” (II.124); “company, a sole comfort, and an only remedy to all kind of discontent” (II.125). In Shakespeare’s tragedy of melancholy, however, such approved social antidotes seem only to aggravate the hero’s disgust with life and self—carousing sessions, for example, drawing his contempt, and the merry company of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern connoting servility and betrayal. I propose consulting Burton not so much for the light he may shed on Hamlet’s malady (an intentionally bewildering compound of grief, disgust, pretense, and mirth in the loss of mirth itself) as for the light he does shed on the king’s attempts to cajole him out of it by means of ordinary social expedients. Conventional remedies for
melancholy are recommended for one whose melancholy does not arise from ordinary sources such as bereavement on the one hand or rejection in love on the other—again characteristically, Hamlet endures both—and who plays with and on conventional poses associated with the disease, from the aggrieved lover to the satirist and the malcontent. The king’s stock approach to Hamlet’s malady casts doubt on the quality of his concern and helps explain why his various prescriptions do not work or even work in reverse.

The last words of Burton’s stupendous tome, thematic of the whole, are “Be not solitary, be not idle,” which is no more than common sense. Both common sense and our affiliation with others also tell us that we belong to the human race and our misfortunes are therefore the common lot of human life, however sharply we feel them. Asks one of Burton’s authorities, “If it be common to all, why should one man be more disquieted than another?” Or as Burton himself says, “If thou alone wert distressed, it were indeed more irksome, and less to be endured; but when the calamity is common, comfort thyself with this, thou hast more fellows. . . . ’Tis not thy sole case, and why shouldst thou be so impatient?” (II.128) Hence Gertrude’s reproof of Hamlet, “Why seems it so particular with thee?” (1.2.75)—a point repeated in short order, less gently, by the king. At the heart of Hamlet Frank Kermode finds an “evil doubling,” and these rebukes of Hamlet delivered in full view of the court reproduce twice over the argument that “if it be common to all” one should not make too much of sorrows, but with the repetition of the lesson serving to defeat its intent by reminding Hamlet so forcibly and painfully that his mother and uncle are in fact one. In the spirit of homily, both Gertrude and Claudius reduce his grief to anti-social behavior. “If it be common to all” becomes for Gertrude, “Thou knowest ’tis common. All that lives must die,” and for Claudius,

    For what we know must be, and is as common
    As any the most vulgar thing to sense,
    Why should we in our peevish opposition
    Take it to heart? (1.2.98-101)

Likewise, “Why shouldst thou be so impatient?” becomes Claudius’ “A heart unfortified, a mind impatient, / An understanding simple and unschooled” (1.2.96-97). Burton is a great anthologist of commonplaces. Presented with a young man dressed in the garb of melancholy, both Gertrude and Claudius invoke a commonplace antidote to that malady.
The intent of social remedies for melancholy is that the good spirits of others should rub off on the sad one, that he or she should feel what others feel instead of suffering alone. It is in this sense that merriment relieves sorrow. So it is that while he cannot make Hamlet join in the festivities in the castle in Act One, the king does conscript him symbolically by declaring that in honor of Hamlet, “No jocund health that Denmark drinks today / But the great cannon to the clouds shall tell” (1.2.125-26). In effect, Hamlet is to be cheered up in absentia. While “health” here evidently means “toast,” there may be a suggestion that festivity, jocundity, itself promotes wellbeing, much as Burton and his authorities say. As noted, also approved by Burton as a remedy for melancholy is “a cup of good drink now and then” (II.120). But if the selfsame reproach delivered by his mother and his new father serves only to embitter Hamlet’s melancholy (his soliloquy a few lines later begins with thoughts of suicide and dwells on his mother’s infidelity), so too the drinking bouts in the castle excite his repugnance and contempt. They are “a custom / More honoured in the breach than the observance” (1.4.17-18; cf. 3.2.277).

It is after Hamlet agrees to remain in Denmark that Claudius rises to drink and celebrate. Though Hamlet accedes to his mother’s request and pointedly not the king’s, his compliance nevertheless gratifies the king. But why did Gertrude and Claudius ask or tell him not to return to Wittenberg in the first place? As for Gertrude, perhaps it is enough to say that a mother loves her son and desires his company. The king’s motivation seems more shady.

For your intent
In going back to school in Wittenberg,
It is most retrograde to our desire,
And we beseech you, bend you to remain
Here in the cheer and comfort of our eye,
Our chiefest courtier, cousin, and our son. (1.2.112-17)

Does the king want to keep an eye on Hamlet? Burton does advise keeping the secretive melancholic under observation. “If he conceal his grievances, and will not be known of them, ‘[friends] must observe by his looks, gestures, motions, phantasy, what it is that offends’” (II.110), counsel that gives a semblance of justification to the king’s attempts to spy on Hamlet and figure him out. Just so, “cheer and comfort” will be good for Hamlet. What Hamlet in his state of despondency really needs is to be in the company of happy
others, in particular the king. But one doubts the king’s show of therapeutic concern. Melancholy, according to Burton, signifies “a discontented and troubled mind” (II.126), which in a displaced heir apparent bears watching. Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. A related reason for removing Hamlet from his studies is also to be found in Burton: deep study itself conduces to melancholy. If Hamlet were to return to Wittenberg, therefore, he might abandon himself not only to his grief but his discontents and grievances. “Avoid overmuch study and perturbations of the mind . . . Amidst thy serious studies, use jests and conceits, plays and toys, and whatsoever else may recreate thy mind” (II.124). Later in the play Claudius orders Hamlet out of Denmark; here, with what seems to be misplaced confidence in social remedies for melancholy, he detains Hamlet in Denmark when Hamlet would have willingly departed for Wittenberg.

The king’s next move, seconded by the queen, is to summon Hamlet’s friends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, seemingly with the same double motive of keeping him under observation and cheering him up.

I entreat you both
... by your companies
To draw him on to pleasures, and to gather
So much as from occasions you may glean . . . (2.2.10, 14-16)

If friendship is medicinal—an ointment according to Plutarch, “the medicine of life” according to Cicero—by the same token false friendship is poisonous, as Hamlet’s imaging of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as fanged adders later in the play strongly suggests.

Given that keeping an eye on Hamlet while surrounding him with “cheer and comfort” hasn’t worked so far, it is hard to see why the same tactic should work via Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. That the king believes or wants to believe in social remedies for melancholy is suggested by his strong response to Rosencrantz’s report that “a kind of joy” (3.1.19) seemed to spring up in Hamlet at the news that the players were en route to Elsinore:

... it doth much content me
To hear him so inclined.—Good gentlemen,
Give him a further edge, and drive his purpose on
To these delights. (3.1.25-28)
A melancholy that brightens at the prospect of a play would seem to be an ordinary indisposition, responsive to ordinary therapies: a thought that brightens the king. If Hamlet can be entertained out of his melancholy, then a disturbance of the king’s peace of mind and threat to his secure enjoyment of power will have been quelled. Perhaps Hamlet is simply catching up with the rest of the kingdom of Denmark, which some weeks ago went from grief over the death of King Hamlet to the joy of his brother’s marriage and coronation. After all, as we learn in the central speech of the Mousetrap, grief turns to joy on “slender accident” (3.2.18). The use of theater to cheer a melancholy mind is entirely consonant with Burton’s prescription of “scenical shows” (II.123) and liberal recreations.

As if he were subject to the agency of others and not an agent in his own right, Hamlet is to associate with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern but not with Ophelia, and is sent to England—as a remedy for melancholy—after being told not to return to Wittenberg.

There’s something in his soul
O’er which his melancholy sits on brood,
And I do doubt the hatch and the disclose
Will be some danger; which to prevent,
I have in quick determination
Thus set it down: he shall with speed to England
For the demand of our neglected tribute.
Haply the seas and countries different,
With variable objects, shall expel
This something-settled matter in his heart
Whereon his brains still beating puts him thus
From fashion of himself. (3.1.163-74)

According to Burton, “no better physic for a melancholy man than change of air and variety of places, to travel abroad and see fashions” (II.67). At this point, however, Claudius no longer puts on much of a show of concern for Hamlet; the brooding young man is to be sent packing to rid Denmark of a certain danger. Whether or not Hamlet’s melancholy is relieved by a change of air and scene, shipping him to England will get him out of the king’s way. Once the king knows, via the Mousetrap, that Hamlet somehow knows or suspects the truth of his father’s death, he (the king) must act, and it may be at this point that he decides that Hamlet is not only to be sent to England
but summarily executed on arrival. The simple fact that he sends Hamlet away, whereas in Act One he prevented Hamlet from leaving Denmark of his own accord, shows that his efforts to coax Hamlet out of his melancholy by various social measures have come to nothing and, in fact, were misconceived. Just as his decision to keep Hamlet at hand proved self-defeating, and just as his hopes for an evening of theatrical entertainment backfired, so his policy of beguiling Hamlet out of his solitude by the use of social distractions simply drove Hamlet into himself and gave a further edge to his grief and rage. Hamlet’s many sudden turns from merriment to cruelty and contempt might be taken as a way of counterattacking the therapy of happiness that has been prescribed for him.

In this Hamlet resembles (with allowance for differences) the dialogical heroes of whom the literary theorist M. M. Bakhtin has said that they furiously contest definitions of themselves by other people, that they try to “outguess and outwit” these others, and in their vital indeterminacy defy the formula of identity, $A = A$. At once mad and not mad, playing hostile games of wit with those seeking to understand and manage him, Hamlet too seems to be resisting definitions, and the definition most readily available for the young man who presents himself in black is the melancholic. This is not to say that Hamlet isn’t grief-stricken, but that his malady has more and deeper sources than others imagine, just as it seems to spring all at once from the disastrous events that have befallen him and from something deep within.

As determined by the American Psychiatric Association, the normal period of mourning following the death of a loved is two months, with symptoms of depression that persist beyond this cut-off point ineligible for the “bereavement exclusion.” By the middle of *Hamlet* we learn that King Hamlet has been dead “twice two months,” so that by statute Hamlet’s grief should have ended—which only establishes the irrelevance of arbitrary standards to his case. While conventional remedies for melancholy are underwritten by tradition rather than professional authority, they fit him and his circumstances no better than the bereavement statute. The remedies may well be appropriate for most, but because Hamlet’s case is so far from ordinary, in fact so unlike any other on record, such generic measures are bound to fail. Burton himself, the cataloguer of approved remedies, underscores the singularity of cases, just as he recognizes that melancholy overflows any system employed to classify and define it.
The four-and-twenty letters make no more variety of words in divers languages than melancholy conceits produce diversity of symptoms in several persons. They are irregular, obscure, various, so infinite, Proteus himself is not so diverse. (I.408)

Now dilatory, now rash, the lover and the reviler of Ophelia, Hamlet himself is irregular, obscure, ever-changing, and seems to have enough causes and sources of melancholy for more than one person. Even before he learns of the assassination of his father, the glaring indecency of his mother’s hasty marriage to King Hamlet’s brother—an indecency that somehow makes no impression on the court—is enough to flood him with disgust and despair. To this is added the shock of meeting the ghost of his murdered father, now suffering the pains of Purgatory, and being commanded to carry out a mission of revenge that demands a single-mindedness seemingly contrary to the diversity of his nature.

Over the course of the play, at least until his departure for England, Hamlet’s melancholy becomes a vortex that seems to suck in everything including the speeches that are his very signature, the soliloquies. The soliloquies constitute explicit violations of Burton’s advice not to be solitary, not to be idle. In order to utter a soliloquy you have to be solitary, and Hamlet’s speeches of this kind in the middle acts of the play not only reflect on his idleness but complicate it by serving, perversely, as substitutes for action. It is as if melancholy had become self-propelling, as if his speeches not only expressed disgust with life and self but doubled it and made it more unbearable. It is no common ailment that feeds on itself this way.

“When the calamity is common, comfort thyself with this, thou hast more fellows.” But Hamlet’s calamity is actually one horror after another, a wave of them. He has no fellows. His tragedy begins in his singularity, which in and of itself rules out social consolations. So it is that efforts to cheer and distract Hamlet and draw him into the circle of social life have exactly the opposite effect: they sting him, turn his mind on itself, and alienate him still further from others. To the already too-numerous sources of his melancholy another is added.

Burton indeed recognizes a certain ironic potential in his prescriptions. If merriment relieves us and distracts us from our suffering, should we then make it our occupation?
But see the mischief; many men, knowing that merry company is the only medicine against melancholy, will therefore neglect their business, and, in another extreme, spend all their days among good fellows in a tavern or an ale-house, and know not how to bestow their time but in drinking . . . like so many frogs in a puddle. (II.124)

In a scene that lives in the world’s memory as the emblem of *Hamlet*, two commoners with the most melancholy of occupations turn a graveyard into a tavern, each necessary to the other not for labor but profane fellowship, frogs in a puddle. Taking in this spectacle with Horatio, Hamlet is offended by their clowning, in part perhaps because it recalls so crudely the “mirth in funeral” (1.2.12) with which the current king began his reign.

From the denial of the last rites to King Hamlet to the celebration of a marriage close upon a funeral to the unceremonious burial of Polonius and the brawl in Ophelia’s grave, *Hamlet* tells of violated sacraments and rituals. However, not only formal observances but even the informal ceremonies of social life seem broken in *Hamlet*. Song is maddened, conversation vexed, letters returned, merriment embittered, drink poisoned. The bonds that constitute human society and make it a source of sustenance and consolation, as in Burton, have failed. It is as if it had been reduced to a collective fiction. A recent meditation on beauty observes in passing that “conventions create a background of unchanging order in our lives, a sense that there is a right way and a wrong way to proceed.”15 With the destruction of the order of things as Hamlet recently knew it, and the concurrent collapse of the distinction between the right and wrong ways to do things, convention itself now seems corrupted. The conventionalism of the king’s remedies and recommendations for Hamlet’s melancholy suggests that his concern for Hamlet is merely a social fiction, a mask.

Coincidentally or not, it is when the king is unmasked in front of all, first by Gertrude (“The drink, the drink—I am poisoned”), then Laertes (“Thy mother’s poisoned. . . . The King, the King’s to blame”), that Hamlet finally kills him. But the revelation that the wine as well as Laertes’ sword have been poisoned also exposes the pretense that the fencing match itself is one of the “honest and chaste sports . . . , plays, games” recognized as a remedy of melancholy (II.123). Indeed, Burton specifically includes fencing among the physical exercises and pastimes said to cure melancholy (II.74). That the king should be caught in a death-trap of his own devising is poetically fitting, but it is no less fitting that Hamlet’s revenge should be carried out at last in a
tainted proceeding masked as one more innocent social diversion.

The placebo effect is in good part socially driven, and the various approved remedies for Hamlet’s melancholy proposed, sincerely or not, over the course of the play—companionship, merriment, distraction, travel, games—are all social in nature. They all backfire. A play imbued with skepticism may also constitute the first thoroughly skeptical analysis of the placebo effect on record.
Chapter Four

The Power of Suggestion
Eve and the Apple

For a moment Eve experiences the exaltation she was led to expect.

The placebo effect conventionally involves the attribution of therapeutic properties to something that does not have them. According to Paradise Lost, the very history of humanity turns upon the attribution of psychotropic powers to an ordinary object—an apple.

In an attempt to injure God by attacking his creatures, Satan makes his way to the Garden of Eden, where, using the form of a serpent as his Trojan Horse, he has the good fortune to find Eve alone. Conducting her to “the tree of prohibition,” he rises to the height of false eloquence, extolling the tree and its wonder-working power, flattering Eve, and arguing that she has been unjustly confined to her lowly station by a tyrannical “Threat’ner.” “O sacred, wise, and wisdom-giving plant,” he exclaims,

Mother of science [knowledge], now I feel thy power
Within me clear, not only to discern
Things in their causes, but to trace the ways
Of highest agents, deemed however wise.
Queen of this universe, do not believe
Those rigid threats of death; ye shall not die:
How should ye? By the fruit? It gives you life
To [that is, in addition to] knowledge. By the Threat’ner? Look on me,
Me who have touched and tasted, yet both live,
And life more perfect have attained than fate
Meant me, by vent’ring higher than my lot.
The very audacity of the serpent’s claim may recommend it, in accordance with Hume’s observation that quacks and other illusion-peddlers who make bold claims “meet with a more easy faith upon account of their magnificent pretensions, than if they kept themselves within the bounds of moderation.”¹ In this case the audacious claim is all the more persuasive in that it is presented as something tried and proven. Satan does not encourage Eve to do what no one has attempted before, which would have scared her off, but simply to repeat what he has already done with success and impunity. “Look on me.” Moreover, the very act of making an argument proves, or seems to prove, the power of the apple, in that his ability to speak supposedly came from the apple itself—a Miltonic innovation.² In citing his own case as a precedent he raises the expectation of wondrous effects to be enjoyed (effects demonstrated and certified by his rhetoric) and gives Eve a model on which to pattern her own experience of the apple if she can be brought to eat it.

Intuitively Satan has hit on a mechanism of the placebo effect, which we do not experience at random but specifically where we are led to expect it. Such is the influence of expectation on the experience of our physical selves that study subjects not only report more pain when led to expect it, even when no pain at all is administered, but report less of the pain-killing effect of morphine when they do not see the drug being administered and thus do not know its effect is on the way.³ Often, however, it is because of the example or seeming example of others that we form an expectation in the first place. We feel what we suppose others feel. Satan offers his own experience of the apple’s transforming effects—“[N]ow I feel thy power”—as just such a model for Eve.

Seduced by serpent’s fictitious example and emboldened by his eloquence to defy the one prohibition binding on her and Adam, Eve succumbs in short order and eats the apple. “Earth felt the wound.”

No sooner does Eve taste the fruit than she feels or imagines she feels its power, just as she was led to expect. The pursuit of higher knowledge leads to an immediate surrender of spontaneity:

Eve

Intent now wholly on her taste, naught else
Regarded, such delight till then, as seemed,
In fruit she never tasted, whether true
Or fancied so, through expectation high
Of knowledge, nor was Godhead from her thought.
Like the serpent, she proceeds to apostrophize the tree itself:

O sovran, virtuous, precious of all trees
In Paradise, of operation blest
To sapience, hitherto obscured, infamed,
And thy fair fruit let hang, as to no end
Created. . . .

The word “virtuous” here is the adjectival form of “virtue” in the sense of “power to affect the human body in a beneficial way” (Oxford English Dictionary), just as we might say of a drug. Satan infiltrated the garden of Eden on a mission of fraud, and fraud is now coursing through Eve, convincing her that her mind has been uplifted through the operation of a fruit that acts like a metaphysical medicine. Even if she hadn’t been shown making an idol of a tree, we would have known from Milton’s language that her mind has fallen captive to its own expectations and inflated imaginings. “Whether true or fancied so.” Following immediately upon the serpent’s eulogy of the apple, the intoxicating action of the fruit dramatizes the placebo effect.

If she is to experience a feeling of transcendence, Eve must believe that she is responding to the properties of the apple, not just to the serpent’s suggestions and promptings. So it is that in her address to the fruit she does not even mention the serpent—a telling absence noted by an early commentator:

Our author very naturally represents her in the first transports of delight expressing her gratitude to the fruit, which she fancied had wrought such a happy change in her, and next to experience her best guide [lines 807-08]: but how is it possible that she should in these rapturous acknowledgments forget her guide and instructor the Serpent, to whom in her then notion of things she must think herself the most indebted? I don’t doubt that Milton was sensible of this, but had he made Eve mention the serpent, he could not have avoided too making her observe that he was slunk away, which might have given her some suspicions, and would consequently have much alter’d the scene which follows betwixt Adam and her.

Had she mentioned the serpent she would have noted his absence and might have drawn conclusions. But there is another, perhaps stronger reason the serpent does not figure in Eve’s reverie. She can’t afford to think of the ser-
pent; to do so might mean realizing that she is not responding to the apple but to him, that her sensation of transcendence is not only imitative but fictitious, and that she risks bringing death on herself and her descendants for precisely nothing. Patterning her response to the apple on the model provided but denying that she is doing so, Eve compounds the serpent’s deception of her with deception of herself.

The “first transports of delight” do not last. Being fallacious, Eve’s experience of exaltation dissipates almost immediately, to be succeeded by one desperate imagining after another: that she has perhaps escaped divine observation (as the retired serpent has escaped hers), that the apple will remedy her galling inferiority, that Adam will wed “another Eve” if she should suffer death. Consider her notion that with luck her crime went unnoticed, a drastic fantasy poles apart from transcendent knowledge:

Heav’n is high,
High and remote to see from thence distinct
Each thing on earth; and other care perhaps
May have diverted from continual watch
Our great Forbidder.

Like the idea that God can somehow be hoodwinked, the epithet used for God is a product of deceit and self-deceit; it mimics the serpent’s defamation of God as “the Threat’ner” in his address to Eve. Here and elsewhere, the text shows us that Eve’s experience of the apple’s elevating effects is both fictitious and plagiaristic, and that these vicious qualities have much to do with one another. But what if God has not been somehow distracted? In that case death will ensue.

Then I shall be no more,
And Adam wedded to another Eve,
Shall live with her enjoying, I extinct;
A death to think. Confirmed then I resolve,
Adam shall share with me in bliss or woe.

If Eve is to die, so must Adam die; misery loves company.
Seeking to “discern / Things in their causes” and anatomizing the workings of the mind, Milton takes a skeptical view of the placebo effect resembling the understanding arrived at by science a century and more later. Yet he was probably not interested in advancing understanding of the production and consumption of medical illusions—though we can well imagine such a concern on the part of his contemporary Locke, a physician keenly aware of the mind’s fallibility. From where, then, arose Milton’s sense of the placebo effect as a fallacious experience begotten by expectation?

My sense is that it flowed from his religious convictions, specifically his abhorrence of idolatry. In attributing magical power to an apple and actually adoring the tree it grows on, Eve commits this capital sin. That the fruit is imagined not just as mysteriously potent like any object of superstition, but as containing the power of divinity itself, makes its worship all the worse. Both superstition and idolatry were strongly associated by Milton with Catholicism, the arch-enemy of human dignity and liberty. His “Areopagitica,” an impassioned plea for more or less unlicensed printing that vilifies censorship as a Catholic invention, may therefore cast some light on the operation of the placebo effect in the garden of Paradise Lost.

“Truth is compared in Scripture to a streaming fountain; if her waters flow not in a perpetual progression, they sicken into a muddy pool of conformity and tradition.” For Milton Catholicism is not merely a blind attempt to imprison the infinite and chain the wind, but a system of conformity and enslavement. “How goodly and how to be wished were such an obedient unanimity,” he exclaims sarcastically, “what a fine conformity it would starch us all into.” Even as he rejoices in the second coming of the Reformation, he fears a national relapse into “a gross conforming stupidity.” The placebo effect as enjoyed by Eve in Paradise Lost is portrayed, accordingly, as an essentially derivative experience, an artifact of conformity. Eve patterns her exaltation on the exact template the serpent was careful to provide, thereby providing an instance of the willing subjection decried by Milton as the bane of spiritual liberty. Because the serpent has tasted the apple and attained a transcendent knowledge previously denied him, and has gotten away with it (so he claims), Eve momentarily imagines herself doing the same.

Perhaps it is because idolatry spreads, replicates itself, in this way that in the first book of Paradise Lost idolatry is portrayed as a corruption that engulfed “the greatest part / Of mankind.” One mode of idolatry somehow
suggests or metastasizes into another, so that to enumerate them all requires nothing less than a catalogue (which the poet supplies), though even that will be incomplete. As an extant system of idolatry, Catholicism as Milton understands it not only partakes of servile imitation but breeds it, as the crypto-Catholic attempt to regulate printing in England imitates the Spanish Inquisition. Eve’s imaginary enjoyment of the apple’s power is itself, just so, an imitative act. The only “wisdom-giving” power contained in the apple is the aftertaste of remorse.

The spreading potential of corrupt practices—the tendency of one imitation to beget another—is dramatized in this episode itself as Adam hears at second hand the serpent’s claims about the apple’s “divine effect” (now allegedly confirmed by Eve’s experience), repeats them, talks himself into anticipating an “ascent” to a higher form of being, and follows Eve’s precedent and eats the apple, whereupon Eve herself does so a second time. Justified by the same lies, they abandon themselves to the same fictitious experience of exaltation:

As with new wine intoxicated both
They swim in mirth, and fancy that they feel
Divinity within them, breeding wings
Wherewith to scorn the earth.

They fancy they feel what the serpent reported he felt. As Adam eats, the poet tells us that he does so “Against his better knowledge, not deceived.” Remarkably, then, Adam imagines, at least for the moment, that he feels an intoxicating divinity within him even though he knows full well that the apple contains no power. At just this point the divine “virtue” of the apple vanishes like the fiction it is, to be replaced by sheer lust, as if the two were inspired not by any property of the fruit itself but simply by their own dishonesty in seizing it. At this point each indeed feels what the other does. “He on Eve / Began to cast lascivious eyes, she him / As wantonly repaid.”

The apple contains no magical property, no “sciential sap.” The knowledge of evil it confers is nothing but the remorse that follows the crime of eating it. It is because the apple is exactly what it seems to be, simply an apple, that its elevating effects quickly wear off both when Eve eats the fruit alone and when she and Adam do so jointly in a lewd feast.

One of the first scientific writings in England on the placebo effect, at the end of the eighteenth century, made a point of the transience of placebo ben-
efits. “I have sometimes observed,” states the author, John Haygarth, “that the administration of a new medicine . . . if recommended to the publick with exalted praise, has been attended with great success—much greater than what was confirmed by future experience.” In his experiments on the placebo effect, Haygarth made sure to raise the expectations of the study subjects, as the serpent did with Eve, before treating them with inert objects. Haygarth did not follow Milton, either consciously or unconsciously. However, by exposing the falsity of certain “wonder-working” devices, he did advance the disenchantment of the world to which the Puritan movement contributed both negatively by the destruction of stained glass and positively by its affirmation of “ordinary life.”

The Puritan ennoblement of ordinary life entailed such principles as the dignity of labor, the denial “that there are special places or times or actions where the power of God is more intensely present,” and the dignity of marriage—the last point illustrated in the concord of the unfallen Adam and Eve. The portrayal of the apple as no magical thing, but simply an apple, is entirely consonant with the Puritan affirmation of the ordinary. As it happens, some of the first experiments on the placebo effect in France took place in the gardens of an American of Puritan descent whose writings and thought are imbued the importance of the ordinary: Benjamin Franklin. In a variant of the principle that divine power does not manifest itself in special ways, Franklin and his colleagues demonstrated that trees theoretically magnetized by a disciple of Mesmer could not be distinguished from an ordinary tree, and those who thought they could do so deceived themselves.

According to the still unfallen Adam, “To know / That which before us lies in daily life / Is the prime wisdom.” Seeking wisdom in an apple, Eve mistakes the nature and the locus of wisdom; aspiring to become a god, she seeks to remove herself from the realm of the ordinary altogether. The quotidian character of Franklin’s wisdom is well known to the world. “Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise.” (Poor Richard also says, “God heals, and the doctor takes the fees.”) It is through his affirmation of “daily life,” then, that a poet not especially concerned with the evaluation of medical claims and the verification of scientific knowledge was able to portray the operation of the placebo effect with unprecedented subtlety and anticipate its investigation a century later.
In an essay of 1750, Samuel Johnson noted that improbable tales of shipwrecks and captivity, of castles and ogres, had gone out of favor with a reading public that now expected stories to observe the boundaries of everyday life. This shift from the fantastic toward something like common sense represents more than a passing fashion, he implies, and is a good thing (analogous perhaps to the overcoming of barbarous usages in other domains) even if it makes work more difficult for the novelist—more difficult in particular because he is now responsible for showing inexperienced readers how to navigate the trials and tests of daily life itself. According to Johnson, readers of fiction read precisely in order to learn how to live. “When an adventurer is leveled with the rest of the world, and acts in such scenes of the universal drama as may be the lot of any other man, young spectators fix their eyes upon him with closer attention, and hope, by observing his behavior and success, to regulate their own practices when they shall be engaged in the like part.”¹

Nevertheless, Johnson knew that his contemporaries also read fiction for pleasure and because they were interested in the fortunes of others, especially others like themselves. But how is it that after being for so long focused on figures of a higher order than those presented to us in everyday life—figures like the heroes of epic, tragedy and romance—fiction now found readers so responsive to characters “leveled with the rest of the world”? Some might say that the time for Tom Jones had arrived, or that the flow of history or literary history dictated that archaic styles give way, or that the bourgeois reading public demanded a fiction constructed in its own image. However that may be, the fiction of everyday life also both drew upon and fed the belief that the experiences of others are much like our own, quite as if they and we had the same sensations. Belief in the uniformity of human sensations is not one that comes readily to all people in all times and places. In the decades following
Johnson’s paper it was connected to a new persuasion that we experience as others do because we are constituted as others are. The presumed sameness of our nature and physical nature enables us to feel what others feel, both morally and even physically, and attracts us to their experiences. The possibility of such an identity with others was itself attractive, and perhaps the more so because of its novelty.

The proving ground for ideas regarding the human body and its susceptibilities is medicine. Traditional medicine, while it certainly employed standard practices like bloodletting and the use of purgatives, tailored diagnosis to the specific constitution of the patient—in theory at least. The Hippocratic writings, it is said, display a strong awareness of “the individuality of each patient,” in part because “for many authors, the difficult part of medicine is being able to judge precisely what is happening in each patient, to distinguish the individual from the general.” Galen would have agreed, for although he “recognised groups of symptoms as constituting diseases, these offered only general indications of what was wrong, and every patient suffering from, say, apoplexy or dropsy had an individual balance that needed to be restored. … The true doctor tailored his medicaments to the individual patient.” Medieval medicine, in the general tradition of Galen, was complexional, “but since complexion differed in each individual, a really satisfactory health regime would have to be tailored to individual needs.” (Perhaps this is why medications in the medieval Islamic world seem to have employed many ingredients in complicated combinations.) Chaucer’s Physician performs certain astrological calculations “for his pacient,” a phrase implying that he too adapts treatment to the particulars of the case, or at least wants to be seen to do so. Only then does he send to the apothecary. It is unlikely that all of Galen’s patients with dropsy or all of the Physician’s patients with, say, catarrh would have recognized themselves as experiencing the same thing, even assuming they were in communication. In the decade of Johnson’s death a notable or notorious medical fashion was animated precisely by the principle that all are subject to the same experiences, that our ailments trace to one and the same cause, and that the same universal force acts on us. Fanned by pamphlets and the press, the fashion spread as more and more people felt what they supposed or imagined other devotees felt.

The fashion was Mesmerism. The fascination of France in the twilight of the pre-revolutionary era, Mesmerism was the brainchild of a medical doctor convinced that a fluid called animal magnetism suffused all things and that
ailments of the human body were caused by blockages of this power which could be cleared by his ministrations. Fixing subjects with his eyes and massaging various magnetic poles on their person, arrayed in robes, accompanied by the ethereal tones of a glass harmonica that certainly contributed their share to the power of context, the maestro induced “crises” by discharging the elemental power that had somehow been dammed up. Much as vats of iron filings and magnetized water served to dramatize the allegedly physical nature of the elemental fluid, so convulsions and other unusual performances gave physical form to the cathartic experience of Mesmer’s subjects. But if the expressive drama of Mesmerism was sure to excite the public imagination, arguably the arrow of causality goes the other way too: only a therapy that had hold of the public imagination could have produced such vivid results in the first place.

If, as some believe, psychotherapy traces to Mesmer, the treatments for which he is best remembered were not conducted in strict privacy but, on the contrary, with a theatricality designed to impress all who witnessed or perhaps even heard of them. After all, animal magnetism operated in and on everyone, whether participant, spectator or reader. The role of print in stirring public fascination with Mesmerism bears emphasis, for no sooner were cures performed than they were written up in pamphlet form to join a multitude of other writings as well as newspaper accounts without which the Mesmer movement would not have been a movement. “Everyone is occupied with Mesmerism,” remarked one observer—in print. While the ability of Mesmerism to be everywhere and stir everyone must have seemed like an illustration of the fundamental power itself, it was print that gave Mesmerism this omnipresence. Print itself, like the theorized magnetism, was a medium charging and suffusing all things. Print enables people who are not present to one another—as partakers of the same drug (in Homer) or citizens engaged in identical rituals (in More) are present to one another—to participate in common experiences nonetheless.

Inspired as it was by the ideal of overcoming obstruction and restoring the harmony of humanity and Nature, Mesmerism had a distinctly Rousseauvian resonance. Indeed, Mesmer discovered Mesmerism after wandering in a forest for three months “like a Rousseauite savage,” communing with Nature the better to clear his mind of bad ideas. But Rousseau was a novelist as well as a polemical theorist, and trances and raptures of a sort are also available to readers of fiction, perhaps especially readers “easily susceptible of impressions” and “open to . . . false suggestion,” as Johnson put it and as
critics of Mesmerism would in turn say of those who came under its spell. Even now “mesmerizing” is a term of praise in blurbs and reviews. The scientific philosophy underlying Mesmerism—that of “sentimental empiricism,” the doctrine “that feelings were responses to a world outside the mind and were therefore the bedrock of natural knowledge”—likewise seems congenial to a literary form with a strong potential for the sentimental and a strong empirical interest in things “that daily happen in the world,” in Johnson’s words. Perhaps those who read about Mesmerism, and they were many, had an experience similar to readers of a tale of credible yet remarkable events.

A few years after Mesmerism went into eclipse with the onset of the Revolution, another medical craze broke out—this time in the United States, and secondarily in England—in which bodily ailments were treated by the channeling of a theorized elemental fluid, in this case animal electricity or something like it. As a result of empirical trials, apparent successes, and publicity proclaiming the new treatment as simultaneously remarkable and credible, the idea caught on that certain patented rods known as tractors (for their power to draw things from the body) were capable of curing everything from ordinary aches and pains to epilepsy if simply passed over the subject. Invented by the physician Elisha Perkins, the tractors were championed after his death by his son Benjamin, who indignantly denied that their operation bore any similarity to Mesmerism, a practice he regarded as charlatanry pure and simple. Clearly, however, these were kindred phenomena. It is not just that the Perkins rod, like Mesmer’s, was wielded like a wand, and that both evoke the lightning rod, and both were said to be in touch with a physical force too profound and subtle for ordinary perception. More fundamentally, and in contrast to a medical treatment specific to a given patient, both therapies address themselves to humanity in general (employing a rhetoric of philanthropy), and to ailments of all kinds. Both presume that a single force is at work in all bodies, somehow responsible for wellbeing or illness, and both activate this presumption of universality by inviting those in search of healing to experience the same thing that many others have already experienced.

In the case of the Perkins tractor the invitation to feel what others feel was all but explicit. If Mesmerism attracted followers as though magnetic itself, Benjamin Perkins spread word of his father’s invention by citing the testimonials of respected persons one after another, all documenting the sort of benefits to be reaped by anyone who may use the tractor. Dr. Rufus Johnson of Connecticut reports, “In the course of my practice a few months past, I have made frequent experiments with the Metallic Tractors, and have, with
but very few exceptions, succeeded to my surprise in removing rheumatic
pains, head-achs, pains in the face, spasmodic affections, and inflammatory
swellings of the throat.” Dr. Thomas Backus of Connecticut attests that he
treated an epileptic patient with the tractors and “in less than one minute he
was entirely free from every kind of spasm, and instantly regained his reason.
I still continued by his side, and prevented several other general attacks, by
operating at the beginning of the symptoms.” Dr. Samuel H. P. Lee, also of
Connecticut, attests that “a lady fell from her horse and dislocated her ankle,
which remained several hours before it was reduced, by which it became very
much swelled, inflamed, and painful. Two or three applications of the Trac-
tors relieved the pain, and in a day or two she walked the house, and had no
further complaint.”9 Presumably it was the circulation of reports like these,
seconded by word-of-mouth recommendations, that drove the Perkins move-
ment. The implication of the many reports cited by the younger Perkins is not
that the tractor requires expert hands (after all, it is simply waved over the
patient) but that so many affidavits by so many credible authorities prove the
instrument’s power—and that no limit can be set to that power’s application.
The sort of benefits many have enjoyed, many others can also enjoy. With
marshaled testimony serving as a kind of publicity machine and prospective
users of the tractor invited to model their experience on that of others whose
stories are recorded, it is as if the benefits of “Tractoration” came about not
so much through the agency of electricity as through the also universal me-
dium of the word—in any case, through social rather than medical means.

Though admitting that he could not say how his tractor worked, Perkins
maintained that repeated experiments had proved beyond a doubt that work
it did.10 “It is a favourite maxim with Dr. P.,” writes his son, “that the judi-
cious physician at first leaves the flowery path of speculation, for the more
arduous one of experiment.” To test the worth of his invention, “it was not
absolutely necessary to understand minutely the theory, but rather to observe
the effects. It is by these that the existence of a cause is ascertained, and by
these also its utility is demonstrated. The phenomena are often learned from
observation long before we arrive at the theory which connects and explains
them.”11 Perkins thus appeals to common sense, understood as a tried-and-
true faculty that judges by experience and keeps its eyes on the sort of things
“that daily happen in the world,” eschewing fantasy, theory and speculation.
But the common sense invoked so rhetorically by Perkins is common in the
additional, and less reassuring, respect that it is a sense that people possess
above and beyond their five native senses. Perhaps common sense pronounc-
es in favor of the Perkins tractor only because we are so responsive to one another that we expect to feel as our fellows feel, or as we are given to believe they do. With so many reports of relief and so many authorities vouching for the instrument—with the thing enveloped in clouds of publicity—is it not possible that those trying it would form a sort of imaginary judgment of its powers? According to Johnson, the novel that shuns “incredibilities” and confines itself to the terrain of common sense, with characters like us inhabiting a world like our own, seems to appeal specially to the modern imagination. Like responds to like. Perkins rhetoric also appealed to the imagination, making the tractor seem all the more wondrous because it proved itself even to skeptics and men of science, and priming prospective users for bodily sensations that others like them were reported as having.

The first investigations of what is now known as the placebo effect were reactions to Mesmerism and the Perkins tractor. Disturbed by the proliferation of not exactly secret societies devoted to Mesmerism and by the rampant success of such a questionable theory-practice, Louis XVI in 1784 appointed a commission of eminent scientists, chaired by the skeptical Benjamin Franklin, to look into animal magnetism. In a masterful experiment the investigators found that subjects who did not know that a certain tree or cup of water had been magnetized responded as they would to any tree or cup of water, and conversely that subjects who believed things magnetized that had not been magnetized at all acted as if in the presence of a mysterious force. The investigators concluded that animal magnetism had no physical existence. As reported to the Academy of Sciences in September of that year, the commission of inquiry discovered we could influence [blindfolded subjects] ourselves so that their answers were the same, whether they had been magnetized or not. This means we were dealing now with the power of the imagination. . . . We succeeded in manipulating the imagination. Without being touched or signaled, the subjects who thought themselves magnetized felt pain, felt heat, a very great heat. In some cases, we provoked convulsions and what is known as crises. The subjects’ imagination could be brought to the point of the loss of speech. It allowed us to produce all the so-called effects of magnetism, even the calming down of convulsions.12

But as elegant as these experiments were, indeed precisely because they were elegant, they could not reproduce the frenzy that surrounded Mesmerism and
gave it power—the impassioned public chatter, the heightened, almost sexual interest the subject seemed to elicit, all of which combined to charge the experience of those who came within its range. An experiment artfully conducted in Benjamin Franklin’s gardens could not possibly capture the communalism of the Mesmer phenomenon. The mechanism of Mesmerism—the means by which its theorized power flowed from one body to another—was not so much the maestro’s wand and theatrical props as the atmosphere surrounding the craze itself, an excitement impossible to simulate in a controlled experiment. Though trees and water could not be magnetized, the followers of Mesmerism might still be magnetized to one another.

Similarly, while neither the flow of energy known as animal magnetism nor the universal harmony theorized by the mesmerists existed, ideas themselves flowed across time and space during the Enlightenment, generating excitement as they went—among them the conception and design of the glass harmonica that provided Mesmer’s unearthly sound-effects. When the maestro adopted the instrument, he could not have known that the man who perfected and named it would preside over the exposure of Mesmerism itself as a shared delusion. In a letter to Beccaria of 1762, Benjamin Franklin laid out the construction of the harmonica in detail, so that “you, or any of your friends, may be enabled to imitate it, if you incline to do so, without being at the expence and trouble of the many experiments I have made in endeavouring to bring it to its present perfection.” Built into the music accompanying mesmeric ritual, then, was the same practice of methodical experimentation that would be deployed against Mesmerism itself. Franklin saw a prototype of the glass harmonica made by a member of the Royal Society, who in turn got it from a certain Mr. Puckeridge in Ireland. The passage of the concept from Ireland to Franklin in London, from Franklin in turn to Beccaria in Turin, and from whatever source to Mesmer in Paris, where he met Franklin in 1779, illustrates in its own way the propagation across distance not only of information but the sort of potential energy bound up in it.

Fifteen years after the inquest into Mesmerism, when skeptical investigators tested the Perkins tractor against a wooden facsimile in the General Hospital of Bath, the report of their experiment—a historic paper by John Haygarth entitled Of the Imagination as a Cause and as a Cure of Disorders of the Body—cited the precedent of the Franklin commission.

It need not be remarked, how completely the trial [of the Perkins tractor] illustrates the nature of this popular illusion, which has so wonderfully pre-
ailed, and spread so rapidly; it resembles, in a striking manner, that of Animal Magnetism, which merited the attention of FRANKLIN, when ambassador from America, and of other philosophers at Paris.\textsuperscript{14}

That this was written in Bath, where a surgeon acted as Perkins’ sales agent, suggests something of the scope of a craze born in New England. (Indeed, Franklin’s son became an officer of the Perkins Institute in London.) We can well imagine the circulating reports and roused expectations that carried the Perkins phenomenon across an ocean—all the way to Denmark, in fact—and made a virtual cult object of something that could be manufactured in a barn.

In an advertisement in the \textit{Times} of London on December 21, 1798, Perkins cited in his own favor comments from the \textit{Medical and Chirurgical Review} of September and October of that year that bring out both the interest excited by the tractor and the importance of testimonials in spreading its reputation:

\begin{quote}
No inconsiderable degree of importance attaches to the subject. The testimonies in support of the Tractors are at least honourable, if not decisive. Many of them come from persons not of the medical profession, but who nevertheless seem competent on the present occasion: for the subject is for the most part an appeal to the common senses. Others of the facts are vouched for by members of the medical profession of high and distinguished character. Unquestionably, if there be no error or misconception of facts, the importance of the discovery is great indeed. Where the proofs are so many and so strong, it would be unreasonable to question them on any other grounds than cautious and fair experiments.
\end{quote}

If this passage can be considered as a challenge by Perkins to his doubters and detractors, then Haygarth took it up.

Days later, on 7 January 1799, reports Haygarth, five patients suffering from chronic rheumatism were treated with wooden devices indistinguishable to the eye from the Perkins tractor, and all but one “assured us that their pain was relieved,” thus demonstrating that the actual composition of the instrument had nothing to do with the relief derived from it. But how exactly was treatment administered? “The wooden Tractors were drawn over the skin so as to touch it in the \textit{slightest} manner,” but this in itself was not probably enough to induce an experience of relief. It seems the investigators also made sure to tell the patients about the relief that others had already
experienced; for Haygarth advises anyone seeking to replicate his results to conduct the trial “with due solemnity. During the process, the wonderful cures which this remedy is said to have performed ought to be particularly related.” In this sense, the power source of the Perkins instrument, like that of Mesmerism, was other people. If patients who had never heard of the instrument and knew nothing of its mystique had their skin brushed with a rod, be it of wood or metal, it seems improbable that they would react like Haygarth’s five whose expectations were deliberately inflamed, still less like people swept up in a common transatlantic enthusiasm. One of Haygarth’s fellow investigators, working at the Bristol Infirmary, reported being beset by so many volunteers for the Perkins treatment that he had to hurry his ministrations; “yet such effects were produced as were almost incredible.”

That crowd might serve as a symbol of the sort of electricity that flowed through the Perkins phenomenon, whether or not the tractor was in touch with electricity itself. Members of the community of believers were inspired by one another. In one case the Bristol investigator informed a patient (no doubt with an inaudible laugh) that “I had an instrument in my pocket which had been very serviceable to many in his state,” before proceeding to treat him with a sham tractor. In effect, the patient was invited to feel what others like him felt; and so too, we can safely assume, were the original subjects of Haygarth’s experiment—among the earliest to employ an inert simulacrum of a questioned treatment.

Both the Perkins tractor with its homespun simplicity and Mesmerism with its exotic flamboyance came wrapped in words. Neither could have caught on and become a movement otherwise. Both Mesmer and Perkins enlisted the printed word, with its power to be everywhere, to advertise their access to an also universal power. Both movements no doubt thrived on rumor and wonder as well as the sort of testimonials that Mesmer is said to have carried in his pocket and Benjamin Perkins cited at length in a pamphlet. Had Johnson lived to witness the two phenomena, he would probably have marked them down as instances of “the dangerous prevalence of imagination,” although imagination aroused not by solitude, as in Rasselas, but by a communal fever. Johnson may have been more right than he knew to remark on our attraction to stories of others like ourselves undergoing credible experiences. As the kindred phenomena of Mesmerism and Perkins-ism suggest, even bodily experiences may mirror those of others, or those imputed to others. Indeed, the mysterious universal powers the two therapies claim to tap, powers that flow through us whether we know it or not, resemble nothing so
much as the power of example itself, which as Johnson observes “is so great as to . . . produce effects almost without the intervention of the will.”

The unreliability of our experience, along with our susceptibility to influence, was dramatically demonstrated almost simultaneously with Haygarth’s experiment a few miles away in Bristol, where Thomas Beddoes and Humphry Davy were investigating the therapeutic potential of nitrous oxide. Knowing that sensational reports about the gas and its effects were in circulation and could very well color the experience of study subjects, Davy “devised a novel method of randomised control: some volunteers were first given a bag of common air to check that their response was due to the gas rather than their imagination.” But not only study subjects were suggestible. In the evenings members of the experimenters’ circle inhaled the gas for fun and proceeded to behave in a wild, but not too wild manner that may have been induced by the gas but was certainly also both licensed and expected by those looking on. It was in part because of the theatrics connected with the inhalation of the gas in such a charged social setting that the use of nitrous oxide in surgery, where it would eventually prove itself so impressively, was not even considered by the investigators.

Although in the case of nitrous oxide the social character of experience made for noise that obscured a medical signal, it is an important principle in its own right. Recently, when subjects were asked to inhale a gas described as a suspected environmental toxin but which in fact was common air, they proceeded to report at a high rate exactly the same unpleasant symptoms supposedly reported by others exposed to the mystery gas. In a reverse placebo experience, they felt what they presumed others did. The predisposition to do just this constitutes one of the channels of the placebo effect itself.

Thus, in a recent study of “placebo analgesia through social observation,” a confederate of the experimenters reported a reduction in pain associated with a certain green light. Observing subjects then reported a “robust” reduction in their own pain in association with the same light, even though the association was entirely fictitious. So feelingly did they enter into the experience, or the supposed experience, of a present other that their own pain-experience changed accordingly. Elsewhere subjects derive a reduction in pain from a placebo without seeing others enjoying the same presumed benefit, but simply by hearing about it. In one study of treatments for irrita-
ble bowel syndrome, subjects treated with a placebo were told “the substance you’ve just been given has been shown to powerfully reduce pain in some people in previous studies,” at once an equivocation and a strong cue. In a study that did away with the equivocation, some IBS patients were given a simulacrum explicitly described as “placebo pills, something like sugar pills,” but said to have been “shown in rigorous clinical testing to produce significant mind-body self-healing processes.” Strongly invited in this way to experience a therapeutic effect that others enjoyed, and that seemed validated by the authority of science (instead of being pulled as it were from the pocket of the experimenter as in one of the Bristol trials of the Perkins tractor), a significantly higher percentage of the placebo group than the no-treatment group reported improvement. If this experiment supports the possibility of open placebos—a matter I will look into in due course—it also suggests that the tendency to feel what others feel is strong enough to moot the knowledge that one’s treatment is “something like” a sugar pill. In encouraging patients to model their very experience on the reported experiences of others, the designers of the study, knowingly or not, followed a precedent now two hundred years old.

By the same token, however, the principle that we tend to blend our experiences with others’ as imagined or reported has implications outside the laboratory. Consider a study of the analgesic effect of branded and unbranded aspirin, which found not only that the former outperformed the latter in relieving headaches but that branded placebo outperformed unbranded placebo. Why such confidence in a label? We might suppose that study subjects had taken the brand of aspirin in the past and found it worked—acquired their confidence by experience. However, “branding was effective for non-users as well as users, which may suggest that the particular brand tested has a general reputation for efficacy.” (But what is it that endows a brand of pill with a reputation for efficacy, such that someone who has never taken it implicitly trusts it? It can only be advertising, which suffuses our world like another universal medium, and which found its modern shape in the third quarter of the 18th century in England.) If I believe in the efficacy of a brand of pill I do not take, this is tantamount to saying I assume it will reduce my pain because it seems to reduce that of others—with “others” in this case going beyond those I see (as in the green-light experiment) or even those I am told of (as in the open placebo experiment) to include an indefinite multitude. My very sensations may be mediated by strangers. But at this point we return to the original investigation of the placebo effect.
Chapter Six

To Feel What Others Feel
Mind and Body

Were early investigators of the placebo effect guilty of mind-body dualism?

In contrast to clinical trials where the placebo effect represents nothing but a confounding factor, recent research—including studies of the vicarious reduction of pain or the use of explicit placebos to treat pain—envisions it as something interesting and potentially fruitful in its own right. But before writing off the skeptical estimate of the placebo effect as devaluing and reductive, we do well to reflect on the research two centuries ago from which it arose, including the work of John Haygarth (1740-1827).

Among the earliest studies of the placebo effect, as opposed to a treatment that unwittingly exploited it, was the simple yet ingenious trial conducted by Haygarth, a physician, in Bath in 1799. At the time, as we know, the fashion for extracting the body’s pains by the use of wand-like instruments known as tractors had spread from the United States to England. Produced and patented by the American Elisha Perkins and sold at the impressive price of five guineas (twenty-five dollars on the other side of the Atlantic), these homely articles of brass and iron found enthusiasts in the medical world itself, as the cited notice in the Medical Chirurgical Review clearly implies.1 It was Haygarth, remembered mainly for his effort to check the spread of smallpox by means of mass inoculation, strict quarantine, and sanitary regulations,2 who first tested the alleged benefits of “Tractoration” in something like a controlled experiment.

Having fashioned a wooden object indistinguishable to the eye from the Perkins tractor, Haygarth proceeded to treat five patients at the General Hospital suffering from chronic rheumatism by passing the instrument over their skin, all the while letting them understand that it was the celebrated tractor.3 While the experiment would not meet today’s standards of informed consent or methodological rigor, it did make a bold and far-reaching point, one expounded in a paper presented by Haygarth to the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Bath and then published in 1800. Inasmuch as the Perkins tractor was puffed in pamphlets citing what are advertised as hard facts, it can be said that Haygarth answered Perkins in kind by circulating the findings of his experiment in printed form.

Investigating the imagination “as a Cause and as a Cure of Disorders of the Body,” Haygarth records the procedure and results of his experiment before citing the testimony of other investigators. Each of his subjects, he notes, had been ill for months before being treated with false tractors on 7 January 1799.

All the five patients, except one, assured us that their pain was relieved, and three much benefited by the first application of this remedy. One felt his knee warmer, and he could walk much better, as he shewed us with great satisfaction. One was easier for nine hours, and till he went to bed, when the pain returned. One had a tingling sensation for two hours. . . . Such is the wonderful force of the Imagination!

Next day, January 8th, the true metallick Tractors of PERKINS were employed exactly in like manner, and with similar effects. All the patients were in some measure, but not more relieved by the second application, except one, who received no benefit from the former operation. . . . It need not be remarked, how completely the trial illustrates the nature of this popular illusion, which has so wonderfully prevailed, and spread so rapidly. . . . If any person would repeat these experiments, it should be done with due solemnity. During the process, the wonderful cures which this remedy is said to have performed ought to be particularly related. . . . The whole effect undoubtedly depends upon the impression which can be made upon the patient’s Imagination.4

Contrary to the pamphlet’s title, in this case imagination certainly did not cure a malady, for if the same patients were treated for the same symptoms on consecutive days, first with a look-alike and then with the Perkins tractor, the relief credited to the wooden devices cannot have been very lasting. Nevertheless, the appeal of the Perkins cult is understandable. At a time when patients were routinely bled and purged in the effort to expel illness quite literally bodily, the Perkins tractor, so it seemed, removed what ailed the body without breaching it at all—and without doing harm5—by means of some force unknown, but apparently on the order of electricity or (though the
younger Perkins indignantly denied it) magnetism. According to Benjamin Perkins, George Washington himself was a proselyte. It is also recorded that in an episode of fever at the age of 57, Washington was bled some 2.5 quarts and purged repeatedly, a treatment that could have killed him. Well might he have preferred the Perkins tractor.

But the thing was worthless, as Haygarth demonstrated. Trained at the University of Edinburgh under the renowned professor of chemistry William Cullen, who was a friend of Hume’s (and a user of placebos in his medical practice), Haygarth had skepticism in his intellectual bloodline and called on it in his experiment on the Perkins tractor, or rather on those who believed in it. In the process he identified very clearly what came to be known as the placebo effect: the ascription of medical properties to inert treatments as a result of the belief invested in them. The placebo effect was responsible for much of the good done even by reputable doctors in Haygarth’s time, and remains to this day a potent variable to be accounted for in medical and pharmaceutical research. Though he did not name it and was not the first to take note of it, Haygarth was among the first to employ a placebo experimentally. The now-contested view of the placebo effect as a sort of canard reflects the Enlightenment critique of superstition which in turn informed Haygarth’s thinking about the Perkins tractor.

That imagination wields power over the body and its ills was no discovery of the eighteenth century, however. In Chaucer’s Miller’s Tale, when John the carpenter is fed a tall tale about an impending flood of Biblical magnitude, he quakes with fear, thinking he can actually see it coming. “Men may die of imagination,” the Miller exclaims satirically. But if the imagination can harm, can it also heal? In a discourse on The Force of Imagination, Burton, the anatomist of melancholy, cites an entire litany of unusual cures. “As some are . . . molested by phantasy,” he records,

so some again, by fancy alone, and a good conceit, are as easily recovered. We see commonly the toothache, gout, falling sickness, biting of a mad dog, and many such maladies cured by spells, words, characters, and charms. . . . All this world knows there is no virtue in such charms or cures, but a strong conceit and opinion alone. . . . The like we may say of our magical effects, superstitious cures, and such as are done by mountebanks and wizards. “As by wicked incredulity many men are hurt . . . we find in our experience, by the same means many are relieved.” An empiric oftentimes, and a silly chirurgeon, doth more strange cures than a rational physician. Nymannus gives
a reason, because the patient puts his confidence in him, which Avicenna prefers before art, precepts, and all remedies whatsoever.

Burton concludes with a maxim already known to us: “'Tis opinion alone ... that makes or mars physicians, and he doth the best cures, according to Hippocrates, in whom most trust.”

However close this estimate of imagination’s empire over the body may appear at first glance to Haygarth’s, Burton belongs to an order that still looks to Avicenna and Hippocrates as medical authorities, a quasi-medieval cosmos held together not by laws or law-like principles but by all manner of resemblances, sympathies, and associations. A few lines after the cited passage Burton instances the case of a carcass that “bleed[s] when the murderer is brought before it.” Just as strangely, he seems to assume that the remedies of wizards and vendors actually do work, one and all, provided only that the sufferer believes in them. Confidence—belief—trumps “art, precepts, and all remedies whatever.” Though Burton was surely aware of the pejorative connotations then often attaching to the word “opinion,” he maintains—or at least his authorities do—that in medicine opinion is all. He shows no interest in testing the cures wrought either by the rational physician or the charlatan.

The foremost doctor in England in Haygarth’s time—Erasmus Darwin—reported a case in which a woman caught stealing firewood called down a curse of cold on her apprehender, and so vivid was his fear of it that he kept to his bed for upwards of twenty years, “till at length he died”: a story worked up in Wordsworth’s “Tale of Goody Blake and Harry Gill,” where the curse has actually taken effect. Experimental investigation of the placebo was born of the Enlightenment’s interest in the imagination as the source of unusual effects, as in Darwin’s report, along with its concern with the verification of knowledge. For unlike Burton, Enlightenment thinkers were interested in testing cures. Close in spirit to Haygarth’s test of the Perkins tractor, and cited by Haygarth, is the inquest into Mesmerism conducted by Benjamin Franklin and others, including Lavoisier, at the behest of the King of France in 1784. Subjecting themselves to animal magnetism, the investigators experienced nothing, as befit philosophers, in high contrast to all those thrown into paroxysms by the occult fluid. Haygarth’s research into the power of the imagination situates itself in this lineage. With talk of electricity and animal magnetism in the air, and the Perkins movement attracting followers with its own sort of magnetism, it is believable that patients treated with sham tractors would feel the tingling they imagined others felt.
Haygarth’s investigation of the placebo effect represents an impressive exercise of Enlightenment intellect. Committed as he was to the public exercise of reason, a stickler for evidence, Haygarth would have been immediately suspicious of a cure-all like the Perkins tractor whose composition was patented, that is, kept secret. One who presented his findings to the Literary and Philosophical Society of Bath could not be expected to believe in something explicitly guarded from investigation. He could not be expected to believe in a wand at all. A fellow investigator quoted in his pamphlet refers to simulacra of the Perkins tractor as “wonder-working pieces of wood,” a description that puts them in the same category as relics, icons, and other medieval superstitions, yet what was the tractor itself but a wonder-working piece of metal? The attempt to trace the placebo effect to its origin in the human mind constitutes in itself an Enlightenment mode of reasoning, as when Hume opens his *Treatise of Human Nature* by looking into “the Origin of our Ideas.” The understanding of the imagination as both a source of delusion and a potential cause of demonstrable effects belongs, too, to the Enlightenment.

Haygarth’s pamphlet begins, “That faculty of the mind which is denominated the Imagination, has been the subject of two very elegant compositions in the English language, in prose and poetry, by ADDISON and AKENSIDE. It has not wholly escaped the notice of medical writers, but merits their farther investigation.” Significantly for our purposes, not only does Addison devote a Spectator paper to the pleasures of the imagination, he judges these pleasures beneficial to health.

We might here add, that the Pleasures of the Fancy are more conducive to Health than those of the Understanding, which are worked out by Dint of Thinking, and attended with too violent a Labour of the Brain. Delightful Scenes, whether in Nature, Painting, or Poetry, have a kindly Influence on the Body, as well as the Mind, and not only serve to clear and brighten the Imagination, but are able to disperse Grief and Melancholy, and to set the Animal Spirits in pleasing and agreeable Motion. For this reason Sir Francis Bacon, in his Essay upon Health, has not thought it improper to prescribe to his Reader a Poem or a Prospect . . .
Addison’s idea that the pleasures of the imagination are beneficial for mind and body—note the pairing—looks back to the theory that it does us good to be transported from time to time from our cares, as when Boccaccio’s brigade of nobles flees a plague-stricken city to indulge in the delights of storytelling. It is interesting that Haygarth should have paid tribute to Addison in a paper devoted to exposing a treatment whose efficacy was purely imaginary.

The satiric estimate of the imagination to which Haygarth leans is less in the spirit of Addison than of Johnson. A chapter of Johnson’s *Rasselas* warns famously of “The dangerous prevalence of imagination,” an admonition inspired by the royal party’s encounter with an astronomer who has somehow managed to convince himself that he determines the course of the sun and rules the seasons. The man is a study in the “prevalence” of imagination in that fantasy overrides his reason, but while it is hard to believe there are many such on the face of the earth, clearly he is held up by Johnson as an example (if an extreme one) of an ordinary human failing, one that “prevails” in the sense of being of general extent or of common occurrence. “There is no man,” says the wise Imlac, commenting on the astronomer, “whose imagination does not sometimes predominate over his reason. . . . No man will be found in whose mind airy notions do not sometimes tyrannise.” Imagination in this sense is not the poet’s distinction but humanity’s common lot, not a glory but a trap. Johnson once remarked over dinner, “Were it not for imagination, Sir, a man would be as happy in the arms of a Chambermaid as of a Duchess. But such is the adventitious charm of fancy, that we find men who have violated the best principles of society, and ruined their fame and their fortune, that they might possess a woman of rank.”

In the same year as *Rasselas* (1759) appeared Adam Smith’s *Theory of Moral Sentiments*. Those who think of Smith as an apologist for commercial society will be surprised to discover the satiric view he takes of some of its motive forces and highest prizes. According to Smith—a sometime table companion of Johnson and also, for what it’s worth, a close friend of Haygarth’s mentor, William Cullen—the reason we sweat and strain to get ahead in the world is simply to become like the rich who enthrall our imagination.

From whence, then, arises that emulation which runs through all the different ranks of men, and what are the advantages which we propose by that great purpose of human life which we call bettering our condition? To be observed, to be attended to, to be taken notice of with sympathy, complacency, and approbation, are all the advantages which we can propose to
derive from it. . . . The rich man glories in his riches, because he feels that they naturally draw upon him the attention of the world.\textsuperscript{21}

But how can a mere craving for admiration account for the restless activity of commercial society? How can such a paltry cause account for such a mighty effect? Only because imagination magnifies the object of desire—the privileged life—into something greatly to be wished.

When we consider the condition of the great, in those delusive colours in which the imagination is apt to paint it, it seems to be almost the abstract idea of a perfect and happy state. It is the very state which, in all our waking dreams and idle reveries, we had sketched out to ourselves as the final object of our desires.\textsuperscript{22}

Thus, the spirit of striving that animates commercial society springs from a deception of the imagination, though Smith is prepared to rate this a benign deception. After explaining that imagination confuses the splendor of the rich with “the order, the regular and harmonious movement of the system, the machine or oeconomy by means of which it is produced,” he comments, “It is well that nature imposes upon us in this manner. It is this deception which rouses and keeps in continual motion the industry of mankind.”\textsuperscript{23} No longer the capricious tyrant it is in Burton, imagination now serves to strengthen civil order itself.

Somewhat like the difficult word “opinion” in Shakespeare’s time, which had strong connotations of instability and epistemological license but was not limited to these senses, “imagination” in the age of Smith might or might not carry connotations of fallacy. Smith himself does not always regard the imagination as an instrument of delusion (whether happy or otherwise) or as divorced from reality. The opening sentences of the \textit{Theory of Moral Sentiments} look into the case of a person who enters by imagination into the suffering of another to the point of trembling and shuddering, a case that raises the possibility that imagination can act on the body. As Smith sees it, we “enter as it were into [the] body” of the one in suffering “and become in some measure the same person with him.”\textsuperscript{24} The possibility that mind can influence body is taken up by the dedicatee of Haygarth’s pamphlet, his colleague William Falconer, whose celebrated essay of 1788 on \textit{The Influence of the Passions upon Disorders of the Body} explores the proposition that the mind can both cause and cure disorders, as in the case of a man long afflicted
with gout who upon being sentenced to death but pardoned at the last minute, found his limbs restored to “activity and strength, whereas before that event their use was nearly lost.” Haygarth intended his experiment to show that the Perkins tractor induces the credulous to imagine themselves cured, or at least relieved. According to Falconer, however, the condemned man really was cured. “This person . . . lived many years totally free from the gout.” So too, in the case of intermittent fever,

It is well known that numerous cures . . . have been performed by medicines of little, or even of no medical efficacy whatever in themselves, which effect could proceed only from the opinion the patient entertained of their powers; as a proof of which we find that the certainty of the cure has almost always depended on the degree of the patient’s confidence in the success of the remedy.

In other words, in certain cases of this disorder treatments without medical merit do seem to work (though one wonders exactly where Falconer came by his knowledge of each patient’s degree of confidence). Not only does Haygarth cite this essay whose findings regarding the medical import of the imagination seem so unlike his own—so nearly Burtonian—but evidently he places his pamphlet in the same discourse. It seems his skeptical understanding of the imagination had room for his colleague’s argument that imagination may in fact engender physical effects, just as Falconer’s appreciation of imagination’s power did not keep him from endorsing Haygarth’s skeptical experiment “entirely.” Indeed, the two men collaborated to fashion the false tractors.

Some who argue today that the placebo effect cannot be reduced to a fallacy born of a sugar pill also dispute mind-body dualism, stating or implying that it is built into modern Western medicine. Recognition of the possible influence of mind on body is built into Haygarth’s pamphlet—as paradoxical as this might seem—in the form of citations of Falconer. For the fact is that while duly skeptical of quack cures and faith-healing, Falconer’s essay on The Influence of the Passions upon Disorders of the Body finds that emotions like fear and hope contribute to the prevention, course, and cure of many a disease by virtue of their profound if obscure connection to the life of the body. While it is hard to believe that Falconer would credit Tractoration as a cure for rheumatism, he does recognize the possibility in other cases of cures produced by worthless treatments. So too does a live toad worn around
the neck staunch a bloody nose—not because of any medical magic inhabiting the toad but because the creature acts so powerfully on the mind. “It is not improbable that the sentiments of aversion, dread, and horror, impressed by such an odious contact, may act as a powerful sedative, and of course be serviceable in the disease, by diminishing the force of the circulation.”

The curious double view of the imagination taken in Haygarth’s historic paper—as a source of delusion on the one hand and actual effects on the other, anticipating the paradox of the placebo response as both fallacy and potent mechanism—is also to be found in Falconer, though differently inflected.

Not only, however, does Haygarth cite Falconer’s research into the imagination in exposing the Perkins tractor, but he himself states both in his title and his text that imagination can produce real effects. He might even concur with Wordsworth’s claim in the Preface to the *Lyrical Ballads*, published the same year as his exposé of Perkins, that “the power of the human imagination is sufficient to produce such changes even in our physical nature as might almost appear miraculous,” as both he (Haygarth) and Falconer cite at length James Lind’s account of the cure of scurvy by means of a spurious medicine purportedly sent by the Prince of Orange during the siege of Breda in 1625. Toward the end of Haygarth’s pamphlet cases are cited that “prove (what should be well understood) that the Imagination can cause, as well as cure, diseases of the body.” Therefore, while Haygarth considers the Perkins tractor a demonstrable sham—his title brands it “fictitious”—he does not picture the imagination as an entity cut off from the body and its health. Far from insisting on some kind of mind-body dualism, he concludes that “It is extremely fortunate, when the most powerful remedies of both body and mind unite their power to alleviate or remove a disease.”

The common claim that the prevailing understanding or misunderstanding of the placebo effect derives from the “Cartesian dualism” of modern medicine is misleading. Descartes himself, in a work proverbially said to sever mind and body, states explicitly that the mind is “dependent upon the humors and condition of the organs of the body,” and looks forward to an improvement of medical knowledge enabling the cure of “an infinity of maladies of body as well as of mind.” Underlying the work of Falconer and Haygarth, too, was a tradition of medical thinking whose members deemed it their business as physicians to set forth the circumstances, extent and means of control of the interaction between mind and body. They believed . . . in
keeping with an unbroken tradition originating in ancient Greek medicine, that the mind could be influenced corporeally, that is, by means of drugs, diet, climate and other factors acting primarily on the body. Clinical observation had convinced them that the cause of a bodily disturbance could lie in the mind. . . On the other hand, it had also convinced them that the causes of some mental disorders lay in the body, and they drew the obvious inference regarding treatment.34

This tradition was not abolished but modified and extended in the Enlightenment.

A novelist who, like Haygarth, received medical training in Edinburgh depicts a world where bodies act on minds and feelings have physical effects—where indigestion alters the brain and the belief that the ragout one has just eaten was cat induces “convulsive agonies.”35 “I am equally distressed in body and mind,” says the author of the first letter in Smollett’s *Humphry Clinker*, writing to his doctor.36 David Hartley, founder of the theory of association, concluded that “there ought to be a great reciprocal influence between the mind and the alimentary duct.”37 Reform circles of Haygarth’s day took up the principle of association and wove it into doctrines which “by eliminating the mind-body distinction, provided a scientific basis for the . . . belief that social and moral behavior could be changed by bodily discipline,” as in a well-designed prison or indeed hospital.38 (By the same token, however, a reformer like Mary Wollstonecraft could argue that girls should have more physical freedom, because “dependence of body naturally produces dependence of mind.”)39 Among the Hartleyans was the hospital reformer Thomas Percival, whose treatise on *Medical Ethics* (1803) is sometimes cited in the placebo literature. However, Haygarth’s “Tractoration” experiments offer no evidence of an intention to use a hospital as a laboratory to mold citizens, impose discipline on the lower orders, correct their thinking, or advance any other heavy-handed project to reform his fellow human beings. The experiments are an exercise in enlightened skepticism, not disciplinary ambition.

Especially given the polemical commonplace that modern medicine rests on mind-body dualism, it is worth noting that the mind-body distinction was by no means fixed either in the discourse of Haygarth and Falconer or the philosophy of the Enlightenment. The physician Locke, whose influence presides
over the Enlightenment, complicates the distinction between mind and body even as he affirms it, stating that “By Pleasure and Pain I must be understood to mean of Body or Mind, as they are commonly distinguished; though in truth they be only different constitutions of the Mind, sometimes occasioned by disorder in the Body, sometimes by Thoughts of the Mind.” Arguably, the task of doing justice to so mixed a phenomenon as the placebo effect calls for a qualified skepticism in the tradition of the Enlightenment, and in particular of Haygarth and Falconer—the former of whom debunked a treatment that played on the imagination but confessed that the same faculty could be a medically potent force, while the latter had great medical respect for the imagination but seconded Haygarth’s plan to expose the Perkins tractor as an imposition on just that. And to the names of Haygarth and Falconer we might add Benjamin Franklin.

It was in Franklin’s gardens near Paris, in an experiment of elegant design, that Mesmerism was conclusively exposed as an artifact of suggestion. Franklin’s skepticism extended to medicine itself, the one merit of Mesmerism in his estimation being that its false promises deterred people from ruining their health by taking drugs. “There are in every great city a number of persons who are never in health, because they are fond of medicines and always taking them, whereby they derange the natural functions and hurt their constitutions. If these people can be persuaded to forebear their drugs in expectation of being cured by only the physician’s finger or an iron rod pointing at them, they may possibly find good effects, though they mistake the cause.” That expectation unlocks the placebo effect is no recent discovery.

According to Poor Richard, “He’s the best physician that knows the worthlessness of the most medicines.” Poor Richard also maintains that temperance itself is health and that it results from the good government of the body by the mind, just as, conversely, moderation of diet subdues the passions and keeps the mind in good order.

Wouldst thou enjoy a long Life, a healthy Body, and a vigorous Mind, and be acquainted also with the wonderful Works of God? Labour in the first place to bring thy Appetite into Subjection to Reason. . . .

A sober Diet makes a Man die without Pain; it maintains the Senses in Vigour; it mitigates the Violence of Passions and Affections.

It preserves the Memory, it helps the Understanding, it allays the Heat of Lust; it brings a Man to a Consideration of his latter End.
A healthy body and a vigorous mind seem to go together; the mind works on the body, the body on the mind. “Mind-body dualism” seems like an inaccurate description of this arrangement.

While his inquest into Mesmerism helped establish understanding of the placebo effect as a sort of trick perpetrated by the mind on the body, Franklin would surely have been interested in the Falconer-Haygarth investigation of the medical connections between the two.
Chapter Seven

The Invalidism of Mr. Woodhouse

By dint of having his fantasy indulged by everyone around him, the man’s imaginary ailment has become real.

The inverse of a vigorous mind in a healthy body would be a frail mind in a frail body. Such is the state of Mr. Woodhouse as we encounter him in the brilliant opening chapter of Jane Austen’s *Emma*, set immediately after the marriage, and therefore the departure from the household, of Emma’s governess Miss Taylor. Completely unequal to his patriarchal position and said to be “without activity of mind or body,” the enfeebled Mr. Woodhouse stands as a sad exhibit of the interdependence of the mental and the physical. The text suggests that he sank to the condition in which we find him not as a result of the natural course of any disorder but because he abandoned himself to an imaginary helplessness to which others deferred, wisely or not. If companionship can itself be a medicine—alleviating gloom and distress, for example, as a certain tradition of common sense maintained—so too, it seems, can the aid of others complicate our troubles. Mr. Woodhouse is a study in socially constructed invalidism.¹

The void at the moral center of Emma’s world, Mr. Woodhouse is identified as “having been a valetudinarian all his life,” which makes him (according to the Oxford English Dictionary) “A person in weak health, esp. one who is constantly concerned with his own ailments; an invalid.” In the more provocative terms of Falconer’s treatise on mind-body medicine, Mr. Woodhouse suffers from or cultivates something like hysteria, albeit without such physical symptoms as “paroxysms.” The same irony that makes him a figure of imperious debility gives him a malady more commonly imputed to women.² Of hysteria Falconer writes that “nothing contributes to aggravate it more than indolence and vacancy of mind”—Mr. Woodhouse’s vocation. Concerned lest people accede to the hysteric’s fictions and affectations, Falconer cautions that
too great solicitude to avoid every thing likely to give uneasiness, especially if such solicitude be very apparent, is likely to do as much mischief as service. Nothing so much enhances the apprehension of danger, or so causes those on whose account the care is taken, to believe that the hazard is greater than it really is, and such circumstances frequently recurring, keep them perpetually in a state of painful irritation, which in reality constitutes the disorder. It would be much better to inure such persons gradually to the common occurrences of life.3

Seven years have not been enough to inure Mr. Woodhouse to his elder daughter Isabella’s marriage, which he persists in regarding as a misfortune to her because it feels like one to him. Naturally he views the marriage of Miss Taylor earlier that day in the same light. Even a walk on a mild moonlit night seems to Mr. Woodhouse, in his hysteria, a “shocking” event, and to venture half a mile to visit the newlyweds is out of the question.

“My dear, how am I to get so far? Randalls is such a distance. I could not walk half so far.”

“No, papa, nobody thought of your walking. We must go in the carriage to be sure.”

This little exchange well illustrates the sort of care and coddling Mr. Woodhouse’s hysteria receives—at least from Emma, his principal prop, for whom his incapacity means her own freedom.

In view of her father’s infantilism, the wonderful first sentence of the novel takes on new meaning:

Emma Woodhouse, handsome, clever, and rich, with a comfortable home and happy disposition, seemed to unite some of the best blessings of existence; and had lived nearly twenty-one years in the world with very little to distress or vex her.

The inference is inescapable: having a father who demands to be tended like a child does not disagree with Emma Woodhouse. And perhaps it is because this arrangement suits her that Emma is shown pampering the nominal patriarch, playing along with his hysteria in violation of Falconer’s sensible advice. At one point she even denies he is living in a fantasy world, thereby reinforcing the most fundamental delusion of all. Tellingly misconstruing a
remark by Mr. Knightley as concerning him, Mr. Woodhouse confesses, “I am afraid I am sometimes very fanciful and troublesome,” as if begging to be contradicted. Emma instantly reassures him that it is not so. “My dearest papa! You do not think I could mean you, or suppose Mr. Knightley to mean you.” That Mr. Woodhouse is immediately corrected by Emma after his all-too-accurate admission shows just what a cobweb of fictions his life has become, and how the complicity of others, in particular Emma, keeps the delicate structure from being swept away. “His spirits required support.”

Following a superb exchange between Emma and Mr. Knightley about whether she engineered the match between Mr. Weston and Miss Taylor or it came about by itself, Mr. Woodhouse, “understanding but in part,” makes a simple-minded comment. If he had understood the exchange, it might have set him thinking about whether his own strange condition came about by itself or as the result of social complicity. That Mr. Woodhouse has been “a valetudinarian all his life” means he is not only wealthy enough to make inactivity his occupation but important enough, at least locally, to command deference despite himself. He is, we are told, “a much older man in ways than in years; and though everywhere beloved for the friendliness of his heart and his amiable temper, his talents could not have recommended him at any time,” which suggests that his pretense or affectation of inability has become all too real through lack of doing anything and through the cultivation of his weaknesses by those who love him. Second nature seems to have become nature itself. The most he may be capable of is treating others as if they were as delicate as himself.

Instead of the remedies recommended by Falconer, such as “to inure [the hysterical] to the common occurrences of life,” Emma abets Mr. Woodhouse’s fantasy that he is too frail for life itself. If to feel as others feel, or seem to feel, is a channel of the placebo effect, Mr. Woodhouse is forever unable “to suppose that other people could feel differently from himself,” and so projects onto them his own cultivated inability to support life’s occurrences. (Hence his offer of an egg to Mrs. Bates in chapter 3: “Mrs. Bates, let me propose your venturing on one of these eggs. An egg boiled very soft is not unwholesome. . . . You need not be afraid—they are very small, you see—one of our small eggs will not hurt you.”) The supposed frailty of others then serves to justify his own, although his, by virtue of long pretending, has become real enough. If a placebo effect lies somewhere on the continuum between the suppositious and the real, in the case of Mr. Woodhouse an affected delicacy has become genuine incompetence.
In chapter three of *Emma* we hear of certain newfangled schools in which “young ladies for enormous pay might be screwed out of health and into vanity.” Without the help of any system or theory but certainly with the aid of others, Mr. Woodhouse has sacrificed his wellbeing to a fantastic obsession with health itself.

If the magic of words is such that being able to name their condition gives some patients a sense of control of it (a transaction sometimes called the Rumpelstiltskin effect), a medical label can also have the reverse effect of contributing to a sense of illness. A study published in 1978 found that after a screened group was diagnosed with hypertension, their annual rate of absenteeism increased by 80%, whether or not the condition was actually being treated. The diagnosis, the label, evidently underwrote the workers’ understanding of themselves as ill even though their illness had no symptoms and the normal range of blood pressure is a matter of ambiguity. The label Mr. Woodhouse wears as a valetudinarian, a man in permanent ill health, makes for a sort of moral absenteeism, in the form of an abdication of his patriarchal responsibilities.

Some medical labels may even give stage directions for the performance of illness. A recent discussion of the nocebo phenomenon—the induction of adverse effects by expectation—points out that given groups not only have their own classifications of disease but in effect their own scripts for acting it out. A nosology of disease is also a *sickness repertoire*, available for performance. . . . Knowledge that symptoms such as fainting exist provides a role or script available to be performed. In addition, nosologies may be *licenses* (insofar as they certify the cultural legitimacy of the condition) or *prescriptions* (insofar as they define expected sequences of occurrences). However, nocebo acts need not be—and most appear not to be—deliberate, voluntary, or fully conscious.

Perhaps the understanding of valetudinarism in his local world gives Mr. Woodhouse a “legitimate” script to perform (not that he could get away with it if he were a servant rather than a man of leisure). It is understood that a certain sort of person, called a valetudinarian, is in weak health; constantly concerned with his own health; an invalid. This definition does not exactly
state that the invalidism in question may have been self-caused.8

Hysteria as explained by Falconer lacks legitimacy both because it is such an artificial construction and because it is bound up with “indolence and vacancy” as well as “selfish and mean ideas and sentiments,”9 all of which Mr. Woodhouse exhibits unmistakably. It seems that the available sickness repertoire has given Mr. Woodhouse a role to play that is all at once congenial to his temperament, congenial to Emma (in that it nullifies his authority), entitled to the deference of others, and finally debilitating. Hysteria as instanced in Mr. Woodhouse is a nocebo phenomenon.

What of the qualification that nocebo acts need not be conscious and deliberate? That Mr. Woodhouse never intended to lose himself in a pathological fantasy goes without saying. But never would he have been able to do so without continual babying, especially by Emma herself; and though Emma certainly enjoys and abuses the freedom she acquires as a result of his abdicated authority, she is not so ill-meaning as to undermine him with cynical intent. Others, too, defer to Mr. Woodhouse without ill designs. Even the sensible Mr. Knightley, who contests Mr. Woodhouse’s hysterical interpretations as far as possible, can only say so much.

The last words of the opening chapter belong to Mr. Knightley, the irony of their implications ringing out like the after-tone of a bell. Let Mr. Elton choose his own wife, he tells Emma. “Depend on it, a man of six or seven-and-twenty can take care of himself.” Yet Mr. Woodhouse cannot take care of himself and apparently never could and never will. The novel ends with Mr. Woodhouse in the same state of incapacity as at the beginning, as if the changes that come to others—the events of his world—had simply passed him by. Where in the first chapter he is said to hate “change of every kind” and marriage in particular as the “origin of change,” in the novel’s last paragraphs he proves himself unchanged by dreading the impending marriage of Emma and Mr. Knightley. What snaps him out of it is not “any sudden illumination” of his mind or “any wonderful change of his nervous system,” we are told. It happens that some turkeys are stolen from the nearby poultry-houses, a crime so alarming to Mr. Woodhouse that he is relieved to put himself under the protection of his soon-to-be son-in-law. One dread simply displaces another.

Being “leveled with the rest of the world,”10 Mr. Woodhouse is ineligible for sudden illuminations and wonderful changes—for miraculous cures—although in fact his case does not lend itself to cure at all. Because he hates change of every kind he must also hate the thought of the only thing that
could help him, a reformation of his own habits. Over time, through indolence and the deference of others, he has gotten so locked into these practices that any departure from them is now outside the realm of the possible.

Our own time has seen any number of hitherto unknown ailments identified and popularized—ADHD, chronic fatigue syndrome, premenstrual syndrome, and social phobia, for example, all of which may be responsive to placebo treatments. What’s wrong with the expansion of the list of medical or psychiatric disorders and the marketing of illness that goes along with it? A well-informed critic of the trend toward the medicalization of human life can only say that the classification of so many deviations from the medical average as illnesses deprives the world of “diversity,” in effect making it a less colorful place. But Mr. Woodhouse is revealed as a colorful man precisely in that he has renounced maturity in order to play the child and devote himself to his fantasies, and so too may an abundance of new disorders make the world a more variegated place merely by their presence. Let a hundred flowers of illness bloom. Far from representing a police action by a medical community bent on suppressing diversity, the installation of novel entities such as chronic fatigue syndrome, adult ADHD, and even multiple personality disorder in the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual often comes about at the urging of groups seeking to have their claim to difference—their diversity—officially recognized.

A staunch believer in chronic fatigue syndrome has argued that a child with any of its symptoms should have complete rest, inasmuch as “the stress of leading a normal life and keeping up with their peers can exacerbate the condition,” which as others have noted is a prescription for invalidism. And at this point we return to the case of Mr. Woodhouse, for whom incapacity became a way of life. The trouble with the ever-expanding list of ailments and the tidal trend toward the medicalization of life is not that they make things bland and uniform but that the creation and popularization of disorders which may or may not have a medical basis not only provide templates of debility to model ailments on (thereby encouraging their spread) but pose the same risk to which Mr. Woodhouse succumbed: the risk of the patient growing into the complaint.
A case that defies the social model of the placebo effect in every detail.

When Anatole Kuragin proposes to elope with Natasha in *War and Peace*, she feels powerless to resist, maintaining “I have no will.” So recklessly and yet scrupulously does Natasha abandon herself to the fantasy that romantic love takes over one’s entire being that she imagines herself, for the moment at least, as Kuragin’s “slave.” Upon learning that he is actually married, she attempts suicide, albeit ambiguously, by swallowing “a little” arsenic, after which she sinks into a condition Tolstoy names grief, marked by such symptoms as loss of appetite, loss of sleep, and low spirits. The account of her treatment constitutes a remarkably explicit description of medical treatment as a social proceeding.

Doctors came to see her singly and in consultation, talked much in French, German, and Latin, blamed one another, and prescribed a great variety of medicines for all the diseases known to them, but the simple idea never occurred to any of them that they could not know the disease Natasha was suffering from, as no disease suffered by a live man can be known, for every living person has his own peculiarities, and always has his own peculiar, personal, novel, complicated disease, unknown to medicine—not a disease of the lungs, liver, skin, heart, nerves, and so on mentioned in medical books, but a disease consisting of one of the innumerable combinations of the maladies of those organs.

But how can doctors fail to perceive something as blindingly obvious as their own futility? Because as vain as their ministrations are, they fill a need.

Their usefulness did not depend on making the patient swallow substances for the most part harmful . . . but they were useful, necessary, and indispens-
able because they satisfied a mental need of the invalid and of those who loved her—and that is why there are, and always will be, pseudo-healers, wise women, homeopaths, and allopaths. They satisfied that eternal human need for hope of relief, for sympathy, and that something should be done, which is felt by those who are suffering. . . . The doctors were of use to Natasha . . . assuring her that [her illness] would soon pass if only the coachman went to the chemist’s in the Arbat and got a powder and some pills in a pretty box for a ruble and seventy kopecks, and if she took those powders in boiled water at intervals of precisely two hours, neither more nor less.Æ

The doctors, then, set social wheels in motion—there are orders to follow, errands to run, rituals to fulfill—and it is all this make-work centered on the patient, not the actual composition of the powders and pills, that does some good, albeit more for the household than the patient. The patient, we are told, does find all the concern lavished on her “pleasant,” which corresponds to the literal meaning of “placebo”: “I shall please.” The placebo effect gives Natasha some comfort while her condition remits in its own time, not as a result of the charade of medical ministrations.

In a late Tolstoy story one party comes to another’s aid in a way that entails no show of activity and far transcends the placebo effect. The doctors in War and Peace do not know what Natasha is suffering from—they don’t even know she attempted suicide—but the master in “Master and Man” (1895) knows his servant is freezing because both are caught in the same blizzard. There is nothing inferential about his comprehension of the servant’s plight, no room for supposition or theory. That the servant actually wants to live is indeed open to question, but that he will die unless somehow kept warm is not. As if Tolstoy had constructed a case specifically excluding the placebo effect, the master transfuses into the servant not morale but physical warmth. As Natasha heals not because of medicine but nature (“youth prevailed,” says Tolstoy), as disease in “The Death of Ivan Ilych” derides the efforts of medicine,³ so does the blizzard in “Master and Man” sweep away all defenses against its power except the elemental heat of the body itself.

According to a social understanding of the placebo effect, the very company of others may do us good, inspiring us with hope and reminding us that we belong to something larger than ourselves—the social body. “Humans are
social animals, even in our grief,” writes a physician, reflecting on the placebo effect. “Misery loves company.” Misery does love company in “Master and Man,” albeit not in the sense that it wants others to be wretched or even brightens in their presence, as with traditional social therapies for melancholy. Here company in suffering kindles the discovery of love.

Obsessed with the thought of making a killing on a piece of land, the confident Vasili Andreevich Brekhunov, a merchant and church warden whose name suggests “Liar,” sets out for a certain forest with his servant Nikita one winter afternoon despite threatening weather. A blizzard sets in, and as the markers identified by the master dissolve one after another like mirages in a desert of snow, the two become lost and end up doubling back on their own track. The sort of running in rings that does some good when it is undertaken for Natasha’s benefit, does no good at all in a storm at night. Master abandons servant and sets out into the darkness (at once naturalistic and symbolic, like the fable itself), only to be abandoned in turn by his horse and flooded with “such terror that he did not believe in the reality of what was happening to him.”

“Queen of Heaven! Holy Father Nicholas, teacher of temperance!” he thought, recalling the service of the day before . . . He began to pray to that same Nicholas the Wonder-Worker to save him, promising him a thanksgiving service and some candles. But he clearly and indubitably realized that the icon, its frame, the candles, the priest, and the thanksgiving service could do nothing for him here and that there was no and could be no connexion between those candles and services and his present disastrous plight.

The equivalent of the communion administered to the dying Ivan Ilych as if it could somehow console or prepare him, the props and trappings of Orthodoxy as here portrayed have no value beyond providing a kind of evanescent sensation of relief, if that; at best, they are a psychological placebo. Only when he comes upon the horse and the sledge where Nikita is hunkered down does the master’s terror pass, and when it does so his contempt and indifference toward the servant pass as well. It is the fact of another life, encountered in this stark setting as if for the first time like a natural miracle, it is this fact that awakens the master “clearly and indubitably” to the reality of love, and rescues him from both desperation and despair as prayer could not.

So fortifying is his reunion with Nikita that “if he felt any fear it was lest the dreadful terror should return that he had experienced when on the horse
and especially when he was left alone in the snow-drift.” When Nikita says he is dying,

Vasili Andreevich stood silent and motionless for half a minute. Then suddenly, with the same resolution with which he used to strike hands when making a good purchase, he took a step back and turning up his sleeves began raking the snow off Nikita and out of the sledge. Having done this he hurriedly undid his girdle, opened out his fur coat, and having pushed Nikita down, lay down on top of him, covering him not only with his fur coat but with the whole of his body, which glowed with warmth.

The following morning the master is discovered frozen to death, but the servant is alive.

The transfer of life from master to servant unfolds much less predictably than a placebo event governed largely by expectation. The servant certainly cannot expect to receive life from his master. Indeed, nothing about the case seems to conform to the model of a placebo transaction in which, say, one party feels something presumed or reported to be experienced by others. (“This pill has been shown to help others . . .”) Not only does the narrative concentrate more on the donor than the receiver, but the master’s warmth passes into the body of the servant in a physical and elemental manner worlds apart from an operation dependent on suggestion or report. Just as significantly, the master—the source of the warmth—is himself changed profoundly by this transfusion of life. When the covered Nikita begins to stir, the masters says,

“There, and you say you are dying! Lie still and get warm, that’s our way . . .” He stopped speaking and only gulped down the risings in his throat. “Seems I was badly frightened and have gone quite weak,” he thought. But this weakness was not only not unpleasant, but gave him a peculiar joy such as he had never felt before. . . .

He did not think of his legs or of his hands but only of how to warm the peasant who was lying under him. . . . He could not bring himself to leave Nikita and disturb even for a moment the joyous condition he was in. He no longer felt any kind of terror.

Whereas earlier he prayed to the Wonder-Worker to save him, he himself now
saves Nikita, and in so doing discovers love—not its semblance but its reality. As opposed to one who receives a transient feeling of comfort or consolation from a church ritual (the same ceremony enacted by others in the same way), the master experiences a cessation of terror that remains with him as he lies motionless for hours on end, right up to his death, which he understands to be death.

Before going about warming his servant, the master is shown standing “silent and motionless for half a minute.” What goes through his head Tolstoy doesn’t say, but it seems unlikely that he is making suppositions or inferences about Nikita’s state. Why would he? He knows exactly what Nikita is suffering without having to go through mental exercises because they are both subject to the same storm and, of course, to mortality itself. So too, unlike Ivan Ilych, whose wife prevails on him to take communion because “it often helps,” the master goes about warming the servant with no expectation of the joy that awaits him; when it arrives it is experienced as something never foreseen or imagined, let alone felt. If the placebo effect is sometimes envisioned as a message sent by the mind to the body, the master, concerned only with warming “the peasant who was lying under him,” seems to think with his body. “Tolstoy’s contemporaries noted that he alone appreciated the way the body shapes the mind.”

The transaction between master and man exhibits none of the trappings of expectation and suggestion, of inferred experience and questionable reality, that surround the placebo effect. They have all been stripped away.

As a social phenomenon, the placebo effect takes place in a region of high ambiguity. In the account of Natasha’s illness, doctors appear at once useless and useful, and by joking with the patient “regardless of her grief-stricken face” they act out a charade that she herself seems to find not unpleasant. (Similarly, though portrayed as headstrong fools, their conclusion that “the malady was chiefly mental” is not foolish at all.) In the opening chapter of Anna Karenina the charming but dishonest Stiva, a social creature par excellence, has been caught in adultery by his wife and tries to maneuver his way out by putting on his habitual smile, now become an ambiguous grin of guilty innocence. As if pantomiming “placebo” (“I will please”), Stiva evidently hopes this assumed expression will be so pleasing, so disarming and irresistible, that all will be forgiven; maybe, by a kind of reciprocation of
sentiments, Dolly will even smile back. His hope is disappointed.

The transfusion of the master’s warmth into Nikita has nothing in common with this sort of wished-for transfusion of sentiments, or indeed with the experience of second-hand effects. It is not a transaction like the passage of a smile from one person to another and therefore defies the model of the placebo effect as a social proceeding. The master’s joy does not enter the servant. Quite unlike one who experiences a benefit (perhaps subjective, perhaps not) as a result of a social influence, Nikita does not even think of himself as helped. Nothing better illustrates the refutation of the placebo effect in “Master and Man” than his displeasure at having survived. “When he realized that he was still in this world he was sorry rather than glad.” It seems the master has saved the life of one for whom life is a matter of indifference at best.

Though we naturally want to romanticize a tale where a master dies for his servant and finds his life by losing it, the text itself opposes us, and nowhere more stubbornly than in its insistence that the servant was ready for death when the master revived him. The fatalistic Nikita thinks little of life, after all, and though dutiful would probably not have done for the master what the master did for him—not because he was unwilling to relinquish life but because it would have meant taking action. Saved by means of a deed he did not ask or wish for, he is especially sorry to find “that the toes on both his feet were frozen.” For twenty years he lives on, it is reported, never once grateful to the man who literally laid down his life for him. It is as if he had been cheated of his rightful death. When he finally does die he is “sincerely glad that he was . . . now really passing from this life of which he was weary into that other life which every year and every hour grew clearer and more desirable to him.”

A placebo should not harm. Company and good fellowship, traditional therapies for melancholy, do not harm. Though worthless except insofar as it deterred users from harmful treatments, the Perkins tractor was innocuous; it was simply waved over the body. Communion, says the wife of Ivan Ilych, often helps and “can’t do any harm.” By contrast with that ritual repudiated by the heterodox Tolstoy, the transfusion of life into Nikita takes place without the mediation of words and symbols; but no less significantly, the prolongation of life received as a result, unasked-for and at the cost of several toes, is unwelcome to Nikita. To the servant’s way of thinking he was indeed harmed, although—in one more instance of resignation—he accepts his injury without resentment.
Tolstoy’s was not the only imagination summoned by the image of the physical transfusion of life. In *The Brothers Karamazov*, Ivan confesses to Alyosha,

I could never understand how one can love one’s neighbours. It’s just one’s neighbours, to my mind, that one can’t love, though one might love those at a distance. I once read somewhere of John the Merciful, a saint, that when a hungry, frozen beggar came to him, he took him into his bed, held him in his arms, and began breathing into his mouth, which was putrid and loathsome from some awful disease. I am convinced that he did that from ‘self-laceration,’ from the self-laceration of falsity, for the sake of the charity imposed by duty, as a penance laid on him.

Flaubert told the similar story of St. Julian the Hospitaller warming a leper with his body, a rendition Tolstoy found skillful but cold and unmoving, lacking the sincerity of great art. In Tolstoy’s working of the motif, which has been transposed from distant to modern times, the beneficiary of charity is not a leper and there is no suggestion that the act of charity was imposed by duty or is in any way played up. Clearly, the author wishes to portray an action at once remarkable, admirable, yet believable, and to that end he sets his tale in the here and now and removes the trappings of the miraculous, much as he has also excluded the placebo effect.

That Tolstoy thus rules out the placebo effect, with its social transfusion of experiences, does not mean that he rules out social transfusion as such. Indeed, according to the theory of art he composed around the same time as “Master and Man,” the distinguishing quality of true art is precisely that it “infects” us with another’s sentiments. Under its influence we experience “that simple feeling . . . of being infected by the feelings of another, which makes us rejoice over another’s joy, grieve over another’s grief, merge our souls with another’s.” The placebo experience, by which we feel what we imagine others feel because we take part in the same rituals or are swept up in the same trends and movements—this, it turns out, is but a degraded parody of the way truth is communicated. Art transfuses life into our frozen souls.
Chapter Nine

The Pollyanna Principle

The presumption against deception should not be discarded lightly.

When Natasha in *War and Peace* descends into listlessness and despondency for causes known to the reader but not her doctors, her symptoms tally quite well with the diagnostic criteria of depression as first laid out in the third edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual* (1980). Over the decades since its diagnostic criteria were codified in the DSM, the incidence of depression seems to have sky-rocketed. What to do about it?

Although the placebo effect may seem like an underpowered weapon to use against a problem of such alleged gravity and magnitude, that is just what a recent paper provocatively advises. Contending that depression is best treated with psychotherapy designed to instill “positive illusions,” and that medical bodies therefore need to rethink their position on the permissibility of deception, the author recommends for the depressed a healthy dose of a placebo called the Pollyanna Principle. The ability to hold false but encouraging ideas about themselves and the world makes for mental health (so it is argued), and is associated in the well with “an increased capacity to care for others and an enhanced aptitude for creative and productive work.” Under the benevolent rule of the Pollyanna Principle, it seems, we take on a resemblance to the inhabitants of a utopia like William Morris’s Nowhere, who are indeed portrayed as identically empathetic, creative, productive, and happy.

Given that antidepressants, for all their popularity, generally not only do not work appreciably better than placebos but have nontrivial side effects, the author—a faculty member in a School of Politics, International Studies and Philosophy—argues that a better way to treat depression must be found; and given that deception or self-deception is said to be an ingredient of mental health itself, if not its foundation, the author furthermore argues that the ban on deception in medical practice ought to be lifted. The treatment recommended for depression is an intensive, protracted, and deliberately deceptive course of cognitive behavioral therapy.
This is a form of therapy which encourages patients to identify negative thought patterns and subsequent behaviour and to consider whether such thought patterns and responses are useful or helpful to them. Over a long period of time (many months), patients are persuaded to adopt thoughts which are more “realistic” (but which are in fact moderately positive) and which induce different behavioural responses. Individuals who successfully complete such forms of treatment end up endorsing positive illusions about themselves. These psychological therapies involve a more prolonged form of deception than placebos; any deception about the efficacy of prescribed sugar pills pales when contrasted with the promotion of highly personal deep-seated illusions about oneself that are induced in the successful treatment of a patient with depression.

According to the author, “Medical bodies need to accept that a spoonful of deception may be fundamentally (and unavoidably) therapeutic,” although a course of deception extending over “many months” seems less like a spoonful than a steady infusion. And while “unavoidably therapeutic” seems to mean that successful treatment cannot be achieved without deception, in point of fact much of what is called depression is “likely to abate over time without intervention.” A deceptive treatment lasting months on end may succeed not because of the deception per se but because it allows time for a transient condition to pass of its own accord.

Although depressed patients are to be induced to think “realistic” thoughts, one of the author’s principal sources maintains that realism is part and parcel of depression itself. Patients must therefore be cured of realism without being tipped that this is in fact taking place. Once persuaded to adopt the illusions cultivated by most people (for “normal people possess unrealistically positive views” of themselves and the world), their treatment itself is successful, their case closed; they have learned to see as others do.

In the 1960s Herbert Marcuse, soon to be a mentor of the student revolt, derided the utopia of a consumer society that both mandates and mass produces a false happiness. “The Happy Consciousness—the belief that the real is rational and the system delivers the goods—reflects the new conformism which is a facet of technological rationality translated into social behavior.” Yesterday’s protest has become today’s proposal. The prospect of a society investing its power, wealth and credit in the production of happiness by the methodical deception of citizens one by one—in effect, its own deception—is as strange as it is chilling.
To Feel What Others Feel

“It is the job of physicians,” we are told, to “restore positive illusions” in depressed patients by psychotherapy. But physicians are not psychotherapists and are not going to commit themselves to working for “many months” to adjust a patient’s thinking. By the same token, though, actual psychotherapists, not being medical doctors, are perfectly free to exploit the placebo effect—and do. While medical regulations like the AMA Code of Ethics (cited by the author) restrict the use of placebos, there is no corresponding provision in, say, the American Psychological Association’s code of ethics, which says nothing about placebos. The argument that depression requires the cultivation of encouraging half-truths, and that therefore medical bodies should re-write their codes of ethics, misses the point that psychotherapy is not constrained by medical codes of ethics. If it were, it would not have been portrayed some years ago in Frank and Frank’s *Persuasion and Healing*, a landmark of the literature, as an institution that plays on the placebo effect and builds morale by fostering beliefs that are healthy and “satisfying” but not necessarily true, which is approximately what the Pollyanna paper urges right now. As I will argue, the freedom to exploit the placebo effect in psychotherapy—a habitat uniquely adapted to it—has had something to do with the surging popularity of that institution just when the physician’s right to use placebos came sharply into question.

Also in *Persuasion and Healing*, it is noted that practitioners of cognitive-behavioral therapy—the mode of therapy recommended in the Pollyanna proposal—“explicitly instruct new patients about the therapeutic task in such a way as to strengthen their expectations. . . . The therapist tells the patient at length about the power of the treatment method, pointing out that it has been successful with comparable patients and all but promising similar results for him too.” So did Haygarth inflame the expectations of subjects by telling them of the cures performed by the Perkins tractor, so does the doctor ordering vitamin injections cite their benefits for other patients, and so even now (as I will document) do experimenters with open placebos take care to remind subjects of the treatment’s success in other cases like theirs. With striking similarity, all play on the placebo effect’s social sources. In the case of the Pollyanna proposal, however, the spoonful of truth in the claim that treatments that work for some will work for others conceals an expansive right to lie.

While white lies can certainly be justified as indispensable to social life, the lying recommended in the Pollyanna paper is too prolonged and methodical to be written off as incidental fibbing. The principle that the truth
of psychological counsel doesn’t really matter, or even matters inversely, has risks unrecognized in light-and-easy defenses of the Pollyanna Principle. The sort of abuses inseparable from paternalism were documented by Sissela Bok early in the era of informed consent, and the proposed deception of the depressed for their own benefit constitutes one more form of exactly that—paternalism. That the deception is carried out by a therapist does not exempt it from objection; there is nothing about psychotherapy that releases it from the moral considerations that apply to other human activities. Indeed, as a program of deception, at once systematic, intensive, and conducted with an elaborate show of professional benevolence, the proposed enterprise goes far beyond common lying. The authority it would accrue makes its risks that much more serious. The principal source cited in the Pollyanna paper in defense of positive illusions concedes that

\[
\text{a falsely positive sense of accomplishment may lead people to pursue careers and interests for which they are ill-suited. Faith in one’s capacity to master situations may lead people to persevere at tasks that may, in fact, be uncontrollable; knowing when to abandon a task may be as important as knowing when to pursue it. Unrealistic optimism may lead people to ignore legitimate risks in their environments and to fail to take measures to offset those risks. . . . Faith in the inherent goodness of one’s beliefs and actions may lead a person to trample on the rights and values of others.}^{10}
\]

Notably, in their influential defense of positive illusions the authors of these words do not claim that happy people tilt “moderately” toward such illusions; on the contrary, we are told that “far from being balanced between the positive and the negative, the perception of self that most [happy] individuals hold is heavily weighted toward the positive end of the scale.”\textsuperscript{11} Perhaps it is just because the illusions they have in mind are so pronounced and potent that the authors do not suggest providing them to those in need, which would be playing with fire.

It is also notable that the master, Brekhunov, in “Master and Man” is shown at the beginning of the tale brimming with positive illusions. He is so good at self-deceit that he actually convinces himself he is not stealing from Nikita. On the day he sets out to make his purchase, using over two thousand rubles of church money in his possession, “he was even more pleased than usual with . . . all that he did.”\textsuperscript{12}
The proposition that human life would be poorer without the solace of fantasy is not a new one. According to Erasmus’s Lady Folly, humanity is kept happy by ignorance, imbecility, and forgetfulness; especially blessed is the species of folly that “comes about whenever some genial aberration of mind frees it from anxiety and worry while at the same time imbuing it with the many fragrances of pleasure.” Folly is nature’s antidepressant. Nowhere does Lady Folly suggest that delusions be administered to the population by certified experts, if only because they would then lose their genius, their inspiration.

Asks Bacon in his essay “Of Truth,” “Doth any man doubt, that if there were taken out of men’s minds vain opinions, flattering hopes, false valuations, imaginations as one would, and the like, but it would leave the minds of a number of men poor shrunken things, full of melancholy and indisposition, and unpleasing to themselves?” Without the consolation of fiction, it seems, we are vulnerable to depression. But note that while Bacon performs the mental experiment of removing “vain opinions” to see what remains, he does not prescribe delusions for those whose store may be low, nor does he question the supremacy of truth. Our love of the lie, though “natural,” is also “corrupt,” he contends. It was Pilate who said in jest, “What is truth?”

Far from prescribing deceptions and beguilements, traditional thinking about melancholy emphasized the therapeutic value of the sort of counsel that is so plainly true that one wants to call it a truism. Thus the “comfortable speeches” and “consolatory speeches” instanced by Burton in The Anatomy of Melancholy as examples of good advice point out that things are not as bad as they may seem, that others suffer too, that not everything can “answer our expectation,” that matters could be worse, that “if naught else, time will wear [sorrow] out; custom will ease it; oblivion is a common medicine for all losses, injuries, griefs, and detriments whatever.” Though Burton well knows such commonplaces may leave us cold—“Most men will here except: Trivial consolations, ordinary speeches, and known persuasions in this behalf will be of small force”—he esteems the traditional consolations all the same. “Yet sure I think they cannot . . . but do some good, and comfort and ease a little.” Sooner will he serve up a proverb like the healing power of time than a therapeutic dram of deception.

A corollary of the feeling for the mutability of things that deeply informs literature (think of Hamlet’s “But two months dead” or the overnight rever-
sal of fortune in “Master and Man”), the principle that time wears sorrow out has much truth. It is just because much of what is classified as depression is “likely to abate over time without intervention” that a course of therapy lasting months may seem effective when the effective agent is time itself, just as any number of cases of improvement credited to placebo treatments ever since Beecher may actually have arisen spontaneously. Traditional thinking about melancholy or depression is structured by the distinction between sadness arising from the events of life itself—and therefore liable to subside with the flow of time—and excessive, habitual sadness. This distinction has fallen into neglect, as in the Pollyanna proposal; hence, perhaps, the alarmingly high incidence of depression cited to justify a modest proposal to deceive millions of people for their own good. “In the USA alone,” we are told, “diagnostic rates [of depression] are estimated at around 10% of the adult population per annum.”

At this point we are confronted with the paradox of depression’s popularity.
Chapter Ten

Medicine Marketed: Two Episodes

Antidepressants are enveloped in advertising and folklore, and so was the Perkins tractor.

According to a common estimate, then, fully 10% of American adults qualify as depressed. Desperate problems call for determined measures; thus the proposal to beguile the depressed population one by one into a state of normative happiness. Upon examination, though, the 10% figure proves to be inflated, so that the crisis that serves to justify a national program of deceptive therapy falls to the ground, and the justification with it. If you check the source for the figure cited in the Pollyanna proposal, you find that it is explicitly intended to show how and why such exaggerations come into being and pass as coin of the realm. “In fact, the extraordinarily large number of people who allegedly suffer from categorical mental disorders is a product of symptom-based measures [that is, simplistic diagnostic checklists] that inevitably overestimate the number of people who have some untreated mental illness,” as Allan Horwitz demonstrates in an important study of the way conditions like depression have come to be defined and diagnosed.¹ The traditional understanding of depression or melancholy as uncaused, habitual or inordinate sadness (as in Burton) has been abandoned, with the result that much normal sadness is now classified as a pathological condition. One reason for antidepressants’ reputation for efficacy, despite their questionable performance in clinical trials, may be that many who take them do not really suffer from a disorder in the first place.

It seems the claim that 10% of the adult population is depressed actually means that something like that number take antidepressants. But even that figure understates the market for these drugs. “About 10 percent of Americans over age six now take antidepressants,” reports the former editor of the New England Journal of Medicine, not to alert the public to an epidemic of alarming magnitude but to deplore the gross inflation of the estimated incidence of depression.² It seems more probable that such estimates reflect
the aggressive marketing of treatments for depression, in the context of the medicalization of life in general, than an authentic epidemic. “For a generation accustomed to translating human conditions into medical terms,” writes Edward Shorter, “unhappiness becomes ‘depression,’ a curable disorder.”

Concerned, like others, with the medical import of our social connections and disconnections, Shorter traces this unhappiness to the instability of the bonds that support wellbeing—in particular the fragility of intimate bonds in a postmodern society—arguing, however, that people are not actually becoming more ill but simply “more sensitive to the symptoms they already have.”

For those suffering more from the impression of an ailment than an ailment per se a placebo-like medication is made to order—all the more when, like an antidepressant, it comes wrapped in the mystique of science, the glare of advertising, and the haze of popular mythology.

Along with its staggering dimensions, another aspect of the depression epidemic stands out: the unimpressive showing, when tested against placebos, of the drugs so successfully marketed to treat the condition. In 2002 a review article in *JAMA* found that the response-rate to placebo in published trials of antidepressants is “often substantial,” adding intriguingly that it has “increased significantly in recent years.” If a pill seems to many a more direct and efficient way of tackling mental illness than the more laborious path of psychotherapy, perhaps that is because it offers a more economical dosage of placebo than a course of treatment extending over months. The drug makers too have run into the wall of the placebo effect. Mimicking response-rates to the drugs themselves, “the placebo response [in antidepressant trials] is unpredictable and seemingly unmanageable, and costs drug companies hundreds of millions of dollars in failed trials and delayed or shelved compounds.”

The story goes that Merck had high hopes for a certain promising antidepressant, only to discover in advanced clinical trials that it was no more effective than a pill containing no medication at all.

A common factor—the mass marketing of drugs for depression—contributes to (a) the exaggerated scale of the depression epidemic and (b) the strikingly high rates of placebo response in trials of potential agents. As for (a), it is enough to note that within a few years after the FDA approved direct-to-consumer advertising of medications in 1997, spending on antidepressants more than doubled, and within a decade the drugs were among the most popular medications in the United States. If advertising in general beckons us to fulfill our desires, antidepressant ads hold out the radical and
exceptionally seductive possibility of removing what stands in the way of fulfilling our desires—and doing so in company with countless others, virtually as members of a movement. Even before the approval of DTC ads, antidepressants had generated their own folklore. Indeed, so great were public and professional enthusiasm for the new wonder drugs that it is estimated that between 1987, when Prozac was introduced, and 2002 “almost one in four people in the United States was started on a Prozac-type drug.” Again, it is far more likely that these drugs, by popular repute able to make patients “better than well,” created their own market than that they brought to light an ignored population of astonishing magnitude. Prozac rode the “utopian wave” it generated—the consumer side of the therapeutic fervor that mandated that every child in America be screened for depression regardless of the crudity of the screening instrument, the predictably spurious estimates of prevalence that would ensue, and the dubious wisdom of prescribing antidepressant medication for children.

An already-cited study conducted three decades ago found that aspirin “supported by extensive advertising” significantly outperformed its generic counterpart. In the case of antidepressants, the very fact of advertising sent a potent message, namely that the time for depression to step out of the shadows had arrived, so that those who suffered from it or believed they did, or whose symptoms could be matched with this ambiguous disorder, or who were not happy and interpreted their state as a clinical condition, could now find hope and encouragement—the stuff of the placebo effect. Mass marketing changed the game, not only introducing the public to certain compounds but paradoxically popularizing depression itself, portraying it as a socially legitimate condition and thereby selling morale (more clinically, “mood”) along with the allegedly specific benefits of the drugs themselves. As the JAMA review article noted in 2002, “In recent years, as effective treatments for depression have become more widely available and socially acceptable, there has been a marked increase in the proportion of the population receiving treatment for depression.” There is a clear connection between numbers treated and the marketing of pharmaceutical remedies; perhaps a link also exists between the efficacy of the treatments and their social acceptability.

Labels can be potent, after all. The label of “valetudinarian” seems to give Mr. Woodhouse an identity and a vocation, though the effect in this case is enfeebling. The diagnosis of “irritable bowel syndrome” makes many people patients whose abdominal symptoms are no different from many more
who do not seek medical assistance. In the study of branded and unbranded aspirin, not only did the former outscore the latter, but branded placebo out-scored its unbranded equivalent. However, in the same study the users of the branded pills also reported significantly more headaches, as if a greater imputed power to manage headaches allowed for more of them. This sort of paradox—greater incidence side by side with experienced relief, all mixed in with the placebo effect—may also be at work in the antidepressant phenomenon, with labels in this case belonging both to the pill and the ailment itself. The marketing of antidepressants raises the incidence of depression, while the labeling of the condition as an ailment (rather than a failing) may encourage and console. If, as some say, merely by acquiring a name for their disorder patients can gain a sense of control over it, this might be all the more likely in the case of a disorder as blurry, conceptually ambiguous, and ominous as depression. The labeling of depression as a reputable as well as treatable condition, and this by manufacturers whose power was now being mobilized for the benefit of the affected, meant that it was no longer necessary to suffer in silence—to be depressed about being depressed. Morale and expectation were mobilized so effectively that the placebo effect in trials of potential agents rose even as the numbers diagnosed as depressed did as well. A socially constructed epidemic brought with it a socially fueled placebo factor.

With depression becoming a growth market, millions became theoretically depressed less as a result of a severe condition than of the trend toward diagnostic inflation, the elasticity of descriptors, the fashion for “brain” instead of “mind” explanations, and the availability of much-heralded treatments. Moreover, as prescriptions shot up and antidepressants acquired a mythology and a popular literature (most notably the best-seller Listening to Prozac [1993]), the campaign against depression began to resemble a movement, as if it had something in common with another enterprise that brought people out from the shadows and into the light: the civil rights movement. Enlisting hope and drawing on the prestige of science and the ardor of advocates as well as the craft of Madison Avenue, the pharmaceutical campaign on behalf of the depressed tapped deeply into non-pharmaceutical sources. Rising numbers themselves can be inspirational, with the diagnosed now forming a sort of brotherhood. Misery loves company. Antidepressants may or may not target the cause of depression, but the message of antidepressant advertising—“You are not alone, millions of others share your problem”—certainly targets the placebo effect, inviting the receiver of the message to
experience the same uplift as so many others. “The placebo effect reminds us that we are not alone.”20 Those consumers of antidepressants not really suffering from severe depression in the first place, but from something less grave and more transitory misinterpreted as a pathological condition—and the evidence suggests they were and are many—would of course be a natural constituency for a placebo response. The steep increase in diagnosed depression, coinciding with all-out marketing of drugs for depression, coinciding with the popularization of depression and the formation of something resembling a depression movement,21 coinciding with a recorded increase in the placebo response—at some point, all this becomes an exercise in mimesis.

A critic of the antidepressant myth has drawn an analogy between these drugs, imagined as aiding the flow of signals in the brain, and Mesmerism, imagined as aiding the flow of an elemental fluid, animal magnetism.22 Let me propose a parallel between antidepressants and another 18th-century therapy that inspired research into the placebo effect (and was likened by its critics to Mesmerism): the Perkins tractor. This is not to say the analogy is complete—for antidepressants may offer some benefit above and beyond placebo, particularly in cases of severe depression, while on the other hand they are not as harmless as the Perkins treatment—but that both mobilize a placebo effect with a strong social component.

1. Two Marketing Phenomena

Powered in the first instance by advertising, but also by lore, mythology, and public enthusiasm, the market for antidepressants represents a triumph of salesmanship. So did the Perkins tractor. Indeed, only if invested with a potent mystique could such a homely article have attracted so many takers in the first place. Its simplicity may have fed that mystique, evoking not only straightforward Yankee virtue but the lightning rod and, through it, an elemental force of Nature. The inventor’s son dedicated himself to defending and promoting the instrument—documenting its successes in print (the medium of publicity) and extending its empire across the Atlantic. As we know, Perkins had a sales agent in the city of Bath where John Haygarth tested the tractor against a wooden facsimile, thereby establishing that its effect, if any, arose not from the properties of the thing itself but from the patient’s beliefs and expectations. Given the tractor’s reputation for wonder-working, the Perkins phenomenon, like the antidepressant phenomenon, was undoubtedly fueled by anecdote in addition to more formal publicity, and
the publicity itself must have set off secondary explosions of enthusiasm. While Josiah Wedgwood perfected such techniques of modern marketing as the celebrity endorsement, the younger Perkins understood the uses of celebrity well enough to cite none other than George Washington as a devotee of the tractor. Perhaps both Perkinses deserve to be remembered among the innovators of marketing for their skill in magnifying a useless object into an international medical fashion.

Wedgwood’s use of the great to showcase his wares rested on an explicit theory: “Fashion is infinitely superior to merit in many respects, and it is plain from a thousand instances that if you have a favourite child you wish the public to fondle & take notice of, you have only to make choice of proper sponcers [sic].”\textsuperscript{23} Similarly but in a good republican manner, Perkins recommended his treatment to the world by citing the testimonials of medical men as well as civic figures like the Attorney General of Connecticut. In the case of antidepressants, influential psychiatrists known to the pharmaceutical industry as “key opinion leaders” act as unofficial surrogates of the industry, recommending the drugs to their brethren who then prescribe them widely even if their actual merit, in Wedgwood’s terms, is in dispute.\textsuperscript{24} In each case, however, and at every level, to follow an opinion leader is indistinguishable from going along with others doing the same thing; the market itself acts as a social mechanism.

While the Perkins tractor was represented as a sort of cure-all and antidepressants are not, the very scale and generality of the market in both cases imply that the treatments are addressed to a range of conditions—extending in the first case from ordinary aches and pains to epilepsy, in the second from ordinary sadness to despondency.

2. Observed Effects, Unknown Causes

While selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are used to treat an entire spectrum of conditions from eating disorders to drug abuse, they are most closely associated with the treatment of depression. The medications have been marketed with spectacular success even though the mechanism of depression is unknown—the theory that it is somehow driven by a deficiency of the neurotransmitter serotonin remaining to this day unproven. If the drugs work, the exact reason they work seems moot. The same was said about the Perkins tractor, which, as noted, was also used for a panorama of ailments. While the instrument was shown to work in empirical trials (mean-
ing that some of those treated reported improvement in their symptoms), Benjamin Perkins in his role as the heir, defender, and publicist of the Perkins tractor freely admitted that neither he nor anyone else knew how or why it worked. Indeed, he advertised the tractor’s unknown operation as a point in its favor, as showing that verified facts are more important than theories.

We frequently hear men, whose wisdom is perhaps confined to their significant looks and manner of expression, observe, on a relation of any newly discovered phenomena, that “These things cannot be: I know of no principle, or possible operation in nature, by which such effects can be produced.” As if the great Creator of the Universe had made no laws relating to the economy of nature, which had not been communicated to them, and familiarized to their understandings. I shall take the liberty to observe, as a well known fact, that mere hypothetical reasoning, unaccompanied by experiment, never accurately investigated the properties of any medicine, or predetermined its effects upon the human body.25

The author concludes, “We certainly ought not to reject a practice which produces salutary effects, because we do not know how it produces them,”26 a statement that retains its topicality. We have already encountered a contemporary equivalent: “I’m going to have you get some B-12 injections. They have helped many other patients, but I cannot explain to you why they work . . . I can simply say that many patients tell me they feel better and stronger after such a course of therapy.”27 Note that the doctor in this case plays directly on the expectation that the benefits others enjoy, the patient stands to experience as well.

The better to distinguish his tractor from the hocus-pocus of Mesmerism and animal magnetism, the younger Perkins suggested that it had something to do with animal electricity. It is now said that depression results from chemical imbalances in the brain. The fact is, however, that depression can be alleviated by “drugs that increase serotonin, drugs that decrease it, and drugs that do not affect it at all,” as well as by sedatives, opiates, and St. John’s wort, which argues against the theory that depression is caused by a specific imbalance that SSRI’s correct.28 The phrase “chemical imbalance” has evocative power, as talk of electricity did in the day of Franklin and Galvani.29
3. Anecdotal Evidence

The claim that a treatment works because experience shows it works has an irrefutable sound. “Psychiatrists who use [that is, prescribe] antidepressants—and that’s most of them—and patients who take them might insist that they know from clinical experience that the drugs work. But anecdotes are known to be a treacherous way to evaluate medical treatments.”30 Perkins’s defense of his father’s invention consists in essence of a series of anecdotes. He reports, for example, that Mr. Meigs, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of New Haven, reports that he successfully treated his son with a Perkins tractor. One minute the boy was in pain and motionless with a high fever; “in about half an hour he declared his pain was gone, turned himself without difficulty on his right side, and fell into a profound sleep” from which he awoke in perfect health. Similarly, Mr. Woodward, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Dartmouth, is reported to report, “I have made use of your Tractors in various disorders, and besides universally abating, and generally removing pains in the head, face, teeth, etc. I have found them useful in the Salt Rheum.”31 One Perkins anecdote tells of the cure of a horse.32

It was to correct for unreliable evidence, of which these are extreme examples, that methodologically demanding clinical trials involving placebo controls as well as randomization and double-blinding were put into place some decades ago. But if the marketing of psychiatric wonder drugs recalls an earlier medical fashion, so too does the practice of rigorous verification recall Haygarth’s ingenious and telling, if methodologically crude, exposé of the Perkins tractor. Educated in a skeptical tradition, Haygarth was well aware of the fallibility of our experience.

4. Great Expectations

As it happens, clinical trials have revealed much about the mechanism of antidepressants’ efficacy. Their efficacy derives in great part not from their specific composition but their way of activating the expectations of those who take them—expectations fed by private hopes, professional recommendations, the official and unofficial mythology surrounding the drugs, and the impression that untold others have already enjoyed their benefits. In one study of antidepressant medication, fully 90% of patients who reported an expectation of improvement duly responded to treatment.33 That expectation
fuels the action of antidepressants is consistent with the findings of placebo research. “Placebo effects illustrate a basic principle of psychological functioning: the self-confirming nature of response expectancy.”

This conclusion too was anticipated by Haygarth. Recall his advice to “any person [who] would repeat these experiments” that “it should be done with due solemnity. During the process, the wonderful cures which this remedy is said to have performed ought to be particularly related.” Evidently the Perkins tractor was the object of a kind of folkloric cult, to which Haygarth introduced the study subjects in case they were not familiar with it, or possibly to whet their hopes. (On the other side of the Atlantic the instrument was enveloped by such a mist of second-hand information that a number of medical men attested that their experience confirmed the reports they heard of it. It did not occur to them that they might be witnessing “the self-confirming nature of response expectancy.”) It was of stuff like circulating anecdotes and shared fascination that the expectation of cure was fashioned, and as Haygarth implies, unless they expected relief the subjects would not have experienced it.

The social and indeed national buzz surrounding antidepressants builds up expectations that play into our very experience of them.

People now learn about medications through stories and advertisements in print and video media as well as in everyday conversation and they expect the drugs will help them. They have often heard from friends, relatives, the media, and professionals what sorts of psychic and physical changes they will experience from, for example, taking Prozac. These preconceptions affect their actual experience of the drug.

The evidence suggests that the Perkins phenomenon was socially driven in the same way, mutatis mutandis. The tractor created a stir and aroused wonder; people heard about it from neighbors and read about it in newspapers and pamphlets; professionals, at least some of them, recommended it. The social electricity running through the phenomenon prepared the user for the elemental electricity the thing supposedly channeled.

In order to expect the same wondrous effects others were said to enjoy, Haygarth’s subjects had to believe that the experiences of others were transferable to them. A set of tractors might be in the possession of George Washington, but it was the cure of more ordinary folk that recommended the tractors at ground level, and presumably it was also such marvels that were
celebrated in the “exaggerated stories which, for some months past,” circulated in Bath. From nearby Bristol a colleague of Haygarth’s wrote that when word spread of the cures he performed with the Perkins tractor (actually it was a sham), he was inundated with patients seeking the same. It was as if Haygarth and his fellow investigators identified not only the mechanism of expectation by which the tractor acted on the patient, but the social sources, the shared imaginings, underwriting its power. The strange sensations reported by those treated with sham tractors were the sort of thing that others like them reportedly felt, a translation into their own bodies of the social energy activating this strange medical movement itself.

Two centuries later, in a different atmosphere of circulating anecdotes and shared fascination, the advertising for antidepressants depicts as suggestively as possible people like the consumer enjoying the benefits of the drugs.

5. Professional Enthusiasm

If the presumed or reported experiences of others recommend a drug, it is a doctor who prescribes it.

Antidepressants have won medical enthusiasm not only because they are in principle more effective and less time-consuming than talking cures, and because the brain is more fashionable just now than the mind, but for the related reason that such drugs conform to the medical model enshrined in the third edition American Psychiatric Association’s *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, which appeared in 1980, only a few years before Prozac itself. Indeed, DSM-III can be said to have contributed to the making of drugs like Prozac in that by medicalizing the language of mental health, it “created enormous professional and financial incentives for both researchers and pharmaceutical companies. It gave them specific diagnoses to target their research and development efforts for prospective treatments.” In prescribing antidepressants, physicians may feel that they are in tune with history—employing the very categories that drive the discovery of new treatments, as well as doing what most of their colleagues do—and this belief will communicate itself to their patients.

Haygarth well understood, and stated, that the physician’s belief in a treatment contributes to the treatment itself. “In the best manner possible a patient ought to be always inspired with confidence in any remedy which is administered,” by which he did not mean that patients should be hoodwinked, but encouraged to put their faith and trust in bona fide treatments.
As some have noted, a drug is actually not either a medication or a placebo but may be both, engaging the booster effects of hope and expectation in addition to its specific efficacy. Ironically, antidepressants themselves seem to be hybrids, but with little of their own to offer above and beyond placebo in most cases.

It is clear, anyway, that Haygarth envisioned even a cure as a social transaction.

6. Hidden Failures

Particularly damaging to the reputation of antidepressants was the disclosure that most placebo-controlled trials of the most popular such drugs for over a decade beginning in 1987 (when Prozac received FDA approval) yielded a negative result. Because these embarrassments were concealed from public view while the successful trials were highly publicized, the impression formed that the drugs in question were truly effective—and in relieving not only the symptoms of depression but even the lack of self-esteem that according to conventional wisdom lies at the root of unhappiness itself.

At the time of the original research into the placebo effect, the practice of not figuring failures into estimates of efficacy seems to have been common—common enough, anyway, for Haygarth and his associates to distance themselves from it. In his report on the efficacy of cold-water treatments for fever, Haygarth’s junior colleague James Currie thought it both more economical and more candid to record only his failures. Falconer, in the preface to his study of the medicinal effects of Bath waters, reproached the practice of concealing failures. Of both Falconer and Haygarth himself it has been said that they “did not yield to any temptation to ‘cook the books,’ despite their clear vested interest in promoting the taking of the waters in the Bath General Infirmary to patients from outside the city.” In his exposé of the Perkins cult Haygarth pointed out that Perkins did cook the books—by not publishing his failures, which were many. “The cases which have been published [by Perkins] are selected from many which were unsuccessful, and passed over in silence.” Interestingly, Haygarth does not deny that there were successful cases, only that the success was owing to the composition of the tractor.

It may have been to pre-empt such criticisms that the younger Perkins included in his pamphlet one or two admissions that the tractor treatment wasn’t always successful. Such cases are mere specks, however, and the passages in question serve rhetorically to confirm his image as a man of candor with nothing to fear from the facts.
Surveying the record of psychiatric drugs, a study of placebos in medical history concludes, “Therapies initially are deemed veritable panaceas by patients and enthusiastic healers who describe impressive results. With time, the results falter, skeptical healers report flagging therapeutic efficacy, and new therapies take the place of the older ones.”44 Hence the adage, “Use the new drugs quickly, while they still have the power to heal.”45 With antidepressants revealed as only marginally superior to placebos in most cases and the press now questioning the efficacy of these drugs formerly marketed to much fanfare (“expensive Tic Tacs,” *Newsweek* branded them),46 we seem to be somewhere in the middle of this cycle.

Prozac was once acclaimed as superior to cognitive-behavioral therapy;47 now some, the defender of the Pollyanna principle among them, rate cognitive-behavioral therapy as superior to Prozac. Many drugs, it seems, have a sort of half-life, a function of their popularity not only with consumers but the doctors who recommend and prescribe them. It is a commonplace of the placebo literature that medications prescribed more enthusiastically work more effectively. It is less commonly noted that medical enthusiasm waxes and wanes with the vicissitudes of fashion, so that “if a new and better drug comes out, the drug it replaces begins to perform consistently less well in tests, merely because doctors have lost confidence in it.”48

Doctors lose enthusiasm collectively, it seems; they too feel as their fellows feel.

As for the Perkins mania, within a few years of Haygarth’s exposé it burned out.
Chapter Eleven

The Power of Rhetoric
Two Healing Movements

The rhetoric driving both Mesmerism and a comparable therapy of our own time has something to do with such efficacy as they possess.

With its way of activating crusading energies, generating legitimacy and, especially, expanding the category of depression itself, the campaign on behalf of depression has been likened to a movement. Here I consider two healing movements, one of John Haygarth’s time and one of ours, both of which gathered strength as more and more within their orbit came to feel what it appeared others did. In both cases the originators of the therapy not only make their case to the world but envision and portray the therapy as a boon to humanity. In both cases bold claims mixed with reports of success—a compound well calculated to impress—attract audiences and feed the expectation and the experience of therapeutic effect. In both cases the most potent advertisements for the therapy may be the testimonials of those who come forward as witnesses to its power. In both cases, as the therapy acquires converts and defenders, such witnesses multiply and it grows into a movement and taps the power of a movement. In both cases, regardless of its disputed scientific status, the therapy appears to have some effect in some instances, but, arguably, only insofar as the rhetoric driving the movement is itself effective. I look into the kinship between the two modes of healing not to settle the question of their status but to bring out the contribution of rhetoric to both—especially the more recent—and throw light on possibly social sources of therapeutic efficacy.

Not long after post-traumatic stress disorder was recognized in the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual published in the wake of the Vietnam War, the case began to be made that any civilian is potentially subject to traumas psychologically comparable to the horrors of combat.
With the ensuing expansion of eligibility for PTSD went new therapies, of which one has enjoyed exceptional and perhaps unprecedented popularity: Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing, or EMDR. As unlikely as it may sound, EMDR professes—or originally professed—to treat PTSD by rapid shifting of the eyes under the guidance of a trained therapist. EMDR has been acclaimed by the media (from TV to *Stars and Stripes*), endorsed by figures affiliated with the American Red Cross, the FBI, UNICEF, and the Menninger Clinic among other bodies, and recommended in clinical guidelines published by the American Psychiatric Association and the Veterans Administration. A book on EMDR may in fact preface the text with pages of testimonials, reminding the reader that EMDR is not just a method but a movement and inviting him or her to experience the moral electricity that animates it, to feel what others feel. With some 70,000 practitioners around the world, EMDR claims cures in the millions, although the mechanism by which it works, if work it does, remains unknown. The large claims originally made on behalf of such an obscure technique as eye-shifting have prompted comparisons between EMDR and Mesmerism, which as we know was brilliantly promoted in the twilight years of pre-revolutionary France as a way to cure any and all ills by channeling the mysterious force known as animal magnetism.

In an article published in 1999 Richard McNally detailed seventeen parallels between EMDR and Mesmerism, most concerning the way the two movements were launched, promoted, and defended against critics. Thus, for example, “Both Mesmer and [Francine] Shapiro [the founder of EMDR] had nontraditional backgrounds and entered the mainstream of the field from its periphery”; “both animal magnetism therapy and EMDR have been applied to an astonishingly wide range of conditions”; “both Mesmer and Shapiro have claimed that ‘Establishment’ clinicians have been biased against their therapies.” Accordingly, EMDR, like Mesmerism, is assigned to the dubious category of therapies that spring up on the fringes of the field and make assertions about their own revolutionary potential, in this case the potential to eliminate human suffering, that measure their distance from the scientific center. McNally does not deny that these treatments may work, only that they work by some means other than the power of suggestion. My claim, compatible with his, is that the rhetoric driving EMDR and Mesmerism, along the dynamism of the movements themselves, enhances their suggestive power. Both therapies speak to their time and place and otherwise use rhetoric to their advantage. Proponents of both cite empirical observations and
attested experience, which puts those who dismiss the therapies as fanciful in the awkward rhetorical position of having facts against them. And much as Mesmerism itself was magnetic in the sense that it attracted both fascination and followers, the EMDR movement itself acts like a dramatization of the “natural movement toward health”\(^3\) that EMDR professes to enable. Both systems realize an abstract, even recondite doctrine in vivid social ways, thereby enhancing their persuasiveness.

Promoted by its adherents as the remedy not just for PTSD but a long list of ailments, and embraced by an international following, EMDR has leanings to the universal. Mesmerism was in touch with the very fluid of the universe: animal magnetism. Though the channeling of an essence as subtle as animal magnetism is not something that really lends itself to explication, the theory of Mesmerism held that disorders arose when the fluid somehow became obstructed or unbalanced in the body.\(^4\) Mesmer, a physician by training (his dissertation concerned planetary influences on disease), professed to cure ills by discharging the blocked power, in the process throwing people into expressive convulsions that did not fail to attract commentary and ridicule. It was to free the flow of magnetic fluid that mesmerized subjects were arrayed in “chains”; hence satiric depictions of a mesmerist session as an assemblage of bodies, each somehow touching another. Evidently the notion that they were blocked and the blockage could be overcome by a current of fluid made sense to Mesmer’s subjects. Mesmerism had the attraction of a novel doctrine, one very much in tune with the 1780s, overlaid on the intuitive model of an imbalance corrected or an excess cleared. It could claim at least two advantages over bleeding and purging: first, that it addressed itself to a force more profound and fundamental than gross fluids, and more modern than the traditional and always rather academic humors; second, that it could direct this force without subjecting the patient to physical discharges. And no sooner were Mesmeric cures performed than they were written up in pamphlet form, to join the other writings that surrounded the movement like a buzz. It is said that the published accounts of such cures circulating in France “must have sapped the faith of many Frenchmen in the purgative potions and bleeding used by conventional doctors.”\(^5\)

In the decade before the French Revolution talk of Mesmerism seemed to fill the air much as animal magnetism itself—the object of general fascination—was said to fill or underlie all things. As noted, the ability of Mesmerism to be everywhere and to stir everyone must have read like a dramatization of the fundamental power itself. If one could not observe the magnetic
fluid directly, nevertheless one could feel the attraction of the movement that was in touch with it, a movement whose magnetism acted like a confirmation of its own theory. Moreover, the prospect of liberating a blocked elemental fluid appealed to the Enlightenment understanding of Nature itself as an order prior and superior to all artifices and obstructions. A classic study of Rousseau is subtitled “Transparency and Obstruction” in token of the subject’s belief that in a natural state one heart reveals itself to another, and yet we find ourselves in a world where sight is blocked and hearts closed. It is because he believes that things have gotten twisted out of their original shape in this way that Rousseau’s rhetoric is full of stunning paradoxes. To see society through Rousseau’s eyes—and he himself both invented and perfected the role of the unconventional genius who challenges the truths of the center, in this case Paris—is to see it as something like perverted potential or blocked energy, as many no doubt do even now.

A couple of generations ago an eminent literary critic commented on “the half-baked Rousseauism in which most of us have been brought up,” and the enduring magnetism of Rousseau’s rhetoric may give us some sense of that of the mesmerist movement and the pamphlets that were its chosen medium of expression (some two hundred appearing in the 1780s). If mesmerist writing was marked by a “tone of injured innocence and opposition to the . . . establishment,” so was Rousseau’s, after all, except that his quarrel extended beyond the citadels of science; and if Mesmer came up with Mesmerism after sojourning for some time in a forest, Rousseau himself “wandered deep into the forest” in composing the work where he “dared to strip man’s nature naked,” the Discourse on Inequality. Not only did mesmerist cosmology serve as a seemingly apolitical vehicle for Rousseauist ideals in the intense atmosphere of the pre-revolutionary decade, but the dramatic rituals of Mesmerism (made all the more so by the maestro’s robes and wands) seemed to demonstrate that only by cutting through the customs of polite society could health be restored. Little wonder that an experience so charged with ambiguous suggestion and so potentially subversive incurred the suspicion of authorities, including the King of France himself, who in 1784 appointed a commission of eminent scientists including the skeptical Benjamin Franklin to look into the phenomenon.

Having induced the effects of Mesmerism in subjects who were not magnetized but believed they were, and having found that subjects exposed to the alleged magnetism without knowing it remained unaffected, the investigators concluded that animal magnetism had no existence. The therapeutic power
of Mesmerism was thus exposed as an artifact of what is now known as the placebo effect, though we might also consider it a social artifact. A thoughtful commentator on the placebo effect emphasizes its social character thus:

Increasingly it is hard to deny that giving placebo has a very important therapeutic effect or that being studied, participating in a group, is highly beneficial. The implications of this effect for joining groups are obvious. Humans are social animals. . . . Talking gives permission to act, sometimes—

as the rhetoric and ritual of Mesmerism licensed behavior that would be unimaginable otherwise. It follows that the magnetism of the mesmerist movement, its powerful appeal to our social nature, contributed to its therapeutic effect.

In his blindness to the merits of EMDR McNally has been likened to Benjamin Franklin, a paradoxically complimentary reproach that suggests a connection between the two therapies. According to Mesmer, sickness is caused by an obstructed flow of magnetism. According to the founder of EMDR, psychological ills are caused by blockages in the nervous system. “The system becomes ‘stuck.’” Traumas “remain locked in the person’s nervous system”; or less positively, “the inner state experienced during the traumatic event is apparently locked in the victim’s nervous system” (pp. xiv, 66, 182). Healing takes place when the system is unlocked and the obstruction cleared away, a process that completes itself in short order, all but automatically (provided the proper steps are followed), once EMDR is initiated. The “wonderful change in his nervous system” denied Mr. Woodhouse at the end of Emma thus comes to the EMDR client. Where Mesmer’s vats and iron rods acted as a visual rhetoric demonstrating the physical nature of an ethereal fluid, EMDR employs stimuli like hand-taps and darting lights consistent with the allegedly neurological basis of the fateful blockages; where Mesmer spoke of “poles, streams, discharges, conductors, isolators, and accumulators,” EMDR theory posits the storage of negative memories “in a neuro network with a high bioelectric valence associated with the high level of dysfunctional affect.” Like Mesmerism, which portrayed itself not as a romantic alternative to science but science itself, EMDR grounds itself in the “laws of cause and effect” (p. 242)—and has spawned much neurobiological jargon—but remains a mystery. Not in question is EMDR’s character as a movement; over the 1990s it not only established itself in the United States but was taught in training sessions from Japan to South Africa, from Austra-
lia to Brazil. If participating in a group can be of therapeutic value in and of itself, all the more is this true of participation in a crusade, and one dedicated to explicitly therapeutic ends at that. The utopianism of the healing movement from which psychotherapy evolved returns in EMDR.

Where Mesmerism fascinated a France that was also fascinated with electricity and Franklin immortalized himself as the man who captured lightning, EMDR for its part is lightning in a bottle: a therapeutic method equally swift and powerful, so it is said. Like Mesmerism, EMDR claims to cut right to the heart of things; it is direct and dramatic, indeed spectacular in its own way, as befits the release of pent-up energy. Its stories tell of victims seemingly locked in suffering until an exposure to EMDR summarily cures them and returns them to life, quite as if a jammed mechanism had been freed up or a reflex triggered or, indeed, an obstruction removed. And by analogy with the notarized pamphlets documenting Mesmeric cures, EMDR literature certifies these stories by citing endorsements and praises. In both cases individual cures are swept up in a larger narrative of healing and transformation. As Mesmer, upon his return to civilization from the forest, vowed to “pass on to humanity . . . the inestimable benefaction that I had in hand,” so has the founder of EMDR offered humanity a powerful boon “that might lead to the eventual healing of us all” (p. 242)—although both donors tried to keep control of their bequest, in the one case by not divulging the mystery or divulging it only to subscribers or declaring it sacrosanct and unalterable once it had been divulged; in the other case by licensing initiates. As with Mesmerism, too, EMDR has inspired rhetorical avowals of its world-changing potential. “Claims of global historic significance have been made on behalf of both Mesmerism and EMDR.”

Many EMDR cures appear to turn on the retrieval of a buried memory, and indeed EMDR grew up in tandem with the repressed memory movement—another instance of social synergy. The nervous-system blockage both postulated and allegedly overcome by EMDR is something very like such a memory, now given a scientific-sounding description and made to seem entirely uncontroversial. Like Mesmerism restoring the harmonious flow of animal magnetism, “EMDR can remove the block that is preventing the natural movement toward health. It can release you into the present you always wanted for yourself, a present where you can feel free and in control” (pp. 11-12), and it is prepared to offer one anecdote of recovery after another to substantiate this promise (as Mesmer carried around written testimonials to his power). Like the citation of endorsements, the multiplication of stories
conveys the impression that EMDR is not an abstract doctrine but a living movement—one the reader is invited to join. “Humans are social animals.” Repetition, perhaps the principal figure of rhetoric, serves both to emphasize just how much the EMDR movement is capable of and to make the mysterious neurological process of unblocking seem not familiar, even intuitive.

Committed to the theory that PTSD and similar conditions actually result from some kind of blockage, EMDR rhetoric employs the metaphor of obstruction with an insistent literalism. Repetition establishes what might otherwise seem strained, as in this characteristic passage addressed to the reader in the original EMDR manifesto:

> When you cut your hand, your body works to close and heal the wound. If something blocks the healing . . . the wound will fester and cause pain. If the block is removed, healing will resume. A similar sequence of events seems to occur with mental processes. That is, the natural tendency of the brain’s information-processing system is to move toward a state of mental health. However, if the system is blocked or becomes imbalanced by the impact of a trauma, maladaptive responses are observed. . . . If the block is removed, processing resumes and takes the information toward a state of adaptive resolution and functional integration.17

It turns out that any number of questionable presumptions are packed into this seemingly straightforward, but actually completely speculative, model of information processing, some version of which remains to this day the official foundation of EMDR. It is implied, and EMDR contends, that the mind heals like the body and should heal at least as quickly, that the mind’s healing response can be stimulated by physical means, that any therapy that does not address itself to the theorized underlying cause of the maladaptive responses will fall short, that conversely EMDR succeeds because the pathway to self-forgiveness, self-affirmation, and similarly desirable states is wired into us and EMDR activates it, and that the memory of the original trauma, being locked into the nervous system, does not alter over time. (“This information is stored in the same form in which it was initially experienced, because the information-processing system has, for some reason, been blocked.”18) Though questionable from top to bottom, the model of a blockage overcome has a seeming transparency well suited to its function of making EMDR believable. One does not join a movement without believing in it. Indeed, it was in 1991, when EMD was renamed EMDR in accordance with the
founder's belief that it was really an information-processing therapy, that it began to take on the identity of a movement, spawning institutions and spreading to other continents. Only when eye-movement therapy found the right rhetoric did it take wing. And just as crusades feed on themselves, so Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing continued to thrive even after disclaiming the necessity of eye movements.

It is with the aid of physical stimuli that EMDR accomplishes the freeing of blocked energy. Like the theory of blockage itself, which solicits belief because it is so straightforward, the use of physical stimuli appeals to our love of directness. EMDR speaks in a sort of populist idiom that favors the literal and the immediate over the ambiguous or the indirect, and its physical exercises are the props of its rhetoric. The signature EMDR technique of shifting the eyes as if wiggling or loosening something stuck seems like a literal application of the theory that to overcome the memory of trauma we need only free up a mechanism. (Similarly, the technique of tapping, or “tactile stimulation,” resembles what we might do to produce a knee-jerk.) Mesmer, though he liked to attach patients to each other to form circuits, avoided “knots, which created obstacles” to the flow of magnetism. EMDR appears to take its own theory of obstruction no less physically.

Whatever else may have been going on in mesmerist sessions in prerevolutionary France, they were occasions of license, which is one reason the authorities viewed them with suspicion. Roping themselves together, going into fits, breaking out in laughter, Mesmer’s willing subjects seized the possibilities of license and behaved in ways they ordinarily would not. While EMDR training sessions have reportedly witnessed some strange behavior, EMDR per se seems to offer a message of absolution embedded in a series of actions that function like a rite. If Mesmer acted as the ministrant of a universal power, the EMDR therapist performs a minutely specified set of procedures—a sort of priestly ritual concluding with a “body scan” for any remaining physical traces of trauma—the effect of which, in theory, is to clear away all “negative cognitions.” The therapist thus does Mesmerism one better, placing him- or herself en rapport with the client morally and authorizing not bizarre behavior on a special occasion but the client’s very self. “My subjects’ insights had followed their own logical (and emotionally healthy) train of thought, moving, for example, from ‘I was to blame’ . . . through ‘I did the best I could,’ and finally to ‘it wasn’t my fault. I am fine as I am’” (p. 26). That EMDR-seekers are fine as they are is the axiom and the conclusion, the presumption and the end-point, of EMDR. The client comes to the predeter-
mined insight, “I deserve love. I am a good person. I am fine as I am. I am worthy; I am honorable. I am lovable. I am deserving (fine/okay). I deserve good things,” etc. In a variation on the principle that talk authorizes action, EMDR offers permission to be ourselves. It is any case a way of speaking as much as a method, its efficacy bound up in the oft-repeated claim that we need only follow the healthy tendency of our nervous system, our physical nature, to realize we are worthy of love. Only when and where this line of argument resonates will EMDR possibly work.

In its stronger form EMDR maintains that precisely because the patient’s nervous system is locked, merely verbal therapies are useless; in this sense it portrays itself, in the spirit of Mesmerism, as a uniquely potent method of healing, not just one method among others. In its weaker form EMDR holds that protracted therapies are usually unnecessary—though even on this showing it remains remarkable. One goes with astonishing speed from being locked in a state of trauma to being “entirely free of emotional turmoil” (p. 135), as by turning a key. Quite simply, “a person’s internal information-processing system is stimulated so that the core of health that is within can blossom forth” (pp. 135-36; cf. e.g. pp. 25, 29). Just as references to information-processing sound good in an age swept up in an information revolution (the same revolution that has powered the expansion of EMDR itself, now with multiple Web sites and a voluminous literature), so EMDR’s theory that psychological suffering results from emotional imprisonment, and healing means walking out of the cell, has considerable rhetorical appeal in this time and place. Rhetoric—speech as an instrument of action—is indeed the mobilizing force of the EMDR movement, as we are reminded when the founder of EMDR repeats evocative phrases, declares that her own book “allows us to . . . celebrate the triumph of the individual” (p. 29), exalts the mission of EMDR, or simply addresses the reader:

Now there is reason to hope. EMDR is not a panacea, but it may be able to unlock your innate, physiological healing system and allow you to change at a rate and in a way you never thought possible. (p. 12)

Mesmerism caught on in a France intoxicated with the wonder of balloon flight and left to speculate where the line between the possible and the impossible might actually lie. Was it possible to magnetize a tree? To revive a dead dog? EMDR literature fosters a sense of expanded possibility by portraying EMDR as a way of bringing emotionally frozen people back to life.
Is this believable? Can people be cured as automatically and definitively as they are in the cases recounted in story form in EMDR—stories that are really reconstructions centering on the reports of persons whose names have been changed? EMDR stories are too uniform in their unfolding and too Cinderella-like in their outcome, as well as too dependent on the dubious practice of retrieving repressed memories, to command full belief. (For Tolstoy, who thought deeply about stories, “a story that is too neat, explains too much, and makes the world all of a piece must be false.” EMDR stories satisfy all three criteria.) On the other hand, there are too many testimonials to EMDR from too many sources to doubt that it constitutes a movement and as such has an inspirational effect—all the greater because of its advertised character as a rescue mission. If, as the investigators of Mesmerism concluded in 1784, “Man has the capacity to act on his peers, to shake their nervous system to the point of convulsions, without the help of any fluid,” so can EMDR console and inspire without administering the neurological shake prescribed by its own theories.

Where a movement seems to build on itself, rhetoric—the driving force of a movement—builds on themes and tropes already familiar, and so it is with EMDR. Around the time the founder of EMDR wrote of a victim of trauma, “EMDR had jump-started Linda’s own healing process” (p. 4), there appeared a book provocatively titled *The Placebo Response: How You Can Release the Body’s Inner Pharmacy for Better Health.* The idea that we possess a healing power that can somehow be activated from without was in motion; the idea itself had power. EMDR adds that the power awaiting release, in this case belonging to both body and mind, may somehow get tied up. When a trauma remains unprocessed, “the system becomes ‘stuck’” (p. 18). “The problem many trauma victims face is that the upsetting experience from their past . . . is ‘stuck’ in their nervous system” (p. 23). As the scare quotes around stuck may suggest, the term belongs to our cultural vernacular. Robert Pirsig’s *Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance* contains discourses on getting stuck and unstuck; Billy Pilgrim in Kurt Vonnegut’s *Slaughterhouse Five,* another cult classic, comes “unstuck in time.” EMDR’s founder seems to believe that psychology was itself stuck until EMDR. “We went from Kitty Hawk to a man on the moon in little more than 50 years, yet we have not had a major paradigm shift in psychology since Freud, nearly a century ago.” However,
since it entered our common lexicon around the time of Pirsig and Vonnegut, the notion of a paradigm-shift has become a received idea in its own right.

In point of fact, the paradigm-shift proclaimed by EMDR is an exaggeration. Just as rhetoric in general plays on commonplaces (resonating precisely because it does so), so the rhetoric of EMDR trades heavily on the formulas of pop psychology. Ever since the 1960s, after all, the self-help movement has been marketing step-by-step exercises for breaking the hold of the past and reprogramming the self, always with the presumption that self-blame is poisonous and we are fine as we are, just as in EMDR.\(^{27}\) If we want to know what “I am fine as I am” really means, for example, we might consult *Compassion and Self-Hate* (1975; reprinted 1998), featuring the following proclamation:

> The fact of my being is enough. I require no terms, conditions or permits from myself or anyone else. I live, and in living I am fully entitled to go on living. My life, my existence, my being is not predicated on standards, values, achievements, or accomplishments. . . . I must fight to give myself the right to feel good about myself and to feel good mood-wise, regardless of any accomplishment or non-accomplishment whatsoever.\(^{28}\)

EMDR’s novelty is to underpin the rhetorically asserted “right to feel good about myself” with the science, if that is what it is, of blocked energy, thus grounding the right in our physical being and proving that everything celebrated by pop psychology is actually already ours. According to EMDR, that is, the nervous system itself favors such “positive cognitions” as “I am fine as I am. I am worthy; I am honorable”; our very bodies are constructed in accordance with the dictates of EMDR. Therefore, it is implied, EMDR clients who arrive at the insight that they are fine, worthy, and honorable respond not to suggestion but to the prompting of their physical selves. Far from breaking with everything that came before, EMDR taps deeply into received ideas, prominently including the right to be oneself even in a world hostile to the self. Unless these doctrines were already in place, EMDR would not be able to cite them as first principles; they would sound less like self-evident truths than like utopian propositions. (More’s Utopians are indeed portrayed as fine, worthy, and honorable, precisely because they belong to the same excellent commonwealth.) If EMDR speaks a sort of pop idiom, affirming the “innate wisdom and health” of every one of us (p. 25), we can now identify the idiom as a variant of that of pop psychology. One movement builds on another.
Like EMDR, the placebo effect has been theorized as mobilizing an innate capacity for healing and bridging body and mind, and celebrated as heralding nothing less than a paradigm-shift. Arguably, in fact, the success of EMDR lies in its mobilization of the placebo effect. In one study PTSD was effectively treated by a placebo therapy featuring an empathic listener, an impressive name (“present-centered therapy,” or PCT), and a certain methodology, but “lacking the specific ingredients postulated to be necessary” for the successful treatment of the condition. There is every reason to believe that EMDR, with its humanitarian ethos, technical-sounding name and elaborate, almost priestly methodology, is just such a placebo, enhanced with considerable social power. Rounding out the analogy between Mesmerism and EMDR, then, is that the former inspired the first concerted investigation of the effect tapped by the latter. As we read of one organization after another, including the FBI, that now recognizes EMDR, we get the sense of a mesmeric chain around one of the maestro’s vats of magnetized water. A circular chain may also serve as an image of the theory and practice of EMDR: evocative rhetoric drives a movement that contributes to the very efficacy of EMDR (in that group membership empowers, inspires, “is highly beneficial”), which in turn yields stories that feed back into the movement’s rhetoric. But in order for rhetoric to be evocative, it must be attuned to its time and place. EMDR would not have caught on in, say, the 1950s because at that time doctrines like “I am fine as I am,” along with a host of correlates, had not yet been established. Nor, for that matter, had the diagnosis of PTSD been formulated; too much of a stigma still attached to the idea of a disorder to allow for a disorder caused by things completely beyond one’s control. (Thus too, while EMDR has been introduced into Japan, one wonders how it fares in a culture to which its tenets are ill adapted.) Similarly, if the rhetoric of EMDR were to fall from favor, in all probability the efficacy of EMDR would wane. Only a few years after Paris was swept by mesmerist fervor, Mesmerism fell more or less flat in England; it was too tainted by association with the wildness of the French Revolution for English liking. Time and place were not right.

Before the Revolution, by contrast, Mesmerism found a very favorable climate in France. Powerful suppositions had to be in place in order for it to make sense to so many people, and to move them, and so they were. The suppositions were those of “sentimental empiricism,” the philosophy centered on the principle “that feelings were responses to a world outside the mind and were therefore the bedrock of natural knowledge.” It was this world-
view that underwrote Mesmer’s claim that the strong feelings convulsing his patients were responses to an actual fluid, the fluid that constituted the very medium of sensibility. Far from being a homespun doctrine, moreover, sentimental empiricism was the dominant philosophy of natural science at the time. By no means was Mesmer alone in theorizing the existence of a universal medium or envisioning Nature as a single linked entity; his ideas possessed considerable resonance and plausibility, even for many members of the French establishment. “Mesmer’s theory is not so much a departure from credible philosophy as an exaggeration of it.”

While EMDR, for its part, echoes the familiar language of pop psychology, it also presents itself as science, accruing considerable rhetorical power as a result. Indeed, it too has roots in a credible source: the authoritative directory of mental disorders, the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual*. Before the founder of EMDR made the claim that “three-quarters of the general public will experience an event that could cause a traumatic response sometime in their lifetime” (p. 176)—an example of the sort of diagnostic inflation that has become a commonplace of discourse, with one claim somehow supporting another—the criteria of traumatic exposure had already been broadened in *DSM-IV* (1994) to the point that merely hearing or learning about someone else’s trauma constituted a possible traumatic event in its own right. PTSD originally appeared in *DSM-III* (1980), the edition that for the first time employed diagnostic criteria framed on a medical model. But how did PTSD get into *DSM-III*? It was lobbied into it by psychiatrists who opposed the Vietnam War and now stood in sympathy with the veterans who, they said, had been traumatized by the experience of war. These psychiatrists argued that many veterans continued to suffer severe stress symptoms long after having returned home. . . . Because there was no place in the existing diagnostic system for either a chronic stress syndrome or a delayed one, these psychiatrists lobbied for inclusion of “post-Vietnam syndrome” in the forthcoming third edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*. . . . Members of the *DSM-III* task force were reluctant to endorse a diagnosis tied specifically to a historical event. Yet they eventually relented when veterans’ advocates persuaded them that the same stress syndrome occurred in survivors of other traumatic events, such as rape, natural disaster, or confinement in a concentration camp. Converging clinical evidence, pointing to a common syndromic consequence of trauma, clinched the inclusion of PTSD in *DSM-III*.35
Once installed in DSM-III, PTSD came to life, and not only in the pages of the professional literature. The disorder acquired a lay as well as a professional constituency, perhaps because it established for the first time that the consequences of traumatic exposure befell people through no fault or failing of their own. “This is an uncommon situation in psychiatry. [With one or two exceptions] there is probably no other psychiatric diagnosis that has so closely met lay people’s and professionals’ expectations.”36 By the time EMDR emerged as a treatment of PTSD, the innocence of the victim was an established principle and the disorder itself the subject of a burgeoning literature as well as an expanding definition. The moment was right.

The crafter of the original definition of PTSD in DSM-III confirms that “an active group of advocates were lobbying for the inclusion of a diagnosis” that would take account of the trauma of Vietnam veterans. Once instated in DSM-III, she writes, “the concept of PTSD took off like a rocket”37—the twentieth-century equivalent of the wonder of balloon flight. The implied analogy of advocacy to rocket fuel may give us some notion of the power of rhetoric available to the founder and followers of EMDR. They did not fail to use it. In its overtly rhetorical appeals on behalf of and at times to the traumatized, EMDR recalls the advocacy that constituted PTSD as a medical entity in the first place and later enlarged its boundaries. Indeed, the power of rhetoric that made a cause célèbre of a psychiatric diagnosis is the power applied by EMDR for therapeutic ends.38
Chapter Twelve

From Medicine to Psychotherapy
The Placebo Effect

Psychotherapy is a preserve of the placebo effect.

While it is said that medical history until recently is a chronicle of the placebo effect,¹ that doesn’t mean the use of placebos died out with the medical innovations of the twentieth century. On the contrary, placebos in the form of distilled water, bromides, vitamins, and the now-infamous sugar pill were administered by doctors at their own discretion well into the century. As late as 1964, it was estimated that somewhere between 20% and 40% of prescriptions were for placebos.² In order to evaluate the efficacy of new drugs and treatments, the practice of discounting for the placebo effect has since been built into clinical trials that have become the norm of medical research. Formerly a ruse to be practiced at will, the placebo became a control in a study. Yet if the introduction of the double-blind trial to monitor the placebo effect and establish a drug’s efficacy “above and beyond placebo” marked a new phase in their use, to many placebos have come to represent more than dummy treatments that activate a capacity for delusion.

Over recent decades everything about the placebo effect including the sugar-pill model itself came under challenge. Is the placebo effect nothing but a sham? How does it happen that officially inert medications can produce not only felt benefits but even physiological changes? Is it not closer to the truth to say that the body possesses resources for healing that the rituals of medicine tap? Questions like these animate recent literature on the placebo effect, which has become an object of research interest in its own right as well as a topic of general fascination. But for all the reaction against the reduction of the placebo effect to the dimensions of a sugar pill, its reputation, at least in medicine, has not been fully rehabilitated. It remains true that “even when … physicians are convinced that impressive forces may be rallied through [the placebo effect], they often cannot shake themselves free of the conviction that this practice is at best unreal and at worst chicanery.”³ “Most doctors dislike
the idea of the placebo and like to discuss it even less,” wrote two Belgian doctors in 2012.4

Although it is common knowledge that placebos are still used in medical practice (generally, however, in the form of ordinary analgesics, vitamins, unnecessary antibiotics, sub-therapeutic doses of medication, and latterly “probiotics,” not the likes of sugar-pills),5 they cannot be prescribed as freely as they once were. Decades into the era of informed consent, doctors are simply not at liberty to act as if their former prerogatives had never been called into question. Paradoxically but tellingly, it seems that many of those who prescribe placebos in one guise or another believe it is unethical to do so in clinical practice.6 Some pharmacies are unwilling to fashion placebos.7 But if we understand the placebo effect as a benefit arising from a treatment not specifically effective for the condition in question, then not all applications of the placebo effect necessarily involve deception. This chapter argues that even as the routine use of placebos in clinical practice lost its traditional status as an exercise of medical discretion, the placebo effect in the form of suggestion flourished in the practice of psychotherapy; that the robust exercise of the placebo effect, at a time when medicine was becoming more impersonal and more uneasy with the effect itself, enhances the experience of psychotherapy; and that even though the therapist engaged in a talking cure is not to be confused with a medical doctor knowingly administering a sham treatment, the epistemological foundation of psychotherapy is questionable. The emigration route of the placebo effect is sketched out every time the argument is made that because the efficacy of antidepressants is so suspect according to the canons of evidence-based medicine, the depressed are better served with psychotherapy—even though the latter itself may simply be “the quintessential placebo.”8

Between 1975 and 1990 the number of clinical psychologists in the United States almost tripled, while the population of psychotherapists of other sorts increased even more.9 Arguably, the explosive growth of psychotherapy over the last generation or two has much to do with the uniquely rich habitat for the placebo effect provided by the institution, and this just when the use of placebos in medicine fell from grace. The placebo effect is exploited more freely—with less reservation and constraint—in psychotherapy than in medicine. Especially given the potential instability of intimate social bonds in postmodern society,10 the bond with a therapist—the therapeutic alliance, as it is called—is reassuring in and of itself, regardless of the content of therapy. In addition to its successful command of the placebo effect, however, patients
entering this now popular institution could take encouragement indirectly from one another, as members of a virtual movement. Perhaps this multiplier phenomenon, whereby the power of the placebo draws multitudes who then exert a social effect of their own, helps account for the charisma investing this postmodern mode of healing.

Assuming the placebo effect is a benefit (1) derived mainly from the expectation of benefit and (2) registered in the form of feeling better, then psychotherapy that centers professional attention on the patient in the interest of helping him or her feel better is very likely to engage it. As the most comprehensive and searching study of its kind puts it, “Psychiatry and psychotherapy are rife with placebo effects.” But where such effects can be distinguished both in theory and practice from the clinical effects of drugs—hence the methodologically demanding trials pitting drug against placebo—they are so woven into the practice of psychotherapy as to complicate the attempt to differentiate them from less impressionistic benefits even in principle. “The main problem in studying placebo effects in psychotherapy is that it is difficult, maybe impossible, to separate the placebo component from the specific effect of a psychotherapy.”

According to a notable article that appeared in Psychological Bulletin concurrently with the mid-20th-century surge of interest in the placebo effect, “Certain general aspects of the psychotherapeutic relationship seem very similar to those responsible for the so-called placebo effect, which is well known to investigators of the therapeutic efficacy of medications.” One of the authors of this seemingly compromising admission went on to publish the landmark Persuasion and Healing, where the point is confirmed, for good or ill, by case-histories of patients led to insights about themselves that are believable and encouraging but possibly false. “To be effective, interpretations, the primary means of transmitting the therapist’s conceptual framework, need not be correct, only plausible.” Unlike a medical doctor carrying out a sham procedure, the psychotherapist on this showing need not disbelieve in proffered interpretations that satisfy the patient but may be quite untrue. And if the healer who is not just an actor but believes in his or her words and deeds makes an especially effective conduit for the placebo effect, then the therapist committed to a “plausible” interpretation is just that.

Even if the person in therapy improves, the improvement is not neces-
sarily a consequence of the therapy. Given that people tend to enter therapy when they hit bottom, “their psychological states at the time . . . are so poor that it is far more likely their mental health will improve than that it will decline, even in the absence of therapy.”15 Many of our troubles pass of their own accord, or when the crises that give rise to them pass. In short, to assess the effectiveness of therapy we would need to take account of factors like regression to the mean and spontaneous remission responsible for the inflation of the placebo’s power ever since Beecher omitted to factor them into his estimate of it. But even without these accretions, the placebo effect has plenty to work with in the setting, form, atmosphere, and content of psychotherapy. Just as some portray the administration of placebos as a mode of psychotherapy,16 so—to complete the union—does psychotherapy itself employ and exploit the placebo effect. The principal author of *Persuasion and Healing* went so far as to portray psychotherapy as a sort of placebo institution, contending that “With many patients the placebo may be as effective as psychotherapy because the placebo condition contains the necessary, and possibly the sufficient, ingredient for much of the beneficial effect of all forms of psychotherapy. This is a helping person who listens to the patient’s complaints and offers a procedure to relieve them, thereby inspiring the patient’s hopes and combating demoralization.”17 It is presumably because of this inspirational effect that diverse modes of psychotherapy seem to work equally well even though founded on different postulates. Just as medications with different, even contrary, modes of action work against depression because they all tap the placebo effect, so do different modes of psychotherapy conscript the same effect. “The positive effects of therapy have relatively little to do with the specific interventions of the therapist and come largely from nonspecific factors.”18

Not only is the psychotherapeutic relationship itself patently loaded with placebo potential, but its nature rules out the double-blinding built into clinical trials such as one that recently found vertebroplasty no more effective than a placebo. “Psychotherapy studies cannot be made blind in the manner of placebo controlled medical studies. Quite obviously the therapist must be aware of the treatment being delivered to follow the treatment protocol.”19 Questioning the applicability of the randomized clinical trial—the gold-standard of verification—to psychology, a former president of the American Psychological Association has dismissed randomization and rigorous controls, as well as double-blinding, as “niceties”20 and contended that it simply doesn’t matter that common modes of psychological treatment have not been
validated experimentally. It is hard to imagine a medical doctor showing quite this insouciance toward evidence, whatever his or her degree of enthusiasm over evidence-based medicine. One reason psychotherapy is “rife with placebo effects” is that no effort to account for them, comparable to the effort to distinguish the placebo component of medical treatments, has been or perhaps could be made; or to put it the other way around, psychotherapy is so rich with placebo effects that it would be exceedingly difficult to isolate and test critical variables independent of them. Both in psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioral therapy, “patients apparently respond to something more general than any particular theory implies. . . . The quality of the therapeutic alliance largely accounts for the effects of any therapy.”

Regarding the placebo not only as a confounder in clinical trials but a powerful with a dubious past and an uncertain place in clinical practice at this hour, and a riddle insofar as it mimics physiological responses, medicine today is disturbed by it in a way psychotherapy is not. Psychotherapy does not have medicine’s commitment to the model of specific causes and mechanisms and does not have to grapple with such a disconcerting enigma as effective sham surgery (the placebo treatment in the vertebroplasty trial among others). Unlike those physicians who once pretended to treat the patient’s body while actually attempting to treat the mind, the psychotherapist can treat the mind in all frankness. Neither, therefore, does psychotherapy have medicine’s troubling memory of its own use of the ploys we call placebos—ploys that seem innocent one moment but indefensible the next; producing responses now imaginary, now bewilderingly potent. “The entire enterprise of medicine must necessarily find the notion of placebo effects at the least uncomfortable.” Interestingly, the authors do not say the same of psychology even though they write in The Journal of Clinical Psychology.

When a specific mode of psychotherapy is tested head to head against a generic therapy in the manner of a drug tested against a placebo, the generic therapy lacks the ingredient in question but includes empathy, attention, support, and other “common factors.” In other words, what some call the placebo treatment features the cardinal virtues of the profession itself. Indeed, “psychotherapy might be nothing more than good human interaction between patient and therapist, so that trust, belief, expectation, motivation, and
hope, that are common in all types of psychotherapy, would be the factors responsible for the successful therapeutic outcomes.” There is thus good reason why psychologists should be well disposed toward the placebo effect even if they don’t like the term; and being so disposed, they have come to its aid now that it has fallen from favor in medicine.

If the placebo effect encompasses a spectrum of responses ranging from the benefits of sham procedures like “Tractoration” all the way to physiological changes resulting from officially inert agents, little wonder a phenomenon at once so far-reaching, cunning, potent and paradoxical, and so inconsistent with our usual ways of thinking about mind and body, should be regarded by medicine with reserve and suspicion.

The soul-searching that the placebo effect can inspire in medicine is hinted at in an article that appeared a decade ago in the Journal of Family Practice.

Two recent findings highlight the continued controversy over the placebo response. The apparent importance of the placebo response was recently emphasized by the ethical debate over the use of sham surgery control groups in studies of fetal cell brain implants for intractable Parkinson’s disease. The need for a sham group and the ethical question of whether exposing subjects to this risk is warranted arises [sic] because subjects receiving the sham procedure typically exhibit marked improvements in their Parkinson’s symptoms for up to 6 months and are indistinguishable from patients given the active treatment. This improvement does not seem to be due to either the natural history of the disease or observer bias.

“Controversy,” “ethical debate,” “sham,” “does not seem”: the placebo effect appears to pose a profoundly unsettling challenge to medicine. Perhaps if the rituals of daily medical practice nurtured hope and trust—the stuff of the placebo effect—medicine would be able to mobilize the effect with little recourse to controversial procedures; however, the rituals of medicine have frayed, and hope and trust may have frayed with them. I find it suggestive that most Americans reportedly trust their doctor but not doctors in general, which mirrors the divided sentiments of voters who distrust politicians and yet re-elect their incumbent with regularity; politics itself being the arena of controversy, debate and suspicion par excellence.
If, as most informed commentators agree, the placebo effect was once essential to the practice of medicine, its principal vehicle was the very rite of ministering to the patient. The sense of being treated, of receiving care, nourishes the placebo effect, but in order to gain this sense the patient has to be heard, not just processed. With the pressures now bearing on the physician—especially the need to see patients speedily, one after the other—some element of the rite of medicine is sacrificed even as tools and drugs of unprecedented efficacy enter medicine’s arsenal. Writes Edward Shorter in a social history tracing the strained relation between patient and healer, “It is, to our postmodern minds, quite incredible that [three-quarters of a century ago] patients expected the doctor to call virtually every day”—three or four days successively for the mumps, five days for a nervous condition, and so on. And to call in this context means to call upon. Doctors no longer call upon their patients at all.

Compared to the postmodern physician for whom a call means a phone and time is a commodity in short supply, the attentive physician of the 1920s or 1930s had little power to treat and cure. Hence the use of bromides. Allowing patients to tell their story and hearing them out was itself a sort of bromide, which is not to say that this rite was without therapeutic effect. On the contrary, it is probable that many complaints were alleviated by the release of telling and the consolation of being heard by a gentleman of science, especially if they were nonspecific to begin with. “Suggestion,” concludes Shorter, “plays an enormous role in the practice of medicine, even though neither doctors nor patients like to admit it. What interests me is the declining ability of doctors today to cure by suggestion,” declining if only because they no longer have either the luxury or the inclination to take the patient’s history and devote time to the passivity of listening—to being patient themselves. “Eleven minutes may be enough to make an organic diagnosis and write a prescription, but are they enough to heal?”

Even as physicians at one time helped patients by the rite of attending to them, they or others also played deceptively on the placebo effect by administering “medications” known to them to be useless, from distilled water to sugar pills. A notably cynical account of this practice was given by Louis Lasagna in 1955:

Certain primitive maneuvers are necessary to insure the success of this pharmaceutical charade. First, the patient must be kept unaware of this deceit [a principle now under challenge]. A good start is usually made by the writing
of the prescription. The well-known illegibility of scripts frequently makes it impossible for the curious patient even to guess at the nature of the medicament. . . . [However] names such as ammoniated tincture of valerian can safely be revealed to the patient without upsetting the psychological applecart.29

An open professional secret, this “charade” was never intended to stand up to the light of public examination, and when subjected to such scrutiny a generation ago it very soon came to appear indefensible. Sissela Bok’s historic article questioning “The Ethics of Giving Placebos,” published in the *Scientific American* in 1974, opens by telling of a number of

Mexican-American women who applied to a family-planning clinic for contraceptives. Some of them were given oral contraceptives and others were given placebos, or dummy pills that looked like the real thing. Without knowing it the women were involved in an investigation of the side effects of various contraceptive pills. Those who were given placebos suffered from a predictable side effect: 10 of them became pregnant. Needless to say, the physician in charge did not assume financial responsibility for the babies. Nor did he indicate any concern about having bypassed the “informed consent” that is required in ethical experiments with human beings.30

In the most infamous medical study in American history, black field workers in Macon Country, Alabama, afflicted with syphilis (known to them as “bad blood”) were given a charade of medical care while in fact the authorities withheld available treatments, eventually including penicillin, in order to follow the progress of the disease right to the autopsy table. Launched in the 1930s and known in medical circles if not to the world at large, the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment continued of its own momentum for decades until it burst into public notice in 1972, two years before Sissela Bok’s article. Immediately notorious, the experiment helps explain the sort of prohibitive disrepute that now surrounds the practice of deceiving patients with sham treatments.

Research into the placebo effect as opposed to the use of placebos as mere controls has intensified markedly in recent years, with each new confirmation of its power and scope leaving practicing doctors right about where they were, however. Given that “the ordering of diagnostic tests appears to improve patient satisfaction and well-being,”31 should doctors then order su-
perfluous tests to make patients happy? Given that “when the clinician stated positive outcome expectancies as opposed to cautious or skeptical expectancies, most studies found improvement in patient self-reports of reduced anxiety, pain, and distress,”32 should doctors put on the smile of paternalistic benevolence as their predecessors are now reproached for doing? With attention turning to the physiological mechanisms by which placebos reduce pain (one of their best-attested effects), should doctors go ahead and prescribe sham drugs, or perhaps actual drugs at placebo levels? Considering that a good deal of research into the placebo effect depends on deceptions and infractions of informed consent that would be inexcusable in medical practice,33 it only stands to reason that this research does not translate well into practice. So dubious both legally and morally are many medical applications of the placebo effect that a principled doctor might well want nothing to do with placebos despite the rising interest in them. The term itself is one of ill repute; hence the proposal to replace it with something more fragrant, like “remembered wellness.”34 It is significant that one of the last strongholds of placebo medicine—the over-prescription of antibiotics, probably to appease demanding patients—has come under heavy attack, though more for reasons of public health than ethics. Interviewed doctors who prescribe unnecessary antibiotics “are aware of the problems of their behaviour in such situations, but the word placebo does not come up.”35

Although placebos have fallen from favor in scientific medicine36 such that their only official place is in clinical trials designed to account for their own confounding effect, nevertheless there remains a market for them. A few years ago it was reported that in their disenchantment with institutional medicine Americans spend some $27 billion annually on alternative forms of it, such as herbal remedies, of whose efficacy “little, if any” evidence exists.37 But so does psychotherapy offer a livelier experience of the placebo effect than is available in medicine. “Modern patients lose the catharsis that only the ‘listening healer’ can give.”38 In retrospect it appears that the physician who once treated mental disorders under the guise of treating bodily complaints—humoring the patient with sham prescriptions—has given way to the therapist who treats mental disorders openly but with implicit reliance on the placebo effect. If the doctor’s authority once charged his words with suggestive power, now that authoritarianism has gone out of fashion
the transactional style of the psychotherapist serves effectively as a conductor of the placebo effect. It seems naïve to assume that a response as powerful, ambiguous, and deeply rooted in history as the placebo effect could be driven out of existence, or confined to unofficial practices or countercultural channels, by the changed conditions of postmodern medicine.

We deplore the dehumanization of medicine, especially the concentration on body parts to the exclusion of the whole person. Psychology takes the person as its mandate. Where patients were once attended by physicians, we now look to the psychologist to attend to us, to listen; the figure of the psychologist listening wisely, concentrating, belongs to conventional lore in its own right. If the doctor takes our history perfunctorily, psychotherapy enables us not only to present our history but to reflect on it, and if the doctor takes care of us but does not particularly care about us, the therapist appears to do both. Placebo benefits that once flowed through the rite of the patient’s meeting with “an interested, sympathetic adviser”39—and the first to use the term “placebo” in its modern sense, Haygarth’s professor of chemistry William Cullen, thought of the physician as just this40—have thus passed to the psychologist’s office. What is the persona of the therapist if not an interested, sympathetic advisor? As Edward Shorter argues, at one time seeing a doctor for an unspecific complaint could genuinely help the patient, provided

1. The doctor showed an active interest in the patient.
2. The patient had an opportunity to tell his or her story in a leisurely, unhurried way.41

Today a patient searching for these good things knows exactly where to find them. When Consumer Reports polled readers in 1994 about their experience over the past three years with providers of mental health services including family doctors, psychologists and psychiatrists, a thousand respondents had seen their doctor for an emotional problem and three times that number a mental health professional. Of those who saw their doctor, “significant” numbers were dissatisfied.42

That many of the ailments for which patients seek out their doctor remain nonspecific and possibly psychogenic to begin only makes these patients better candidates for a psychological treatment. The common complaint that doctors are too rushed finds its cure, likewise, in the therapist’s confessional. When doctors with the exception of psychiatrists could or would not listen by the hour, therapists—sometimes popularly confused with
medical doctors—offered to do just this. (Who can imagine a medical doctor meeting with a patient, say, a dozen times, fifty minutes each session, over sixteen weeks?) Even as medicine became more powerful but less personal, psychology surged in popularity, quite as if it had assumed the functions of listening, advising, and comforting defaulted by medicine. By the turn of the twenty-first century there were some 50,000 clinical psychologists among a quarter million psychotherapists in the United States practicing untold varieties of treatment—possibly hundreds, some of which, according to a leading researcher of the placebo effect, in fact border on magic.43

From 1979 (five years after Sissela Bok’s exposé) to 2007 there were few studies of the use of placebos in American medical practice,44 an indicator of how touchy or in fact untouchable the subject had become. Good information is still hard to come by, but if, as some think, placebos are most likely to be used to pacify demanding patients who threaten to take up too much time, this in itself would illustrate the acceleration of medicine that has sent care-seeking patients elsewhere. Not only does psychotherapy dispose of placebo effects that are less available to medicine as it becomes increasingly technological and preoccupied with body parts, and increasingly pressed, but the sort of factors deterring the medical use of placebos have no equivalent in psychotherapy. The therapist does not look back to chilling precedents of deceit—men with syphilis treated with aspirin, women seeking contraception and receiving dummy pills instead. Whereas a doctor who prescribes a placebo “may feel a little guilty” nowadays45 or salve a wounded conscience by informing patients that they may receive a placebo,46 a therapist can proffer comforting but empty words or indeed comforting fictions—for “false interpretations and insights may be just as plausible and credible as veridical interpretations and insights; perhaps even more so”47—without necessarily having a sense of offering a placebo at all. Presuming the truth both of his or her theoretical models and of the case histories fitted to them,48 the therapist could not be farther from a doctor who prescribes a sham treatment. The very freedom to offer placebos and the lack of both cautionary precedents and epistemological checks, all in a setting strongly, indeed uniquely conducive to suggestion, leave the field wide open for the placebo effect.

Some psychologists, while maintaining that psychotherapy does not come under the medical model of diagnosis and treatment, nevertheless do not wish to be associated with the placebo effect. Others have no such aversion, and to the allegation that they cultivate the placebo effect, might say,
“So what?” So say Gerald Koocher and Patricia Keith-Spiegel in their influential *Ethics in Psychology and the Mental Health Professions*:

Research has . . . taught us that a powerful placebo effect exists with respect to psychotherapy, meaning that good evidence demonstrates that seemingly inert “agents” or “treatments” may prove to have psychotherapeutic benefits. . . . From the client’s viewpoint, it may matter little whether positive changes or perceived improvements result from newly acquired insights, a caring relationship, restructured cognitions, modified behaviors, abandoned irrational beliefs, expectancies, or a placebo effect. . . . If the client improves as a result of the therapist’s placebo value, so much the better.49

What if perceived improvements should be only that, perceived? What if new beliefs have rubbed off on the client—what if they themselves should be artifacts of the placebo effect? (After all, the model of therapy that defines interpretations as “means of transmitting the therapist’s conceptual framework”50 practically calls for beliefs to rub off on the client.) What does it mean to say that one’s insights are products of suggestion? Such questions are simply passed over. If psychotherapy harnesses the placebo effect, as reflection suggests and the medical as well as psychological literature tends to confirm, this is an occasion for concern, not complacency or indifference, because the placebo effect will recommend false memories as well as true ones, poor as well as good advice, and fanciful as well as sound suppositions. Somehow one of the most ethically troubling things to be said about psychotherapy, that it plays on the placebo effect, is granted in a work on Ethics in Psychology as though it were not troubling at all.

Underlying the acceptance of psychotherapy as an alternative to medicine is its exploitation of the placebo effect—a resource deeply part of the history of healing—without medicine’s inhibitions and impediments, as in the passage just cited. The American Medical Association Code of Ethics regulates the use of placebos in clinical practice, permitting their administration only with the patient’s consent, a protocol most will find strange, while the corresponding American Psychological Association document makes no mention of placebos at all. Debate over the use of placebos in medicine is also far more robust than debate over their use in psychotherapy.51 After laying out the risks of the use of placebos in medicine and likening psychotherapy itself to a placebo, the authors of *Persuasion and Healing* do not lay out the risks of exploiting the placebo effect in the “powerful influencing situation”
It seems psychotherapy is an innocent way to harness the placebo effect. The claim that the placebo effect has freer scope in psychotherapy than in medicine finds support, too, in a paper on “The Placebo Response” urging doctors to make the most of that resource by becoming, in effect, therapists themselves. Doctors are exhorted not only to take time to listen to the patient (among other unexceptionable proposals) but, when no bodily ailment can be detected, to do story-work with the patient and to say things like “Between now and the next visit, see if you can discover things that you can do, on at least some days, to make you feel more in control” or “Do you think, now that you have done such a good job of finding the thing that works, that you might think of another?”—all the while taking care to praise the somatizing patient and “to stifle the advice-giving urge.” A physician who gets drawn into this sort of dyad has at some point abandoned medicine in favor of psychotherapy.

But the psychotherapist who supports and encourages does not think of this activity as a cultivation of the placebo effect. The former president of the American Psychological Association cited above as denying that the standards of medical research apply to psychology has written a volume entitled Authentic Happiness: Using the New Positive Psychology to Realize Your Potential for Lasting Fulfillment. No doubt the author believes that “potential for lasting fulfillment” refers to some actually existing entity analogous to a seed, but the notion that a second, truer, happier, more authentic self resides within waiting to be activated (the psychic equivalent of our celebrated innate capacity for healing) is plainly more fairy-tale than finding. The patient who goes on a search for this mysterious inhabitant is doing story-work indeed.

It is reported that with the transformation of the hospital at Bath into a renowned center for the study of rheumatology, the once-famous spa went into decline. “Paradoxically, Dr. [George] Kersley [a mover in this transformation] is now one of the most vigorous campaigners to re-establish the city as a spa, lamenting that perhaps he and his colleagues in the heady days of the 1950s had ‘knocked the spook out of the waters’ too thoroughly, forgetting the phenomenal effect of mind over matter when they insisted on complete scientific appraisal of all treatment.” Having exposed the placebo effect as a paternalistic sham and a trick of expectation—having subjected it to rigorous suspicion by controlling for it in clinical trials—medicine itself has knocked
the spook out of the waters only too well. But the spook has not been slain, only displaced. If human healing until recently has been a tale of the placebo effect, by the same token it is so deeply embedded in our history that it seems vain to expect it to vanish from the practices of healing even if relics, charms, and waters have lost their magic. The effort to rein in the placebo effect as medicine has done may leave patients disappointed and inspire their search for a fuller enjoyment of its benefits. Arguably, psychotherapy—a fertile field for the placebo effect—offers just this prospect.

As paternalistic medicine came under criticism around the time of Sissela Bok’s exposé of the abuse of placebos, talk turned toward partnership between patient and healer. Far more than medicine, psychotherapy is premised on partnership, and insofar as the client is an active party, his or her investment in therapy’s course and conclusions is apt to be greater. But what if the appeal of the “story” constructed jointly by therapist and client should reside in its way of satisfying narrative conventions? The archetypal story-teller in our tradition—Odysseus—is a master at weaving yarns that sound compellingly true because of their twists and turns, but are pure fiction. Austen and Tolstoy, among others, wrote novels about the false attractions of stories. A story-line whose familiarity gratifies expectations would seem a natural vehicle for a placebo effect largely dependent on expectation. If it is true that “to be effective, interpretations, the primary means of transmitting the therapist’s conceptual framework, need not be correct, only plausible,” the possibility that the conclusions of therapy may persuade precisely because they are familiar—conventional—is certainly in play. False memories of sexual abuse retrieved in the heyday of the Recovered Memory movement may have rung true not only because a history of sexual abuse theoretically explained the patient’s symptoms but because tales of sexually abused children had become a genre, thus lending a semblance of plausibility to the memories in question.

Just as the possibility of ill-founded therapeutic insights and interpretations is immediate, not remote, so the issues at stake are anything but academic. If “any therapist or healer who can establish a comforting relationship with a patient by taking the time to listen, regardless of any theory behind what he or she does, will lighten the patient’s perception of the problem,” then by the same token the placebo effect will work to recommend potentially anything the therapist may suggest, imply or advise, whether well-founded or not. The most philosophically rigorous study of psychotherapy yet written finds the talking therapies—in particular, but perhaps not exclusively the psychodynamic therapies—extensively contaminated by an epistemological
license that authorizes fictitious theories and spurious insights, the worse be-
cause the object of this pseudo-knowledge is our very selves and because the
theories (etc.) are credited as if they were not epistemologically compromised
at all. Writes David Jopling in *Talking Cures and Placebo Effects*,

There is an . . . ethical dimension to the idea that truth matters. False, bogus,
or fictional psychodynamic interpretations and insights can be as psycho-
logically harmful as false memories. Like false memories, they can lead to
the break-up of families, the dissolution of marriages or partnerships, the
radical alteration of life plans, the erosion of religious faith, or the morally
self-serving rewriting of the past. What looks like *bona fide* insight, or self-
knowledge, or a genuine realization, or a new and more empowering way of
looking at oneself, may in fact be ethically calamitous.60

That truth matters might go without saying, except that a seminal study of
psychotherapy maintains explicitly, and somehow without exciting contro-
versy, that it does not.61 As long as therapists who engage the power of the
placebo take the position that “the ‘truest’ [psychotherapeutic] interpretation
would be the one that is most satisfying . . . to the particular person,”62 or
that “the truth or historical reality of their patients’ assertions” is not to be
put in question,63 or indeed that mental health requires positive illusions (as
in the Pollyanna proposal), the possibility of ethical calamity will remain
a clear and present one. I mentioned above that the healer who believes in
his or her words and deeds, as opposed to merely playacting, is especially
well positioned to exercise suggestive power.64 Jopling concludes that most
practitioners of the talking cure believe all too much in their own theories
and explanations. He finds among them “little awareness . . . of the epistemic
complexities of psychodynamic insights and interpretations, coupled with
high levels of epistemic confidence and theoretical self-assurance about their
authority.”65 Such practitioners risk abusing the placebo effect because their
belief in their insights and pseudo-insights makes them all the more persuas-
ive and because their play on the placebo’s power is bound up with laudable
goals such as “combating demoralization.” Suggestion is a dangerous game.

So questionable is the pursuit of insight under the auspices of the pla-
cebo effect that Jopling recommends that patients be warned extensively of
the pitfalls awaiting them. In a spirit of transparency they are to be no-
tified of “the role of suggestion, placebo and expectancy effects, evidentiary
contamination, psychodynamic artifacts, common factors, the Barnum effect
[the seeming plausibility of generic personality profiles], and other factors that could interfere with clients trying to acquire self-knowledge, or trying to ‘get in touch’ with an ‘inner’ or ‘core’ or ‘authentic’ self.”66 One has only to read this formidable disclaimer to see the unlikelihood of its ever being put into effect. It conflicts with the practice of psychotherapy itself, somewhat like the voice in a drug commercial that recites side effects while the images show people playing golf.67
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Open placebos would tap the placebo effect without violating the dictates of transparency.

Besides inducing the side effects of the drugs they stand in for, placebos raise concern on the grounds that they may distract doctors from the practice of sympathetic attention, relieve symptoms while leaving an underlying condition untouched, turn off the alarm function of symptoms themselves, breed dependence. As I have argued, the placebo effect can also validate all manner of “story-work.” All in all, however, placebos perform remarkably well—perhaps only too well—considering their composition. This surprising efficacy combined with their potentially broad application in medicine helps account for the surge of research interest in placebos in recent years.

A decade after his landmark paper on “The Powerful Placebo” Henry Beecher published another no less important, “Ethics and Clinical Research,” which by documenting and deploring the practice of experimenting on patients without their knowledge helped inaugurate the era of informed consent. Though much experimentation on the placebo effect employs deception under the guise of informed consent, and though we still hear of placebo treatments it is difficult to imagine anyone knowingly consenting to, such as the implantation of a pacemaker switched to Off, in the post-Beecher era most of us believe in transparency. A saline solution that acted like a drug even though it was known to the patient to be saline solution would be a triumph of transparency. If placebos could be administered openly, the wall separating research from clinical practice would come down and medicine could exploit the manifold power of placebos that has been shown in one study after another—a power perhaps even more far-reaching than Beecher supposed. The proposal that therapists inform patients of the placebo content of psychotherapy itself is but one marker of rising enthusiasm for the possibility of open placebos.

But the findings of placebo research may not translate into clinical prac-
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tice. Although research has shown that the results of sham arthroscopic sur-
gery on the knee may rival actual surgery, I can’t see myself seeking out fake
surgery for an arthritic knee. Suppose, however, despite everything, that a
patient who learned that fake knee surgery seems to work, and is no more
dangerous than an injection, did seek it. What ethical surgeon would accom-
modate? He or she would refuse because sham surgery was intended not as
a medical procedure but as a test of the efficacy of performed surgery, and
because its success depends on the deception of the study subject. A patient
seeking out sham surgery wishes, in effect, to pretend to be deceived.5

However, it is sometimes said that subjects don’t really need to be de-
ceived in order for placebos to work their wonders. In a notable paper pub-
lished some thirty years ago Howard Brody and David Waters claim that
“Even when patients are informed of the inert nature of the placebo, they
may respond positively,”6 their authority for this contention being a small
study conducted in 1965 that employed no control group and was never
replicated.7 More recently David Jopling, investigating the possibility of open
placebos, offered the guarded conclusion that “While this has not been the
subject of much research, there is some clinical evidence to suggest that pa-
tients who are informed that they are receiving saline injections, sugar pills
or other placebos sometimes continue to experience measurable objective
symptom relief.”8 The evidence referred to turns out to be the same unrepli-
cated 1965 study faulted for “a small patient sample, questionable symptom
matches and comorbidity profiles between patients, an overly short treat-
ment course, no wash-out period for potentially confounding psychoactive
medications taken by patients, and no control groups (e.g. a no-treatment
group)” by Jopling himself.9 It bears noting that the fifteen “neurotics” who
constituted the population of the study in question were specifically told
twice that the sugar capsules they were being given helped many others with
similar conditions, and that this strong recommendation was “usually re-
peated again, especially if the patient asked questions concerning the treat-
ment, conveying doubtful attitudes about its possible effectiveness.”10 The
invitation to experience the same benefits as others seems to have been more
emphatic than the disclosure of the medical nullity of the capsules. In that the
others already helped by sugar pills took them in the belief that they were an
active medication, the open placebos in this study turn out to be somewhat
less than open; a degree of deception was grandfathered into the study proto-
col. (It is also noteworthy that the study concludes that treatment with sugar
capsules “could be viewed as having some affinity to psychotherapy.”) While
open placebos have received very little experimental validation, the principle that we tend to experience what we believe others do has been confirmed in studies and illustrated in life at large time and again.

Recently the foremost investigator of the neuroscience of the placebo effect reported a study in which athletes treated with morphine in training but placebo on the day of competition responded to the placebo as if to the drug, a carry-over that raises the possibility of achieving “drug-like effects without drugs” in real-world conditions. However, the experiment hinged on a deception. Far from receiving truthful information, placebo groups were told on the last day that they were getting morphine and should expect an increase in pain tolerance—a strong message indeed. Even given our impressive capacity for self-deception, it does not seem credible that athletes in the real world, looking to circumvent doping regulations, would train with morphine the better to fool themselves into mistaking placebo for morphine at a later date. (Writes a medical commentator on the placebo effect, “I doubt that one could give oneself a placebo.”) Elsewhere the author cites a body of research showing that expectation strongly influences placebo analgesia, which is to say that placebos engender analgesic effects in good part because we expect them to behave like the active drugs we mistake them for.

Placebos score high in clinical trials of antidepressants. Of interest, therefore, is the postscript of a study of placebo antidepressant in which the subjects were eventually informed that they were in fact in the placebo group. According to the study director,

At eight weeks . . . you couldn’t tell [the treatment and placebo groups] apart in terms of mood ratings. What happened at eight weeks plus a day is a bit different. Some of the placebo responders, when told they were on a placebo, had a deterioration of their mood. In fact, most of them did. Within a month, most of the placebo responders had enough depressive symptoms that they actually ended up on medications.

While this result will disappoint those who believe the placebo effect can survive unblinding, it seems consistent with the body of placebo research. (And with common experience. Now that the mineral waters of Bath are known to have no curative value, people no longer flock to Bath to enjoy their benefits.) If placebos didn’t depend on concealment, it is hard to see why their use in research would be so bound up with concealment. Similarly, while placebos in one guise or another are used in clinical practice, only rarely are
they prescribed openly. A recent survey of Canadian doctors found that while somewhere over half said that they used placebos now and then, only five percent reported “telling their patients that they were receiving a placebo.” Why would so many conceal the placebo, thereby putting themselves in violation of ethical principles written or unwritten, unless its efficacy depended on concealment?

Unless and until it is refuted by robust evidence from replicated experiments, the presumption must be that placebo responses to medications, especially for pain, do hinge on deception. A challenge to this presumption is an unusual study of some 26 children with ADHD reported in 2008. To determine if part—not all—of their medication could be replaced with placebo, researchers offered the children, who were supervised by their parents, certain capsules along with a clear explanation that they contained no drug but might boost the effect of regular medication. Persuaded of the power of placebos but opposed to deception, the researchers explicitly assumed that revealing the placebo in this way would not destroy its efficacy. “We hypothesized that disclosure would not eliminate the placebo effect.” Though the assumption was confirmed, the published study contains the following weighty disclaimer: “This pilot study has important limitations, including very short-term treatment outcomes and relatively few subjects. The outcome measures are inherently subjective and the open-label study design introduces the potential for bias. Teachers were the only blinded raters during the study, and the teacher data did not show significant differences in child behaviour among the [experimental] conditions.” As in this case, enthusiasm for open placebos tends to run well ahead of the evidence.

A similar ADHD study had the placebo disclosed to children as young as six. Can a child of six understand something as paradoxical and bewildering as an inactive substance that happens to be active? For their part, children from ten to twelve in this study were told,

This little capsule is a placebo. Placebos have been used a lot in treating people. It is called ‘Dose Extender.’ As you can see, it is different from Adderall. Dose Extender is something new. It has no drug in it. I can promise you that it won’t hurt you at all. It has no real side effects. But it may help you to help yourself. It may work well with your Adderall, kind of like a booster to the dose of Adderall. That’s why it’s called a Dose Extender. I won’t be surprised when I hear from you and your parents and your teachers that you’re able to control your ADHD better.
The open placebo turns out to be a highly leading rigmarole. Note too the suppression of the critical fact that the placebos “used a lot in treating people” are not known to them to be placebos.

In another defense of open placebos that comes up short, a group of researchers in 2007 conducted two studies designed to determine whether “learning that pain reduction is the consequence of a placebo treatment reduce[s] responses to subsequent placebo treatments.” The second of these experiments “employed repeat sensory testing after participants were informed about their previous placebo response, allowing for assessment of the effects of such knowledge on subsequent placebo responding.” At a certain point in this pain study, then, subjects in the placebo-informed group were notified that they had actually received a placebo cream. However, they were then told that they would now receive an active cream, while in truth they received the placebo for a second time. They continued to respond as before to the sham medication. “Interestingly,” conclude the authors, “the placebo effect persisted when a second placebo cream was applied even after participants were told that the first cream used in the study was a placebo. Although the strength of that second placebo was slightly reduced, approximately 84% of the original placebo effect remained.” But surely this does not establish the efficacy of an open placebo. On the contrary, the subjects were specifically told the second time that they were being given an active medication. They were lied to. They fell for the lie presumably because the researchers made themselves appear honest by confessing that the first administration of the cream was a sham. The experiment in question was a study of the possibility of fooling someone twice.

As this case illustrates, placebo research sometimes converts the very disclosure of information into an act of equivocation. Often, it seems, a placebo is craftily described to induce study subjects to mistake it for an active drug. Thus, for example, in a study investigating the effect, if any, of verbal suggestion on analgesia, a number of patients suffering from irritable bowel syndrome were told, “The agent you have just been given is known to significantly reduce pain in some patients”—the magic words—when in fact they had been given a placebo. This invitation to feel what others feel, which resembles in outline the sales pitch for the Perkins tractor used by experimenters two centuries ago and appeals powerfully to our social nature, was intended specifically to arouse an expectation of pain relief, in contrast to a similar study in which patients were truthfully informed that they “may receive an active pain-reducing mechanism or an inert placebo agent.” Though
it is highly unlikely that the patients interpreted the pitch to mean they would receive a placebo—after all, it was phrased to create exactly the opposite impression—the authors contend that because the placebo did work in a previous study, their statement wasn’t really a lie. On this lawyerly claim they ground the inference that verbal suggestions for pain relief in general “need not be deceptive and thereby ethically problematic.”

As in this instance, the principle that we tend to feel what others do, and expect the therapies that help them to help us, crops up in proposals for the ethical use of placebos. A proposal for the use of placebos in clinical practice suggests that doctors offer placebos to depressed patients with cover language like the following: “I do not know why you are depressed—modern medicine does not understand depression very well. It could be that you have a chemical imbalance or it could be due to stress in your life. Trials have found that 60% of patients feel significantly better when they take an antidepressant, so that is what I am prescribing for you.” This statement, which logically resembles a sort of private joke, conceals the cardinal fact that the antidepressant being prescribed contains no active ingredient at all: yet another careful equivocation. Also exploiting ambiguity, some doctors now recommend “probiotics” that certainly sound to the lay ear like medications, but for which there is little or no evidence of efficacy. Popular with consumers and believed to be harmless, these commodities fit the profile of a placebo and are probably discussed in doctors’ offices with the same craftiness.

Some believe, however, that under certain conditions placebo-prescribers could dispense with disguise. According to a philosopher,

Were the general efficacy of placebos well accepted, and, in particular, were it well recognized that successful treatment by placebo does not indicate that an illness is merely imaginary or that the patient is of a peculiarly gullible or dependent personality type, there would be no reason for deception in their administration. In those cases where placebos may reasonably be expected to be useful, and where pharmacologically active agents are ineffective or contraindicated, a physician could simply report to a patient that the prescribed agent appears to be pharmacologically inert with respect to his or her disorder, but that in fact, it has been shown to be therapeutically effective in other patients suffering from the condition.

The suggested script—“the prescribed agent appears to be pharmacologically inert with respect to . . .”—still has a certain studied obscurity. But why is
it that the line that “others have benefited” suggests itself to the defender of open placebos? No doubt because it is the strongest recommendation of an inert treatment that could be given with technical veracity. Addressed to our social nature, it is a tribute to the principle that we model our experiences on the reported, imagined, or presumed experiences of others. Note that the philosopher’s argument assumes not the efficacy of placebos per se but public acceptance and recognition of their efficacy, so that candidates for placebo treatment will “simply” be asked to believe the same things that others generally do. Placebo efficacy under these conditions might turn out to be a pyramid scheme, with people investing belief in inert treatments because others do the same, until the entire structure collapses.

Unlike studies in which supposedly open placebos turn out to be cloaked in artful language, a recent study of placebo treatment of irritable bowel patients saw the treatment group given pills described as being inactive “like sugar pills” and explicitly labeled as placebo. After three weeks, 59% of patients treated with the placebo reported adequate relief as compared to 35% of the untreated control group—a finding qualified by a number of limitations laid out in the report of the study itself. Like Natasha in *War and Peace* who takes solace in the ritual of regular dosing (“though she declared that no medicine would cure her and that it was all nonsense”), the study subjects may have responded to the medication ritual that was withheld from the untreated group. Unlike Natasha, though, the study subjects had reason to believe their pills were effective, whatever they were labeled as. Potential subjects were told that half the study population would receive inert pills “which had been shown to have self-healing properties” [sic] and those entering the study that “placebo pills . . . have been shown in rigorous clinical testing to produce significant mind-body self-healing processes,” so that the group that proved so responsive to placebo received a double dose of the message that others are known to benefit from the placebo pills and they can expect to as well.25 Not that placebos actually “heal”—that is, cure—IBS; at best they alleviate symptoms.

If open, rather than deceptive, placebos had already been shown in rigorous testing to be therapeutic, there would have been no need for the experiment; it would have been redundant. The experiment does not establish that pills frankly described as containing no medication can have beneficial results. At best, it opens the possibility that placebos revealed as such, but hyped as having some kind of “healing” power and extolled as being of proven benefit to others—who in all likelihood believed them to be active
medications—may have beneficial results. In effect, then, the study put into operation the principle that if only people generally accepted the efficacy of placebos and the legitimacy of using them, they would no longer require deception. Ideologically, it is in the tradition of More’s Utopia, where medicine is all but unnecessary, people think alike, and everyone lives “in the full view of all,” without the need or even possibility of concealment. Just as the Utopians honor medicine highly but are less in need of it than any other people (so More tells us), the use of open placebos will enable “healing” without the use of medicine.

Some seem to believe, similarly, that by making the patient’s condition comprehensible and pointing to something to remedy it, the very act of diagnosis constitutes a treatment. Diagnosis is medicine’s way of explaining symptoms. The extent to which the explanation will satisfy the patient will depend on the extent to which he shares the physician’s presuppositions about what sorts of things cause and contribute to disease and healing. Secondly, the diagnosis is often a crucial factor in encouraging the expressions of caring and support from family and friends. Before the patient’s changed behavior has been given the interpretive label of a diagnosis, others may be uncertain as to how to react to him or her; but once the physician as the authority figure has legitimized the behavior with a diagnosis, the patient has “a mantle of distress that society will accept.” Thirdly, the ability to give something a name implies the ability to gain control over it. This is true both in magical belief systems, where words and names have special powers in and of themselves, and in scientific belief systems . . .

What’s in a name? A great deal, evidently. Note, however, that the authors do not concern themselves with the possibility of a mistaken diagnosis, evidently because the act of diagnosis per se is therapeutic, whether medically accurate or not. But surely something is wrong with a medical argument indifferent to the possibility of a diagnosis itself being wrong.

In view of the risks of offering diagnosis per se as a treatment, and the ethical traps of using placebos in ways that seem open but perhaps aren’t, or of disguising them as active medications (as in the prescription of drugs at sub-operative doses), the best and least controversial way to exploit the placebo effect in medicine is surely the humane, attentive practice of medicine itself. By consensus, after all, the manner and behavior of doctors contribute
richly to the “power of context” that frames the placebo effect. A study of the differential components of the placebo effect among patients with irritable bowel syndrome found the most potent contributor to be the quality of the relation between physician and patient, as measured not only by time spent with the patient but the projection of both confidence and sympathetic concern.\(^{28}\) Perhaps if doctors were less hurried and more attentive to care as well as cure, interest in placebos as short cuts to health would not be running so high. If it is really nothing but a “reaffirmation of man’s essential tie with his sociocultural nexus” as some theorize,\(^{29}\) then the placebo pill, the subminimal dose, the probiotic, is secondary to the actual bond between patient and doctor anyway. If the power of context activates the pill—and some now refer to the placebo effect as a context effect—perhaps in some cases we can forego the pill and make do with the context.

In the course of the second of the ADHD studies cited here, subjects formed “strong relationships” with the medical team, while parents became “more attentive” observers of their children.\(^{30}\) Given these circumstances, it is entirely possible that social bonds are the really operative factors in the study—that the power of context is speaking through the Dose Extender. The cardinal health benefits to come to us through social channels actually go quite beyond the effects imputed to a pill. As noted, in a number of studies social connection—marriage, bonds with extended family, and other forms of affiliation—correlates inversely with the risk of mortality itself.

Belonging to a family is a more robust form of membership than participating in a trend or even movement, though “the negative or conflictive aspects of social relationships need also to be considered, since they may be detrimental to the maintenance of health,”\(^{31}\) as both medical literature and the literature of the imagination well know. In any case, it is impossible to be married without knowing it. There can’t be a clinical trial in which one group believes itself married but actually isn’t, while another is actually married but is led to believe otherwise. The question of deception does not and cannot enter into the matter of social connection. In More’s ideal commonwealth there is no need to resort to medical trickery because the social institutions of a closely integrated people serve as the guarantors of health.

In keeping with the principle that social bonds enhance health, and more specifically with the theory that “Positive emotions and ideas can help to heal
the body through the powerful placebo effect”32 (a theory that may or may not be utopian itself), studies have investigated whether support groups improve survival for breast-cancer patients. At first it appeared they might—a result doubly to be welcomed, first of course for its own sake, secondly because this mobilization of the placebo effect was achieved without deception of any kind. The tested treatment consisted of a series of sessions “designed to build new bonds of social support, encourage expression of emotion, deal with fears of dying and death, help restructure life priorities, improve communication with family members and healthcare professionals, and enhance control of pain and anxiety.”33 Naturally this “supportive-expressive group therapy” was not advertised as something else; disguise was neither possible nor necessary. Later, however, it was found that the survival benefit associated with the therapy could not be replicated34—a reminder that the benefits of social bonds have their limits, that it is one thing to inhibit suicide, as Durkheim found, and another to arrest cancer, and that transparency, however desirable ethically, may have no particular therapeutic merit.35
A salient peculiarity of the psychogenic ills of our time is that many generated or were reinforced by movements—chronic fatigue syndrome, for example, giving rise to an Action Campaign in Britain, and claims of recovered memories being advanced by a corps of believers with its own leaders, foot-soldiers, literature, doctrines, rhetoric, and statistics. Participants in such crusades might be considered as an extended support group, united by the feeling of shared experience. The social electricity flowing through the movement charges the group’s language with a special intensity and may serve to relieve the demoralization to which all are potentially subject in isolation. “Patients who participate in an advocacy movement often lose their complaints.” Ideas running counter to mainstream thinking, which might have the depressing effect of alienating others when held in isolation, can serve as a banner when held in common. Where Benjamin Perkins insisted that his tractor worked despite the ridicule and censure visited on it by much of the medical establishment, the partisans of, say, chronic fatigue syndrome may argue that medicine’s inability to find a cause for it reflects on medicine itself, not on the experience of the patient.

Some epidemics of recent occurrence—among them, multiplying claims of alien abduction and satanic ritual abuse—have no biomedical component at all, being products of collective fantasy. Elaine Showalter designates these and others “hysterical epidemics.” But if the height of hysteria is to affirm hysteria itself as a form of superior, virtually prophetic insight, then that peak was scaled well before the outbreaks of the 1990s.
“I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness, starving hysterical naked”: recently I came across these words—the opening line of “Howl” (1956)—printed on a tee shirt. The garment’s designer chose well, for the line not only proclaims the Beat revolt, it is “Howl” itself, establishing the poem’s voice as well as the poet’s claim to a witness’s authority and vatic insight, affirming hysteria as an attribute of superior minds, and laying down like a first principle the theme of martyrdom or self-martyrdom enforced again and again in the ensuing lines. The entire manifesto is dominated by the most elementary device of rhetoric: repetition. Where the Declaration of Independence enumerates a long train of abuses and injuries, the counter-declaration of “Howl” chants the sufferings and exploits of the Beat elect. Fittingly, the spirit of the ode is the opposite of Jeffersonian reason: Blakean excess. Also in the tradition of Blake and his insistence on mind-body unity, Ginsberg portrays the best “minds” as performing bodily actions, just as he shows them afflicted with a starvation and a nakedness that might or might not be physical.

Animated as they are by communal passions, social movements excite our propensity to feel what others feel, and the catalogue of exploits following the opening line of “Howl” suggests that the best are possessed by identical passions as if they belonged, in fact, to a single movement. Their exploits seem like so many ways of burning themselves up. As the poet saw the best destroyed, so he raises before our mind’s eye the images not only of madness and destitution but suicide, and not one or two suicides but a multitude—a kind of epidemic. The best are something like members of a family “detrimental to the maintenance of health.”

The heroes of “Howl” pursue their own undoing as if their defiance of the dictates others live by, right down to the elementary dictate of self-preservation, confirmed their membership in the elect. Some “create great suicidal dramas on the apartment cliff-banks of the Hudson,” some utter “harlequin speech of suicide” on the steps of the madhouse, others—flirting with the act rather than committing it—“cut their wrists three times successively unsuccessfully,” while still others hunt for “an angry fix,” destroying themselves over time. Suicide is everywhere. Mourned and celebrated are those who jump from common roofs and ledges, from the Empire State Building and the Brooklyn Bridge (“this actually happened”), disappear into volcanoes only to emerge in California, drink turpentine, manage to fall from subway windows, leap into filthy rivers, find themselves under trucks and taxis, and generally flame out, their way of perishing a sign that they bear a truth too
great for this world. Why is there so much self-destruction in “Howl”? Why this festival or this plague? The answer Ginsberg’s dream-vision seems to return is that these rebels, death’s volunteers, are martyrs one and all of their society. But martyrs choose death, and it may be that the reason Ginsberg’s saints choose death is that self-destruction has become for them a kind of social statement. While suicide marks the poem’s heroes as defeated, beaten, Beat, it also proclaims them as heroes—the best of their generation. As melancholy became a fashion in certain circles of Shakespeare’s England because it was thought to betoken genius, the beaten of “Howl” show themselves geniuses of despair.

The citizens of More’s Utopia enjoy and celebrate their wellbeing in common—a strong fictive illustration of the principle that social integration supports health. The citizens, or at least the first citizens, of hell on earth celebrate their despair by destroying themselves.

Thus, while suicide is closely, even ritually regulated in Utopia and unauthorized suicide subject to the most severe censure, suicide runs loose among the rebels of “Howl” like a mode of expression. One act of suicide seems to inspire another. Though the poem decries “the iron regiments of fashion,” the self-destroyers who are its heroes behave like people caught up in a frenzy of mimesis, which is to say a fashion of their own, acting out the same revolt in the same way. The protest against convention readily becomes a convention, and in the hell of “Howl” self-destruction paradoxically becomes a way of life.

Nothing could be farther from the decorum of Utopian life as portrayed by More than the practice of staging one’s own end in the most provocative and sensational manner possible, as if exulting in the disgrace long attached to suicide. Utopia is a static society; to remain healthy and in good working order it need only preserve its way of life as originally laid down by King Utopus some 1760 years before. It does not need shaking up. By ending their lives so expressively, the suicides of “Howl” do just that. Beyond putting an end to their suffering, their death sends waves of energy through the world around them, all the more if the act is a flamboyantly public one. In accordance with dialectical style, then, the suffering of the suicides is also exaltation, their disgrace is glory, and their end fruitful. A. Alvarez’s study of suicide, The Savage God, bears an epigraph from Bakunin: “The passion
for destruction is also a creative passion.” The saints of “Howl” accordingly “create great suicidal dramas,” scaling the heights of experience on the cliffs of the Hudson, the Brooklyn Bridge, and other prominences.

One important way in which suicide reveals itself in “Howl” as more than just an act of futility is by setting off other acts of the same kind—contributing to a tide or current highly charged with social potential. One act of self-destruction seems to beget another and live on in another, which may be why all of the dead are elegized as if victorious in defeat itself. Through suicide they achieve transcendence. If the martyr vanquishes the oppressor, the legion of martyrs in “Howl” not only vanquish but survive in song. As suggested by the poem’s very form as a loose epic catalogue (and according to Ginsberg the essence of “Howl” was its form), each suicide is moved by a common spirit, each feels what the others feel, all are lit up with glory. Self-destruction has become a Dionysian movement, a source of social energy, inspiring those swept up in it and holding out the promise of renewal to society at large, if only the promise were understood. The poet chants like one mesmerized by the vision of such creative destruction.

Not only does “Howl” present itself as an act of iconoclasm, but the idol it smashes is named—sung—in the text itself:

Moloch! Moloch! Nightmare of Moloch! Moloch the loveless! Mental Moloch! Moloch the heavy judger of men!

But who is Moloch?

According to another visionary poet, Moloch is the first of the idols that overran the earth. The catalogue of idols in Book One of Paradise Lost begins with this false god, “horrid king besmeared with blood / Of human sacrifice, and parents’ tears.” For Milton the enumeration of idols requires nothing less than a lengthy catalogue because idolatry is so subtly pernicious that it has spread everywhere. For Ginsberg, on the other hand, the enumeration of human sacrifices in the form of suicide requires a sort of epic catalogue because suicide is so creative an act that each suicide calls forth others; it sows the dragon’s teeth from which spring warriors against Moloch.

Maybe there is such a thing as an outbreak of suicide inspired by a common fantasy. It is said that Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther gave rise not only to certain fashions of dress but a fashion for suicide itself. De Vigny’s play Chatterton reportedly doubled the suicide rate of France in the 1830s. Such was the influence of the cult of sensibility that it extended as far as
Russia, where, also in the 1830s, a coterie centered on the young Bakunin—“The passion for destruction is also a creative passion”—dedicated itself to a romantic ideal higher than existence itself, one in whose name they professed themselves “ready at any moment to . . . perish.” By perishing voluntarily, Ginsberg’s heroes—both blessed and cursed—not only escape the jailhouse of the world at large but prove themselves members of the spiritual elite and set an example for others who may aspire to the same company. The poem portrays as if from within a social epidemic in which a shared mythology produces actual, even fateful effects.

In *Paradise Lost* the angels fall “by their own suggestion” (3.129), which has been interpreted to mean “by a kind of spontaneous mass contagion.” Suicide seems to work in the same way among the fallen “angelheaded hipsters” of “Howl.”

In a more prosaic case, in 1998 over 150 persons at a Tennessee high school reported being sickened by toxic fumes after a teacher detected the scent of petroleum in her classroom and, along with a number of students, was taken by ambulance to the local hospital. Investigation revealed no source of the fumes. In a report on this classic instance of the nocebo effect published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* it was noted that those who observed or knew of others who fell ill were more likely to fall ill themselves, and that psychogenic incidents of this kind occur in “a group of people with shared beliefs” about the source of the toxic agent. Ginsberg for his part believed his society was being poisoned by a military-industrial smog, and in “Howl” celebrates the sufferings of an elite visited with the same experience of hysteria. In fact the poem “mythologize[s] Ginsberg’s own life as well as the lives of a small group of friends ‘destroyed by madness,’” with the act of suicide effectively completing the destruction caused by the toxin in the air. The temptation of suicide was familiar not only to Ginsberg, whose mother believed there was a conspiracy to destroy her and attempted suicide, but to his circle, for by the time he wrote “Howl,”

Ginsberg knew at least half a dozen individuals who had either attempted or committed suicide. He had listened to Kerouac talk about suicide for years, and he’d watched Burroughs’s self-destructiveness, too. There were his own ongoing suicidal impulses and there was suicidal American society at large—American military and material self-destructiveness.
“Howl” presents itself as a hymn to heroes defeated, beaten, Beat. However, it can also be read as the document of a psychogenic outbreak, a spontaneous mass contagion, in which a common fantasy that the world is causing their destruction takes possession of a group of people one after another.

In recent decades outbreaks of fantasy have proven all too real. Surveying delusions like ritual satanic abuse that spread in the 1990s by a kind of semi-spontaneous mass contagion, Elaine Showalter identifies them as virulent forms of collective hysteria. “Individual hysterias connect with modern social movements to produce psychological epidemics.” Something like this mutation is on exhibit in “Howl,” whose visions of Moloch—the all-powerful complex that is also the god of human sacrifice—are no less extravagant than the fantasies of organized evil cited by Showalter. Setting his insights to the drumming of the Beat movement, the poet offers his own hysteria as the spirit of the age.
Chapter Fifteen

The Prostate Cancer Epidemic—What Spawned It?

Enthusiasm for prostate cancer screening is as much socially as medically driven.

In contrast to a psychogenic outbreak, some epidemics of our time have taken place under the auspices and authority of medicine itself. Depression rose to epidemic levels when a strong trend toward diagnostic inflation, abetted by the mass marketing of antidepressants, defined millions of people with a few symptoms consistent with depression as sufferers from the disorder per se. Earlier studies pointing to a depressed population of disturbing magnitude led to efforts to screen for depression, which in turn led—not surprisingly—to the discovery of still more depression, which was validated by a mushrooming medical literature. Recently it was reported that “the number of articles concerned with depression is now far higher than any other psychiatric diagnosis and has grown far more rapidly than the general growth of psychiatric research publications.”

We now consider an epidemic of prostate cancer, more or less concurrent with the depression epidemic and similar both in that it too is driven by screening and overdiagnosis and it too has an ambiguous medical basis (by analogy with symptoms of depression shading off into normality). In both cases the public is alerted to the existence of a disorder said to be all at once prevalent, dangerous, and potentially invisible, but which, despite its invisibility, can in theory be identified before it advances to something worse. In both cases the seemingly irresistible argument is made that the identified condition must be treated early lest it progress. Not only did these medical movements use a similar mobilizing rhetoric, but each reaped a multiplier effect by appealing to a spirit of medical activism that was much in the air at the moment, and that powered the other. With prostate cancer, however, the treatment is very often worse than the disease, which may qualify the
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epidemic as a nocebo phenomenon—one where psychosocial causes generate adverse effects. In 2007 it was estimated that over a million American men “who, but for [screening], would have lived as long without being a cancer patient,” had already been treated for the disease,\(^3\) with all the side effects, including impotence, that treatment commonly entails.

Both placebo research and the literature of the imagination suggest that our own experience can be unreliable and that imagination can creep into a sensation even as seemingly indubitable as pleasure or pain. Does Eve really experience intellectual pleasure upon eating the apple? Is it really the case that a brand name “can make aspirin work better,” as an interpreter of the placebo effect claims?\(^4\) For that matter, are people truly sedated when they take blue pills, regardless of the pills’ content? Doctors too, however, can be misled by experience and perception. The case has been made that in their enthusiasm for prostate-cancer screening, doctors resemble pilots who mistakenly rely on their senses when flying in confusing conditions.

Intuition—particularly in the field of cancer screening—can easily lead physicians astray. This is because there are powerful biases associated with early detection strategies that can fool even the most careful observer. An analogy to flying can be made here—in common situations (such as when flying in cold front clouds, or where haze meets the water line), pilots can be led astray by their senses, and this is the reason for the existence of instrument flying. Pilots learn not to rely upon their own observations in certain scenarios, which can deceive them.\(^5\)

While the promotion of mass screening for prostate cancer at the behest of clinical experience and intuition puts that practice into conflict with evidence-based medicine, the principle that screening saves lives—the assumption that launched the prostate-cancer screening revolution, and therefore precedes the evidence rather than following from it—resonates so strongly with the public’s own intuition that millions of men get tested regardless of the ensuing harms, a vote of confidence that in turn seems to reduce the arguments against the test to skeptical caviling. Even though medicine well knows that most prostate cancer is indolent and that autopsies on men who died of other causes commonly find such cancer (and that any number of the doc-
tors who order and evaluate tests for prostate cancer harbor dormant disease themselves), many of the screened who are discovered to have prostate cancer and are then treated for it believe passionately and unshakably that screening saved their life—another demonstration of the unreliability of experience. If everyone treated for screening-detected prostate cancer had his life saved, the disease’s mortality rate would be far higher than it was before screening.

Introduced in the United States some twenty years ago, screening for prostate cancer has caught on to the point that somewhere over half the eligible population now has PSA (prostate-specific antigen) testing. But while we might have expected that such an investment in a test would be underwritten by strong evidence of its medical value, PSA testing has followed an unusual path. Even as the test acquired millions of takers and established itself firmly in prostate-cancer medicine, its very basis came into question. Indeed, no sooner were men lining up to have blood drawn in the name of prostate-cancer “awareness” than doubts about the wisdom of doing so were expressed in the medical literature. The flaws of PSA testing—in particular, its speculative benefits but probable harms—were flagged virtually from the beginning, although cautions against the over-eager pursuit of early-stage cancer proved no match for the rhetoric of activism.

As a result of the zeal that instituted PSA testing across the United States despite clear evidence of its harms and the conjectural nature of its benefits (and this even as the trend toward evidence-based medicine was gaining strength), tens of millions of American men have now been screened, with untold numbers undergoing treatment with its attendant harms, for a condition that would otherwise have remained latent. As if PSA testing had become a movement sustained by its own momentum, doubts voiced in 1989 over mass screening “for a cancer for which the mortality is far less than the histological incidence” have been answered only with more screening. Precisely the same doubts were put into print in 2007.

In 2003, it was estimated that 1 in 6 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer, and 1 in 34 will die from prostate cancer. Accordingly, given the low mortality rate, less than 1 in 5 men diagnosed with prostate cancer die of prostate cancer. Screening can tap into a very large reservoir of clinically silent prostate cancers. . . . [There exists] a tremendous gap between the presence of prostate cancer and death resulting from prostate cancer, and for every case of prostate cancer that would not have led to death or morbidity, any therapy administered is ineffective, unnecessary, and usually harmful.
One measure of the reservoir’s depth comes from the landmark Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial, which ran from 1993 to 2003, where an artificially intensive investigatory regimen discovered cancer in fully 24.4% of a placebo group originally classified as low-risk. Clearly (and in striking analogy to the discovery of a vast and dubiously significant reservoir of depression), the more minutely you search for prostate cancer the more likely you are to find it, whether or not it possesses any actual medical significance.

As we know, the placebo effect appears to be highly dependent on expectation. Perhaps there exists an investigative equivalent of placebo experience, whereby researchers believe they discover just what they expected and are buoyed accordingly. As it happens, the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial which found an approximately 25% reduction in disease incidence in the treatment group over the course of the study was designed to detect a 25% difference in that variable with 92% power. The PCPT scored an expectation bull’s-eye. Upon review, however, the FDA found the PCPT data considerably less impressive. The principal investigator of the PCPT also stated in print a decade ago that the PSA revolution was progressing exactly according to the hopes and expectations of its movers (an enthusiasm he has since retracted). The heady experience of having such predictions confirmed, or presuming them confirmed, communicates itself to patients in the form of confidence. Confident doctors in turn make for hopeful patients.

In part because of advocacy by confident doctors, and regardless of warnings against urological activism that have since proved well-founded, prostate-cancer screening was promoted so effectively that even the prospect of incontinence and impotence has not deterred men from seeking it out. The cancer detected with unprecedented frequency virtually as soon as PSA testing began seemed to confirm the urgent necessity for screening itself. Given that PSA enables the early discovery of prostate cancer, committed urologists assumed that mass screening could not but reduce mortality. With the means of early detection already in place, it only made sense, therefore, to use them. As for the risks of unleashing an epidemic of superfluous treatments with serious adverse effects, these, it seems, paled into insignificance next to the envisioned possibility of making prostate cancer a curable condition. They could be left to themselves. The constellation under which we now live—massive overdiagnosis and overtreatment of prostate cancer coupled with a kind of implicit conviction that PSA testing will prove itself, regardless of the shortage of confirming evidence—was already taking shape by the mid-1990s.
Highly instrumental in the process was the use of public-relations methods to drive home the powerful but simplistic message that PSA saves lives: methods that had already proven themselves in the case of the sister disease, breast cancer. Not only, then, does the drive for the early detection of prostate cancer resemble concurrent efforts to identify depression in its early stages (when researchers went out into the community and found what they were looking for), but in another instance of social synergy, it was modeled on the drive to detect another cancer. Reflective of a strong mood of medical activism, all of these doublings produce an echo-chamber effect in which rhetoric achieves great resonance and people in large numbers find themselves reacting to it in the same way.

The PSA system as we know it could conceivably have been built from the ground up by urologists convinced that they did not have time to wait for the results of RCTs of PSA, given that deaths from prostate cancer stood at 40,000 per year in the U.S. when screening for the disease began. However, urologists did not invent every element of the system. Key components, including the rhetoric of early detection that drives men to get tested in the first place and vindicates the test no matter the result, were imported from breast-cancer medicine. Historically speaking, mammography has led and PSA testing has followed, even though PSA lacks to this day the sort of validating evidence that mammography possessed before the PSA revolution began. One answer to the question “Why Is Prostate Cancer Screening So Common When the Evidence Is So Uncertain?” is that those who launched PSA testing copied the successes of a screening mode for which evidence is less uncertain.

Isolated in 1979, PSA was at first used to monitor the progress of prostate cancer, not to identify the disease at an incipient stage. Prostate-cancer screening was introduced in the United States in 1987—when the use of mammography was already rising rapidly—to be followed in short order by a dramatic increase in detected cancer. By some estimates, from 1990 to 1991 alone the incidence of prostate cancer in the U.S. shot up 25%, and from 1990 to 1993, 60%. An iatrogenic epidemic was in the making. That numbers like these didn’t deter men from getting screened but simply marked the beginning of the PSA revolution suggests a system lacking the braking effect of negative feedback. Overdiagnosis as a direct result of mass screening...
leads to overtreatment, which leads to the appearance of saved lives, which in turn acts as a strong advertisement for screening: a “self-reinforcing” but socially powered cycle that “doesn’t affect just the individuals tested but those who hear their stories as well, including friends, family members, and acquaintances.” And the drive to get men tested in the first place was patterned closely on the breast-cancer template of community-based screening and public “awareness”—in a word, the breast-cancer blueprint of a socio-medical movement. The promoters of PSA testing in the early 1990s did not start from zero but tapped into an existing model of proven efficacy. In order to ascertain why PSA testing is so common, we should bear in mind when and how it became common.

Somewhat in the tradition of the Utopians who are perfectly conscious of their own health and regard food and drink as “ways to withstand the insidious attacks of sickness,” the screening movement puts us on guard against the insidious onset of cancer by raising consciousness. Between 1986 and 1989 (concurrent and resonant with the National Institute of Mental Health’s Depression Awareness, Recognition, and Treatment Program), the American Cancer Society conducted a Breast Cancer Detection Awareness Program, the goal of which, according to a proponent, was “to make women and health professionals aware of the benefits of breast cancer detection.” Awareness, it seems, excluded knowledge of mammography’s possible harms. A program to disseminate information about mammography’s benefits and only the benefits (though the public receives a poor idea of their magnitude) is bound to produce a disconnection between enthusiasm for screening and the evidentiary record of the procedure itself. As it happens, the harms of such screening—not only false positives, but the detection of questionably significant lesions that are nonetheless treated with surgery or radiation—approximate those of PSA testing. Just as Breast Cancer Awareness supplied the precedent and template for Prostate Cancer Awareness, just as the selective understanding of awareness itself passed from the former to the latter, so the treatment of indolent forms of breast cancer under the banner of saving lives found a parallel in the PSA regime, which has somehow been reinforced, not discredited, by overdiagnosis and overtreatment.

In addition to an outpouring of mutually reinforcing articles in the medical literature, the Breast Cancer Detection Awareness Program generated an organized blizzard of pamphlets, television spots, news features, and newspaper inserts, all encouraging women to be screened. The principles of the program appear to have been to depict mass screening as a procedure with-
out harms but with great benefits, to speak in the name of something unop-
posable (such as “education”), to reach people where they live, and to offer mam-
mography at low cost. In Massachusetts, for example, a

campaign entitled “Mammography: The Breast Test” was conducted to edu-
cate people about early detection of breast cancer. The program was held in late April when more than one million Massachusetts households received information on breast cancer during the residential crusade. The following week a toll-free number was available for information on low-cost mam-
mograms ($50 or less) at more than 100 hospitals throughout the state.22

Well before Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, the popular war hero, served as spokesman for Prostate Cancer Awareness, it seemed natural to use military metaphors like “campaign” and “crusade” in connection with breast cancer. The promotional campaign became the blueprint for Prostate Cancer Aware-
ness. Indeed, Prostate Cancer Awareness Week began in the year the BCDAP ended—1989—and drew on the help of mammography advocates to get off the ground. “Several members of the [Prostate Cancer] Educational Council who had been associated with Breast Cancer Awareness Month contributed significantly” to the initiation of PCAW in 1989.23 Defining itself as educa-
tional and delivering services in a community setting, PCAW was informed by the same principles as its predecessor. If human beings respond not only to evidence but to evocative associations, prostate-cancer awareness was as-
sociated with its breast-cancer counterpart by temporal proximity, rhetorical parallels, a similar orchestrated optimism, and analogous tactics of mobiliza-
tion. And like Breast Cancer Awareness, PCAW caught on. By 1992, when the American Cancer Society endorsed PSA, free tests were being offered at 1800 clinics. Testing over three million men in the first decade of its existence, PCAW became the largest cancer screening program in the U.S.24 It has since grown into Prostate Cancer Awareness Month.

Whereas the first trial of mammography—the Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York (HIP) trial, considered the first RCT in cancer screening—
dates to 1963, randomized trials of PSA were initiated only in the 1990s. When PSA testing began there was therefore no body of evidence showing that it reduced mortality, which made it a sort of experiment on the male population, albeit without the constraint of informed consent that would operate in an actual experiment. But in getting around informed consent too PSA has followed mammography. Despite its professed educational mis-
mammography relied on the use of public-relations methods to get the target population to the screening center. Success was measured by numbers screened, not by improvement of public understanding—a model that would govern Prostate Cancer Awareness as well. So it is that “the mammography controversy is a foreshadowing of . . . controversies about prostate cancer,” as a critic of uninformed consent to mammography wrote in 1995 in the *Journal of the National Cancer Institute*.25 The family resemblance between the uninformed woman and the uninformed man persists to this day. Where men getting PSA’s tend to overestimate the risk of death from prostate cancer and presume that PSA reduces it, women often overestimate the risk of breast-cancer death and, while correctly assuming that mammography reduces it, greatly misjudge its effect.26 In both cases many of the screened are unaware that screening also picks up what medicine knows as pseudo-disease—a term inconsistent with the lay understanding of cancer as either a lethal or potentially lethal, but certainly not an innocuous condition—and that such findings set off a cascade of consequences.

Although the evidence in favor of PSA testing falls short of that for mammography, the PSA regime was built on the mammography model and continues to resemble it. (Thus the paradox that while PSA has given rise to the harms of mammography without the demonstrated mortality benefit, it is defended in the language of risks and benefits.) But even the difference in supporting evidence becomes less salient in view of the common tendency among those screened to overrate benefits, often vastly, and to underestimate harms. So too, neither men nor women treated for screen-detected disease without clinical significance know this to be so (nor does medicine itself know in any given case, or else the patient wouldn’t be treated); all they know is that their cancer has been treated, thus marking a win for the system that detected it. Because few would knowingly commit their body to a flawed system, such an arrangement presupposes some sacrifice of informed consent; but because the system could not keep going without willing entrants and public enthusiasm, the lack of informed consent must be masked as something honorific. The celebration of “awareness” meets this requirement. If you search Amazon for “cancer awareness,” you will find knee socks, pens, lanyards, and stickers, but no books.

In 1997 the ACS qualified its recommendation of PSA testing for men over 50, now advising that candidates for the test be informed of its liabilities as well as benefits. Recognizing that the evidence for PSA testing was questionable, other bodies, including the American College of Physicians and the
American Academy of Family Physicians, called for informed consent around the same time. When the hopes and promises that inspired prostate-cancer “awareness” lost their luster and the evidentiary basis of PSA testing grew so questionable that one could speak with more assurance of harms than benefits, PSA testing became, in theory, the patient’s decision. In practice it proceeded much as if no requirement for informed consent were in place. Regardless of its evidentiary deficiencies, the test had already enshrined itself in American life; a sort of de facto presumption in its favor had set in. In 1999 the U.S. Postal Service issued a stamp with the messages, “Prostate Cancer Awareness” and “Annual Checkups and Tests,” which suggests just how much of a movement PSA testing had already become. As I write this a decade later, a single morning brings the following headlines from Google News:

- Prostate Cancer Awareness Effort Continues
- NFL and Players Renew Commitment to Prostate Cancer Health
- Prostate Cancer Test Promoted
- Blue Cure Foundation Aims to Spread the Word About Prostate Cancer Screening
- Atlanta Turns Blue
- Cancer Support Group Set to Spread Awareness
- Riverside Community Hospital Urges Prostate Cancer Testing
- Men Must Heed Prostate Cancer Risks
- Experts Recommend PSA Testing During Prostate Cancer Awareness Month

Despite the acknowledged harms of mass screening for prostate cancer, the movement thus continues unabated. Hence too the strong backlash against the recommendation against PSA testing by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force in 2012. Only because of the reiterated message that early detection saves lives—as is true in the case of mammography, but may or may not be true in that of PSA—has the PSA system flourished despite the doubts that shadowed it from the beginning.

Like the antidepressant campaign, then, mass screening for prostate cancer draws power from publicity, in this case emanating from non-corporate sources and carrying an aura of civic activism. In both instances the publicity
struck a nerve and set in motion a potent doubling effect whereby uptake of the advertised message acted as an advertisement in its own right. Both movements have been as much socially as medically driven, which means in the case of prostate-cancer screening that things like message-bearing postage stamps and license plates,\textsuperscript{28} contagious catchphrases, early-detection folklore, golf tournaments, public service announcements (those other PSA’s), grabby headlines, blue ribbons, and the knowledge that friends, neighbors and co-workers get tested propel the movement at least as effectively as better sources of information. In both cases the publicity activating the movement misleads. The result is an artificial epidemic of depression on the one hand (the numbers on antidepressants having quadrupled since 1988) and prostate cancer on the other (now being detected with such frequency that the medical literature has begun to speak of a “risk of detection”). In both cases the epidemic, though exaggerated, had some basis in fact, which gave publicity something to bite on.

But these were not the only fin-de-siècle epidemics of dubious origin. “In the 1990s, the United States [became] the hot zone of psychogenic diseases, new and mutating forms of hysteria amplified by modern communications. . . . Infectious epidemics of hysteria spread by stories circulated through self-help books, articles in newspapers and magazines, TV talk shows and series, films, the Internet, and even literary criticism.”\textsuperscript{29} Socially driven in large part and patterned on and reinforced by mammography, the PSA revolution may also have acquired resonance from other anxious socio-medical movements competing for recognition at the same time, in the same place. Borne not by pathogens but by the mobilizing rhetoric of alarm, the epidemic of prostate cancer begins to resemble a psychogenic outbreak after all.\textsuperscript{30}
Epilogue
Being Medically Unique

In a remarkable passage, Montaigne, the prince of skeptics, tells of a blind man who plays tennis:

I saw a gentleman of a good family, born blind, or at least blind from an age such that he did not know what vision is; he understands so little what he lacks, that he uses and employs words proper to vision as we do and applies them in a way that is entirely his own and idiosyncratic. He was presented with a child to whom he was godfather. Taking it in his arms he said: “Oh, lord! What a lovely child! How beautiful it looks!” . . . There is more: since hunting, tennis, and shooting are our sports, and he has heard this said, he takes a liking to them, and busies himself with them, and believes he has the same part in them that we do. . . . He takes a tennis ball in his left hand and hits it with his racket; he shoots with his musket at random, and is satisfied when his people tell him he is too high or at the side.¹

Though he “understands so little” that he appears to have convinced himself that he sees, it is not clear to me that the blind man should be dismissed as a fool. It could be said that finding himself in the Rome of the sighted, he simply does as the Romans do—takes part in human life as best he can.

Deriving the testimony of his senses from the reports of others (“How beautiful it looks!”), the sociable blind man resembles all who model their bodily experiences on those of others—who feel as others feel, according to the sociology of the placebo effect. We tend after all to experience what those like us do, or what we suppose they do, as when study subjects report less pain when it seems that others feel less,² or respond to the crafty prompt that the treatment they have been given has been shown to help others. The case has been made that because the information presented to a patient “potentially influences the experience of treatment outcomes,”³ doctors need to be mindful of the placebo and nocebo effects that may spring from the very
discussion of risks and benefits, which is another way of saying that reports of others’ outcomes have an effect on our own.

While other factors, among them conditioning, may contribute to the placebo effect, it is largely as social animals that we enjoy its benefits, just as it is theorized to have evolved from social behavior such as mutual grooming among apes. By the same token, however, if we should lose the feeling that our case resembles others’ and that we can be helped just as they have been, the entire edifice of hope and trust may break down, as I have learned from experience as a cancer patient. I don’t mean to say the placebo effect has much to offer the cancer patient; the survival benefits for women with breast cancer who had “supportive-expressive group therapy” could not be replicated. I mean simply that my case has clarified for me the placebo effect’s social sources. To be without the sense that one’s case is like others is to play tennis at random, with no way of knowing whether a shot is in or out.

It all began conventionally enough when, like millions of others, I had a PSA test without the slightest idea of what I might be getting into. One test led to another and then to biopsies, one after another, my PSA rising all the while, until cancer was finally confirmed. Of the treatment options brachytherapy—the embedding of radioactive pellets or “seeds”—seemed the least bad, so that is what I chose. As it turned out, during the procedure the urologist was unable for some reason to get one string of seeds into place, but that didn’t matter, we were told. Naturally I assumed the treatment was successful. But successful in doing what? As I became aware, belatedly, of the overdiagnosis of prostate cancer, I began to wonder if I had not unthinkingly sought treatment for an innocuous condition at the behest of medical activism.

But if mine was an innocuous condition it was also a stubborn one. Following the procedure my PSA dropped, but not enough, and as it resumed its upward course I became a patient in a medical center a thousand miles away, where a team of brisk, self-assured, not to say conceited doctors took over my case. “The patient who journeys to a famous clinic or physician is as ready to be helped as the pilgrim at a religious shrine,” and in this case the first thing the priests did was form an idea about what was wrong with the pilgrim. Over time, and not without much theory-testing and diagnostic travail, I passed into the category of patients who have failed brachytherapy. Because radiation complicates surgical removal of the prostate if it should fail (as no one had explained to me), the best option at this point seemed to be a second procedure of the same kind, but more precisely targeted. My lo-
cal doctor had left a “cold spot” that would now be correctly irradiated—this was the message. Five years after the original implant, a second was done.

In short order, however, the same sequence took place all over again—rising PSA, more biopsies with more samples (as many as 24 in one instance), imaging that yielded nothing, conferences, contradictions, delays, exploration and finally dismissal of the innocent possibility of PSA “bounce.” Somewhere in the middle of this burlesque, the radiation oncologist threatened to cancel a brachytherapy unless I met with him beforehand—as it turned out, only so that he could demonstrate his mastery of my case to his residents. At another point, as I sat in the waiting room thumbing through a lifestyle magazine, I came across a feature about my own urologist’s villa-like residence. In due course I became the only patient in his considerable experience, and I suspect one of the few to his knowledge, to have had not two but three brachytherapies. Three times I had to notify students that if any were pregnant they should not sit too close. With something like 150 spent radioactive pellets arrayed like chevrons in my prostate, meticulously placed but useless, I have gone from being one of countless men treated for prostate cancer—a rite of passage in the PSA era—to a data set of one.

A few years ago a paper concluded, “The best management of the small number of brachytherapy patients encountering failure is unclear at this time,” referring of course to patients who fail once, not to the still smaller—the vanishingly small—number who fail twice. Now, with my PSA resuming its dismal pattern, the third treatment seems to have failed as well. A friend and former officer of the American Urological Association, himself a patient, but whose cancer is more advanced, warns that with three doses of radiation I am already “challenging morbidity” and advises against further biopsies. Another medical acquaintance, whose name is well known but whose uncommon kindness is not, says apologetically that at this point there is nothing he can do for me. My urologist, however, proposes resuming the same old round of biopsy and imaging, to be followed by a fourth brachytherapy if necessary. I am considering dutasteride, a drug whose incautious use to inhibit prostate cancer I have argued against. In the midst of all this, I learned on good authority that a member of my team has recanted his activism, though when I asked him about it he refused to answer. I have since run across a paper of his on the benefits of group morale for the prostate cancer patient.

Over recent years as I have become an enigma to myself and others, my belief that medicine knows how to treat my case, or even understands it, has crumbled. I doubt my doctors know whether my cancer, invariably identi-
fied as Gleason 6 (Intermediate)—yet wrongly entered in the medical records at several points as Gleason 7—was ever significant. They are as blind as I am, though they would have me believe it is definitely significant because otherwise their treatments are harming me for nothing. Of one thing am I sure: their complete indifference not only to the contradiction in their or my records but to the side effects I have encountered, and which once landed me in the ICU, since I began this journey by following others only to end up being interesting to medicine in my own right. “Yours is a unique story,” I have been told; but it is so involved, protracted and bewildering that it verges on the untellable, and in any event this is a matter in which no one wants to be unique.

Though as patients we hope to be treated compassionately, too much compassion can give us the wrong idea, and we may also prefer to be treated somewhat impersonally, if only because professionalism is reassuring and tells us our problem can be managed. Those who say doctors ought to show confidence are on to something. We don’t want a doctor to act in a way that suggests he or she has never seen our case before. But what if he or she actually hasn’t?

Now that it is clear to me that my urologist has in fact never seen my case or anything quite like it, hope and trust—those good companions—have been replaced by gnawing doubt. The man’s professionalism, which might once have assured me that he knows exactly what he is doing, now seems a mask. His few words, which formerly made him seem less talker than doer, are now the shield of one who will not confide, admit or affirm anything. As my case has grown ever stranger and more intractable, his manner has remained exactly the same—frozen. He acts as if there were no reason to think a treatment that has failed repeatedly will not fail again, or that side effects are of any concern. It wouldn’t bother him to learn, either, that many of the ill effects of repeated treatments, beginning with fatigue, cunningly mimic the markers of depression. The ritual meeting of patient and doctor has degenerated into a ceremony of repetition. There is no “therapeutic alliance.” I am like someone in the placebo group of a study who is told, “This pill has been shown to help others,” but understands this clever equivocation for what it is.

The doctors may have written off my case as inexplicable, but to me it has confirmed one thing at least: the largely social nature of the placebo effect. It is because of our bonds with others, including others whose experience seems like our own, that we are able to find sources of encouragement even in illness. Recall Haygarth’s experiment at the Bath General Hospital in 1799,
where subjects were specifically told that a certain worthless instrument had cured the pains of others and would cure theirs. It is easy enough to laugh at these credulous souls who wittingly or not modeled their very sensations on those of others, but we too are social beings, attuned to others. “The placebo reminds us that we are not alone.” Not to be able to liken one’s experience to others is to be lost. As my case went from ordinary to incomprehensible and my sense that my experience resembled anyone else’s melted away, I became lost indeed—blind, pathless.

But even as I went through treatment after treatment and trust in my doctors eroded and then collapsed, many showed the humanity they did not—nurses, clerical staff, intake and pre-op specialists, other doctors (some of great kindness), entire teams in the emergency room and the ICU. Like Telemachus in the palace of Menelaus, I came to them in need and found them not only attentive but generous in ways impossible to imagine before the event. One nurse made me forget my own humiliation as completely as if I had consumed an Egyptian drug. To her I was not a case but a member of the human company. To me she herself was heartsease.
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